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PREFACE

This study is the third tranche of a regional hydrological assessment for sub-Saharan Africa funded

by UNDP (project Nr RAF/87/030). the African Development Bank. and the French Fund for Aid and

Co-operation. The study covered twenty three countries in West Africa and started in September

1990. The countries were visited by members of the study team between November 1990 and

November 1991. The total time allocation for each country averaged six weeks, of which half was

spent in the Consultants home office. In 17 countries the Consultants were assisted by CŒH. The

organisation of the study was such that the assessments have been carried out by staff from Mott

MacDonald International. BCEOM. SOGREAH. ORSTOM, and a number of local consultants from

the region. Every effort wasmade from the outset 10 ensure consistency of approach and homogeneity

of assessment.

The purpose of the project was to evaluate the status of aIl existing hydrologicaI data collection

systems and to make recommendations to enhance the performance of these systems. the ultimate aim

being to assist the countries in the establishment or improvement of a sound hydrological database

for the purposes of planning and evaluating water resource development programmes and projects.

The goal was to identify those areas where international support would be required, and to develop

these recommendations inta project proposaIs in a format suitable for donor financing.

The national assessments, recommendaücns, and identified project proposals have been published in

individual country reports. In addition there is a 'regional' report which supplements the country

reports by covering aspects of the study which require assessment at a regional or basin level. It aIso

summarises the common features of the country assessments, and includes a number of project

proposaIs for activities which coyer all or part of the region.

This report is based on information obtained and documents coIlected during a mission to

The Gambia during the period 11-28th June 1991. The mission was undertaken by staff from Mott

MacDonald International.

We wish 10 place on record our appreciation of the help of the many people. too numerous to

mention. who assisted us during the visit.
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SUMMARY

The Gambia's unique geography has an important bearing on the hydrological assessment. The small

size of the country, its low elevation and lack of relief results in an unusual uniformity of climate

across the territory. Even rainfall. which varies from 1 100 mm in the coastal south-west to 700 mm

in the interior north-east. changes smoothly across the country. The rainy season from June to

October provides ail but 1 to 2% of the annual total. Rainfall records display the regional trend

towards lower rainfall in the past two decades.

The country is bisected by the Gambia River which rises in Guinea and passes through Senegal before

flowing the length of The Gambia. The Gambia River through Tbe Gambia has a gentle gradient and

tidal influence is still apparent as far upstream as the Senegal border. As with rainfall, runoff is

highly seasonal and freshwater flow in the Gambian tributaries ta the main river is perennial. As a

result of this seasonality in river flow the salt/freshwater boundary (taken as the 1'/00 salinity) shifts

from a maximum penetration of 250 km in the dry season to 100 km in the wet season. The position

of the boundary is also dependent on the depth at which the measurements are taken since dense

seawater May underlie freshwater. The presence of saline water so far inland has important

consequences for the population. Most drinting water is obtained from groundwater wbich is found

at shallow depth and of good quality over practically the wbole country. The potential for irrigation

using surface water is dependent on the position of tbe salt interface. Proposais have been made for

a combined tidal barrage/bridge to fix the position of the saline/fresbwater interface but this is

unlikely to proceed as it is at present considered uneconomic.

Water resources and climatic monitoring in Tbe Gambia are the responsibility of the Department of

Water Resources, Ministry of Natural Resources and the EnvironmenL Within the Department there

are divisions for meteorology and hydrology, groundwater is the responsibility of the Rural Water

Supply Division.

Meteorological data is primarily required for improving agricultural production. The network is weil

maintained and equipped, largely by the CILSS/WMO/UNDP AGRHYMET project. Regular 10-day

bulletins are published as part of AGRHYMET and these are regarded as very useful. The continued

suppon of AGRHYMET appears assured. The Meteorology Division presently has staffing and

logistic problems. Tbere are two main staff problems: a lack of professional staff, and a bigb turnover

of trained observers. The former is a national problem affecting ail the activities of the Department

of Water Resources and is discussed further below. The latter should be capable of resolution

particularly if the logistical problems can be dealt with. Logistical problems are dominated by the

lack of transport: there is a single 4-WD vehicle shared with the Hydrology Division and therefore

it is not currently possible to increase the number of stations visited.

The calculation of fluvial flows in the Gambia River is extremely difficult because of tidal

influences. In the dry season the fluvial flow May be only 1 to 2% of the total flow and a specially

designed campaign of measurement is required lasting from a minimum of two tidal cycles up to

periods of a lunar month or more. Tbere are at present no stations in The Gambia with full range, up

07171/l2JB S-1



to date, rating curves. The Hydrology Division' Jacks the necessary equipment to carry out the

required current meter measurements. It is recommended that automatic water level recorders should

be installed to monitor ttibutary catchments where the rainfall-runoff response is rapid and twice

daily staff gauge readings are inadequate to record the hydrograph accurately.

The Hydrology Division is below complement and suffers from the same shortage of professional

staff as the Meteorology Division.

Groundwater is a major resource of The Gambia, which already supplies MOSt of the rural and urban

potable supplies. It is well documented with several good regional and country-wide reports, issued

with the assistance of United Nations agencies and international consulting organisations. A further

country-wide hydrogeological study, financed by EDF, is about to be started in mid-1991.

The groundwater monitoring network recently reactivated under the UN groundwater proj~t

comprises 155 wells, 120 measured quarterly and 25 measured monthly. It is evident that networks

of this size cannot be sustained beyond the life of the instituting assistance project, they require

greater staff and 10gistical inputs than the Department of Water Resources can make available long

term. It has been recommended that it would be better to concentrate resources on a smaller network

(of say 20 to 30 sites) and to take measurements more frequently, preferably daily but at least

weekly. A network of this size would leave sufficient resources to introduce regular water quality

monitoring. Upgrading of the water quality laboratory facilities is aIso a pressing need.

Whilst ttaining of junior staff and observers is well handled by the Department's training school the

build up of a cadre of professionals in the fields of water resources is beyond the country's resources

and overseas training will remain the only answer in the foreseeable future. There are well

established training centtes in neighbouring countries which could be used to provide much of the

required training. This subject is addressed in a regional project proposaI.

Four project proposais have been formulated for The Gambia. They cover the sttengthening of the

Meteorology and Hydrology Divisions, particularly addressing some of the logistical problems which

c~nsttain these services at present. As groundwater is presently benefitting from a major assistance

project we have identified the upgrading of the laboratory facilities as being a suitable project for

future consideration.

l

1

!

1
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL BACKGROUND

1.1 Geograpby

The Gambia, one of the smallest countries in Africa, lies on an east-west axis on the banks of the

Gambia River. It lies between longitudes 16° 50'W and 13° 45'W and latitudes 13° OO'N and

13° 50'N. The country is 480 km long and nowhere is it more than 50 km wide. Ils total surface area

is 11 000 km2 (sorne sources give it as 10 400 km2
). Most of the country is low lying with only a few

points above 50 m elevation.

The main topographical feature is the River Gambia which runs through the country for almost

500 km. The river is tidal for the whole of its length in the country. The interface between salt water,

taken as a concentration of 1°'00, is 100 km from the sea in the rainy season and 250 km in the dry

season.

To the west the country faces the Atlantic Ocean along a 50 km coastline but on all other sides it is

surrounded by SenegaI.

The country is divided administratively into five units: Western Division, Lower River Division,

North Bank Division, MacCarthy Island Division, and Upper River Division. These are shown on

Figure 1.1.

1.2 Clïmate

The rainfall in the country varies from 1 100 mm in the south-west to 700 mm in the north and east.

The rainfall is highly seasonal with all but 1 or 2% falling in the period June to October. The small

size of the country and the lack of relief means that there is little variation in the climate over the

country, other than the difference in rainfall. An isohyetal map is shown on Figure 1.2. This map was

specially prepared for this report and used rainfal1 for the period 1961 to 1990. As with many

countries in the Sahel there has been a steady reduction in apparent annual rainfall. For example the

isohyetallines on Figure 1.2 are sorne 100 to 200 mm less than the equivalent lines on a similar map

for the Gambia River basin produced by ORSTOM but using data for the period 1951 to 1980. This

point is further discussed in Appendix D.
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1.3 Water Resources

As far as drinking water is concerned all the piped water supplies in urban centres rely on

groundwater. In the case of the capital city, Banjul, three different borehole fields are in use. For

rural drinking water, again the use of groundwater predominates. This is in part due to the availability

of groundwater in all parts of the country but also the fact that the River Gambia is saline for much

of its length within the country and freshwater flow in the tributary rivers is insignificant in the dry

season.

Most of the agriculture in the country is rain-fed and there is relatively little pumped irrigation. One

small pilot scheme exists. The essential difficulty related to increasing the area irrigated is that the

Garnbia River is saline for much of its length and any additional abstractions from the river for

irrigation would move the saline/fresh water interface further upstream thereby depriving low-Iying

areas, at present able to get irrigation water at high tide, of fresh water. The dry season flow of the

Garnbia River can not be determined with any great precision as the relatively large tidal flux

dominates any small flow in the river. Il is estimated to be not larger than 3 m3/s. There are a few

horticultural areas which use groundwater but these are mostly small scale using wells with manual

methods of lifting the water.

Groundwater

The Garnbia is underlain by Mesozoic and Cainozoic sedimentary sequences, sorne members of which

are water bearing. Groundwater quality in these aquifers is normally good and they constitute the

most important water resource of the country; practically the whole of the population relies on wells

and boreholes for potable supplies.

Two main aquifer systems have been identified in The Gambia: - the upper, Miocene to Pleistocene

(Continental Terminal) coarse detrital sediments and the lower, Maestrichtian to Palaeocene

sandstone. The upper system comprises two units, termed the phreatic and semi-confined aquifers,

separated mainly by silts; these sands are normally encountered at 10 to 120 m depths. The lower

aquifer occurs at 250 to 450 m depth and comprises loosely cemented calcareous sandstone,

interbedded with marI, silt, clay and thin limestone bands.

Groundwater quality in the upper aquifer is good, except where influenced by sea or estuarine surface

water. In the lower aquifer, salinity increases from east to west and potable groundwater probably

occurs only to the east of Kau-ur.

The overall recharge to the shallow aquifer has been computed as about 600 million m3/annum on

average (Ceesay and Howard Humphreys, 1987). Most of this is from direct infiltration of rainfall

on Garnbian territory. The deep sandstone aquifer is recharged on its outcrop in Senegal but sorne

of the throughflow reaches The Gambia; under present conditions this throughflow is estimated at

about 1.75 million m3/annum.
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Groundwater abstractions are by dug wells and shallow boreholes for rural water supply and deeper

boreholes for urban supplies. Modern village sources are equipped with hand pumps. Provincial town

supplies are pumped with electric submersible deep weil turbines to header tanks for distribution by

standpipes. The capital area (Banjul and North Kombo) is served by wellfields connected to treatment

works and a full piped distribution system. Total groundwater abstractions in The Garnbia are

estimated as approximately 15 million m3/annum (UNCDF, 1988).

1.4 Population

The first census of The Gambia, in 1901, gave a population of less than 100000. By 1921 this had

grown to just over 200 000. The population then grew relatively slowly reaching 310000 in 1963.

At the time of the last census (1983) the total population was 688000 and is now, in 1991, estimated

as 900 000 (the 1983 figure increased at the growth rate of 3.4% per annum indicated by that census).

The birth rate has remained almost constant at 50 per thousand population over the last 20 years but

the death rate has dropped from 30 to 20 per thousand. The total fertility rate (births per female) is

6.5.

The main urban centre is Banjul, the capital, with a population (1983 census) of 44 200. There is

however a largely urban area surrounding Banjul and the population of this 'greater' Banjul,

including the city itself, was 179 100. Outside of this conurbation the main centres classed as urban

are:

Brikama

Farafeni

Basse

Bansang

Georgetown

Kerewan

Kau-ur

Kuntaur

- 20 300 (on the southern edge of greater Banjul)

- 10000

- 5700

- 4100

- 3300

- 3 100

- 2700

- 2100

The population of these centres accounts for one-third of the population - the remainder are classed

as rural. These figures are taken from the 1983 census and it would be difficult to estimate the

present population of these centres as that census demonstrated that there had been large migration

from rural to urban areas leading to a higher than average growth in the towns. To what extent this

trend has continued can only be known after the nex t census.

There are at least eight ethnie groups represented in The Gambia - each with its own language,

traditions and cultural habits. The three most populous groups are the Mandinka (42%), the Fula

(16%), and the Wollof (16%). There is, however, a harmonious relationship between the groups with

frequent intermarriage and many people are able to speak the language of more than one group.
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1.5 Health

The life expectancy at birth is 43 years (estimate for 1986-88) up from 33 years in 1973. As in Many

African countries the low life expectation is to a large extent a result of a high infant mortality rate

which in The Gambia is 167 per 1 000 live births. Of the under fives 48% of the deaths occurred in

the first year, 23.6% in the second year and 15.5% in the third. Of the deaths in the first year almost

half are classed as perinatal. Many of the perinatal deaths occur as a result of lack of facilities to deal

with difficult deliveries and septicaemia due to poor hygiene. The main causes of infant monality are

acute respiratory infections (17% of deaths), malnutrition/diarrhoea (16%) and malaria (14%).

1.6 Education

In 1985 the adult (15 plus) illiteracy rate was estimated as 77.4%, down from 89% in 1970. The

proportion of school age children enrolled in school is 57%, the number of children in school having

more than doubled in the ten years from 1976. In 1983/4, the country had 179 primary schools, 16

secondary technical schools, and 8 high schools. Apart from a teacher training college there are no

further education institutions in the country. This is a severe constraint on the development of

technical services as even for a first degree foreign study is necessary before further specialised

training to master level in hydrology or hydrogeology can be contemplated.

1.7 The Economy

The country's Gross National Product (GNP), at market prices, in 1988/89 was 1 489.5 million

Dalasis (US$1 = 8.33 Dalasis in March 1989). The per capita GNP was $270. The main components

of the GNP are Agriculture (34.1%), Industry (10.3%) and Services (55.6%). The total contribution

of groundnuts, the country's main export crop, was 10.0% (of which 2.2% was trade in groundnuts).

This was down from 33.5% (of which 14.3% was due to trade) in 1974/5. Groundnuts and groundnut

products earned $17.3 million in export earnings in 1988/89, with tourism accounting for $41.5

million and the re-export trade estimated as $78.5 million. The figures for the re-export trade are

approximate as some two-thirds of il is not officially recorded.

Over much of the last ten years the country has been applying an Economic Recovery Programme.

This has involved a freeing of the currency exchange rate and attempts to reduce government

spending. Many of the objectives of the programme have been achieved, including a growth rate

which has averaged 4% over the last five years, but there still problems in income distribution

resulting from the changes. It is also becoming apparent that the use of a floating exchange rate has

adversely affected the profitability of the re-export trade which May lead to it making a less

important contribution to exports in the future.
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CHAPTER 2

WATER RESOURCES

2.1 Surface Water Resources

Surface water is relatively little used in The Gambia. Firsdy, the flat nature of the country's terrain

means that not only is the River Gambia itself saline for much of its length in the country but many

of its tributaries are also saline for several tens of kilometres upstream of the confluence. Secondly,

whilst in the past sorne of the tributaries are reported as having had perennial flow, none of the

tributaries now flow all the year round.

The River Gambia is tidal for the whole of its length in the country and a tidal variation of 100 mm

has been recorded at Gouloumbo in Senegal more than 500 km from the mouth of the river. The tidal

length is such that when high tide is recorded at Banjul, at the mouth of the river, the previous high

tide has just reached Bansang, 315 km from the mouth, and the one before that would have reached

Gouloumbo, 526 km from the sea, only a few hours before.

The flow in the Gambia River is highly seasonal. The maximum occurs at the end of rainy season in

late September or October. The maximum recorded at Gouloumbo, in Senegal just upstream of the

national boundary, was 2 100 m3/s on 15 September 1961. In recent years the maximum has been

lower and since 1967 the maximum has always been less than 1 500 m3/s. The 10west flow gauged

at Gouloumbo was 4.48 m3/s on 26 January 1984. This figure is likely to be higher than the lowest

flow in the river as flows will decline until the end of the dry season which occurs in June.

Unfortunately no gaugings have been made at this time ofyear and the rating curve is very unreliable

for low flows owing to the tidal effects of the river. There have been a number of attempts to assess

the flow of the river within the tidal reach. One of these was conducted by Howard Humphreys as

part of its study of the river and another was carried out by the British Hydraulic Research Station.

These studies are discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.2. What they demonstrate is that there are

variations in both level and flow with a periodicity of 13 hours (a single tidal cycle) and 28 days (a

lunar cycle) which mask the variations in level due to freshwater inflow.

One effect of the variation in flow is that there is a marked variation in the position of the interface

between fresh and salt water. In the dry season the interface, defined as the point at which the

salinity is 1 "/00, is 250 km from the sea. In the rainy season the increasing river flow pushes the

interface downstream until by October it is only 150 km from the sea.

The Gambia River catchment is shared between the Republic of Guinea, Senegal, Guinea Bissau and

The Gambia and since 1978 plans for the development of the resources of the river have been co

ordinated by an international body widely known by its French tille the Organisation de Mise en

Valeur du fleuve Gambie (OMVG) - Gambia River Basin Development Organisation.
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There are no existing reservoirs on the Gambia River. There are however a number of proposais both

for reservoirs and for a barrage. In the case of reservoirs the proposaIs are for dams to be built in

Senegal or Guinea. These wouId he both for irrigation and for hydro-power. The proposed barrage

would be built on the River Gambia within the country sorne 130 km from the mouth of the river.

What is planned is to have a barrage with the dual function of preventing salt water from moving

upstream of the barrage and also providing a road crossing of the river. At the moment it is unlikely

that either the reservoirs or the barrage will be built in the foreseeable future. That is because neither

the reservoirs nor the barrage are economicaBy attractive and the barrage would also have severe

negative environmental consequences. This point is covered in more detail in Section 2.3.6.

A major study of The Gambia, funded by UNDP, was published by Howard Humphreys in 1974. This

study, entitled 'Hydrological and Topographical Studies of The Gambia', looked in great detail at the

flows of the river, including flow measurements, establishing rating curves, preliminary frequency

analysis, and sorne sediment measurements; but the assessment of water resources opportunities was

carried out on the basis of published maps only. Other studies have looked in more detail at specific

options such as the dams and the barrage. Under funding of USAID, and working with the Gambia

River Basin Development Organisation, a long term study of the whole river basin has been carried

out. The studies, carried out by the University of Michigan and Harza Engineering, were published

in 1985 as one volume summarising the studies, four volumes looking at specific aspects and, over

a period of several years, 70 specialised papers.

The river is navigable throughout the year and ocean going craft of up to 5.5 m draft (3 000 tons) can

reach Kaur 201 km up river.

2.2 Groundwater Resources

2.2.1 Background

The Gambia is weB endowed with groundwater resources. Water of good quality in reasonably

productive aquifers is found at shallow depth over practicaBy the whole country. In the absence of

year-round availability of fresh water from surface sources, wells have probably been used for

potable supplies for hundreds of years. However, technical literature on local hydrogeology and

groundwater development is ail very recent (mainly from the last 20 years).

Because of the nature of its geology, which is not very promising for occurrences of valuable

minerais, The Gambia lacks the strong geological base, provided by the colonial administrations in

other British ex-colonies in West Africa. Apparently in the mid-1920s, a member of the Gold Coast

Geological Survey undertook a short appraisal and produced a ge010gical map of The Gambia

foBowed by a report (Cooper, 1927) describing his findings; although he identified the main features

of surface geology as weB as sorne heavy mineraI concentrations of possible commercial value, it was

not until the 1950s that a British mining company (Gambia Minerais Ltd) carried out further surveys

and actually exploited titanium ore from a sandy deposit near the coast.

1
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t• In the meantime, also in the 1950s, relevant v/ork was undertaken in the adjacent Francophone

countries. Michel, working on the geomorphology of Senegal, included The Gambia in his

publications issued in 1960 and 1973. Tenaille et al (1960) reported on the subsurface conditions in

the region, based on petroleum exploration. At the same time, prospecting for oil in The Gambia

confirmed the occurrence of aquifers in the upper strata (BP-BRP Exploration (Gambia) Ltd, 1960

and 1961) and the first drilled water well, penetrating into the deep sandstone aquifer, was installed

in Banjul.

In the late 1960s and 1970s the pace of geological work related to mineraI exploration increased,

foUowing UN sponsored studies of The Gambia by Veltheim (1969 and 1971). In particular Matthew

Hall Ortech Ltd (1976a, 1976b and 1977) investigated titaniferous sands, whilst the UN assisted the

evaluation of other deposits of economic potential (kaolin and brick clay). However it was not until

1988 that a comprehensive treatment of the country's geology was published (Whyte and Russell,

1988); this included 1 : 250 000 scale geological mapping based on fieldwork and photogeology

(using 1 : 25 000 scale aerial photographs); all previous work was incorporated in this treatment,

including subsurface data from oil exploration and drilled water wells.

Systematic technical work on groundwater in The Gambia started in the 1970s. The first appraisal

of the country's hydrogeology was included in Howard Humphreys' 'Hydrological and Topographical

Studies of The Gambia River Basin', issued in 1974. During the late 1970s the same organisation

carried out more detailed work concerned with borehole construction for Banjul water supply

(Howard Humphreys, 1978a) and with evaluation of groundwater resources of the Kombo Peninsula

(Howard Humphreys, 1978b).

Simultaneously various UN agencies undertook groundwater work in the country, mainly concerned

with rural water supply and institution strengthening. Notable UN assisted projects include:

Rural Water Supply GAM/74/007; UNDP financed, UNDTCD executed.

Water Well Drilling in The Gambia UNSO/CILSS/GAM/204; UNSO financed, used

consultant (PHZ Polservice).

Rural Water Supply and Groundwater Development GAM/82/088; UNDP and UNICEF

financed, UNDTCD executed.

Rural Water Supply GAM/80/C04; UNCDF assisted.

Preliminary Investigations of Groundwater and Experimentation of Pumping Systems

GAM/82/T01; UNDP and UNIFSTD financed, UNDTCD executed.

National Strategy for the Environmentally Sound Management of Groundwater Resources

in The Gambia UNSO/DEC/GAM/82/X04; UNSO financed, used consultants.
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Groundwater Resources Planning and Development GAM/87/002; UNDP financed.

Weil Construction in Rural Areas GAM/86/C02; UNDP assisted.

Solar Powered Equipment in Rural Areas GAM/86/C01; UNCDP financed.

Only short appraisal reports are available for most of these projects. As far as can be ascertained the

major accomplishments of the UN efforts have been the installation of about 500 modern dug wells,

sorne two thirds of them equipped with hand pumps, and of 28 boreholes equipped with small

electrical turbines and generators. Of special interest has been project GAM/82/T01, which installed

two wind powered and one solar pump; a full report of these activities was issued in 1986.

In addition, in 1983, UNDP/UNDTCD assisted the Ministry ofWater Resources and the Environment

to prepare the most comprehensive evaluation of groundwater resources to that date, under the title

of 'Groundwater Resources of The Gambia, Preliminary Report'. However, in 1987 this was

superseded by what remains the fullest treatment of The Gambia's hydrogeology, namely

'Groundwater Survey Studies of The Gambia' (Ceesay and Howard Humphreys, 1987); this includes

hydrogeological maps of the whole country at the scale of 1 : 125 000 and discusses in sorne detail

both the shallow and the deep sandstone aquifers.

Lastly, two bilateral aid projects undertaken during the UN Water Supply and Sanitation Decade,

deserve mention. The KfW (German aid) project implemented by GITEC, has not only constructed

over 300 fully equipped dug wells but also produced a whole series of excellent reports on subJects

varying from feasibility study of rural water supply, through computerised database for weil records,

to maintenance systems for hand pumps; the project started in 1980 and is still continuing. The other

is the Saudi Sahelian Programme, executed by German consultants, which installed 120 dug wells and

68 boreholes, ail equipped with hand pumps, as weil as 8 boreholes with electric pumps and

generators.

2.2.2 Geology

The Gambia is located on one of the major sedimentary basins of Africa, usually referred to as the

Mauritania/Senegal Basin. Ils formation was associated with the break-up of the ancient continent

of Pangea during the early Mesozoic into what are now West Africa and North America. The floor

of the basin is probably down-faulted by a series of step faults, so that the thickness of the sediments

increases westwards, towards the Atlantic; at the coast the basement is known to plunge steeply under

the continental shelf. As a result of this, the country is underlain by a series of almost horizontal

Mesozoic and Cainozoic strata, comprising mainly limestones, marIs, shales and sandstones. The

uppermost succession, relevant to groundwater occurrence, is given in Table 2.1. 1.,
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TABLE 2.1

Geological Succession Underlying The Gambia

ERA/System Stage/Formation Lithology

CAINOZOIC

Recent Aeolian and alluvial deposits

Pleistocene - Pliocene Continental Terminal Fine to medium sands, silts,
clays with laterites and
occasional limestones

Miocene Shales and marly fine sands
with subordinate limestones

Unconformity
Oligocene Marly limestone

Unconformity
Eocene Shales and marly limestones

with band of chert near base

Palaeocene Chalky and white marly
limestones with intercalations
of black shale; sandy facies
at the extreme east and west

MESOZOIC

Cretaceous Maestrichtain Fine to coarse sandstone with
grey to black shales,
phosphatic nodules and
lignite bands

Campanian Grey clays and marIs with
calcareous sandstones,
dolomitic limestones and
lignites

Source: Cessay & Howard Humphreys, 1987 and Whyte and Russell, 1988

Because of the fiat topography of The Gambia and the dominating influence of a great river on the

country's geomorphology, surface geology is dominated by recent superficial deposits with sorne

identifiable outcrops of the 'Continental Terminal'. The rest of the succession has been established

on the basis of outcrops in adjacent countries and confirmed by drilling of water supply boreholes

and exploratory oil wells within The Gambia.
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2.2.3 The Aquirers

Two major aquifers occur in the succession underlying The Gambia, namely the Miocene to

Pleistocene (Continental Terminal) sands and the Maestrichtian to Palaeocene sandstone. The former

constitute the upper or shallow aquifer, which occurs under the whole country and provides most of

its potable supplies. The latter forms the lower or deep saDdstone aquifer; its occurrence is also

countrywide but is as yet unexploited in The Gambia, though it is an important source of water in

Senegal.

The Continental Terminal is highly variable lithologically and the proportions of sand and

impermeable lithologies vary from place to place. Nevertheless, sorne saturated sandy layers are

usually found at depths of 10 to 120 m everywhere. It is normally subdivided into two units, the

upper phreatic and lower semi-confined, separated by mainly silly beds of variable thickness. Il is

of significance that there have been a few drillings, sometimes over 100 m deep, which failed to find

sufficient thickness of aquifer to justify completion of production boreholes at these sites

(Dipl-ing H R Prack, 1989).

The phreatic aquifer is mainly tapped by dug wells and if saturated, is reported to always yield

enough water for a hand pump from a thickness of 3 m to 6 m. Groundwater levels are mainly in the

range of 10 m to 30 m below ground level.

Production boreholes tap mainly the semi-confined aquifer, though sorne are screened in the phreatic

unit as weIl; both are reported to have the same watertable. The boreholes vary in depth from about

30 m to more than 100 m and produce yields of less than 1 Vs (sorne are equipped with hand pumps)

to more than 20 Ils. Specifie capacities of tested boreholes range from 0.02 to S.S 1/s per metre and

estimated aquifer transmissivities are from abut 20 m2/d to almost 4 000 m2/d; converted to

permeability these give a range of 1 to SO rn/d, but most of the results are between 10 and 40 m/d.

It is possible that these ranges may not be strictly representative of the aquifer's productivity as

variable penetration and vastly different borehole designs may have influenced the calculated values.

The storativity of the shallow aquifer has not been credibly estimated from the pumping tests, but

on the basis of its lithology is likely to be of the order of 10%.

Despite its variability, the Continental Terminal forms a productive aquifer of regional extent,

capable of sustaining small yields (say 1 Vs) to dug wells and boreholes practically everywhere in

The Gambia, and of much greater yields of up to 20 1/s in most areas (particularly in the west), to

properly designed and constructed drilled wells.

The Maestrichtian-Palaeocene (deep sandstone) aquifer is much more poorly documented. Its presence

under the whole country has been inferred from outcrop and borehole evidence in Senegal, and

confirmed by oil and groundwater exploration boreholes in The Gambia, where it occurs at depths

of approximately 2S0 m to 450 m; the whole of the formation may be up to 4S0 m thick, but the

1.
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sandstone fraction is much thinner. The three boréholes completed in that aquifer within The Gambia

tapped between 20 m and 75 m of the sandstone; each well was capable of production of 20 1/s or

more. The calculated transmissivities and permeabilities (Ceesay and Howard Humphreys, 1987) are

as follows:

Location of borehole Depth Transmissivity Permeability

(m) (m2/d) (m/d)

Half Die (Banjul) 351 211 3

Sankwia 440 1 750 20

Garowal 345 510 6

However, since the specific capacities of the three wells were practically identical (about 1 1/s per

metre), these values are suspect.

In Senegal the ranges of transmissivity and permeability are reported as 29 to 3 542 m2/d and 1 to

118 m/d respectively. The storage coefficient of the deep aquifer is of the order of 10-4, typical of

strongly confined conditions.

2.2.4 Groundwater Quality

Groundwater quality of thè shallow aquifer is generally good with most of the measured

hydrochemical parameters within the WHO (1984) desirable limits for potable supplies. The

exceptions are groundwaters influenced by the immediate proximity of sea and estuarine water.

Away from these influences, the only problems identified, are low pH, common throughout The

Gambia, and high iron and nitrate in sorne areas. Neither the low pH nor the relatively high iron are

a threat to the health of the consumers. The former makes the water corrosive to unprotected steel

(and many other base metals), whereas the latter makes the water unpleasant to drink, particularly

after it has been exposed to air; aeration raises the pH causing the iron to precipitate, imparting a

reddish colour to the water and leaving an unpleasant scum at the surface. The permissible

concentration of nitrate is normally taken as 50 mg/1 (as N03) in most developed countries or

100 mg/1 (WHO permissible limit); though most of the shallow groundwaters in The Gambia are

within the WHO limit, there are records of a few samples (particularly at Gambissara) with much

higher nitrate (up to 360 mgll); this suggests that nitrate should be measured in ail sources used for

potable supplies as it may constitute a health hazard.

Nevertheless, there is sufficient evidence to show that the chemical quality of most of the

groundwater sources used for potable supplies is good. In the case of urban supplies sorne treatment

is provided to ensure that the water is bacteriologically safe and to make it more palatable (pH

adjustment and chlorination).
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In the case of rural supplies there may be a problem with biological contamination. A study by

GITEC (1981) identified the occurrence of E coli and Salmonella sp in many dug wells. However,

this is considered to be a problem of weil protection rather than one of the resource.

The hydrochemistry of the deep sandstone aquifer varies from east to west, with the overall

groundwater mineralisation increasing in that direction, which is the main direction of flow. Sorne

of the measured parameters from the three boreholes within The Gambia are listed below:

Location of pH EC @25°C TDS· Fluoride

borehole (pS/cm) (mg/I) (mg/l)

Half Die 7.5 - 8.0 2550 1 766 5.0

Sankwia 8.0 1450 955 2.0

Garowal 7.0 440 322 <0.5

1.

Note: • TDS - total dissolved solids

Only the Garowal borehole produced water suitable for drinking. Il is likely that water of such quality

is present in the deep aquifer under the whole of the eastern half of The Gambia.

2.2.5 Recharge

The recharge conditions for the shallow aquifer appear advantageous. The main source of the

recharge is probably direct infiltration of rainfall, which greatly exceeds potential evapotranspiration

during the wet season (July, August and September); the land slopes are generally low, limiting

runoff, and the soils are often coarse with high potential infiltration intake. The main natural

groundwater discharge mechanisms are probably outflow into the river system feeding the base flow,

and evapotranspiration by phreatophytes. particularly near the main river. where the watertable is

high.

Ceesay and Howard Humphreys (1987) estimated average annual recharge on the basis of rainfall

statistics and infiltration properties of the soils, as weil as aquifer properties, groundwater gradients

and watertable oscillations. Their results are shown in Table 2.2.
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TABLE 2.2

Estimates or Average Annual Recharge

(Shallow Aquirer)

Recharge from Subsurface inflow Total recharge

Division infiltration from Senegal (million m3)

(million m3) (million m3
)

Western 315 10 325

Lower River 90 7 97

North Bank 64 - 64

MacCarthy Island 26 12 38

Upper River 81 20 101

The Gambia 576 49 625

Source: Ceesay and Howard Humphreys, 1987.

Another estimate of recharge was made by UNDP/UNDTCD in 1983 on the basis of river

hydrographs. Groundwater discharge into the Gambia River was deduced to have the pattern shown

in Table 2.3. Though the calculated groundwater discharge and consequently recharge, is considerably

larger than the Ceesay and Howard Humphreys estimate, the availability of the resource is probably

no greater as groundwater recession is very fast, with more than half of the discharge taking place

in the first month (November) after the end of the rainy season. Nevertheless, the large difference

between the two estimates needs reconciling and is to be given careful attention during Phase Il of

the Groundwater Study, about to be started in late 1991.

The deep sandstone aquifer is probably not recharged within The Gambia at aIl, but carries sorne

subsurface flow from Senegal. Such flow is slow as witnessed by the high mineralisation of the

groundwater in the west of the country and by its great age (about 35 000 years at Banjul), as

determined by radio-carbon dating. Ceesay and Howard Humphreys (1987) computed that subsurface

inflow from average transmissibility and hydraulic gradient based on data from The Gambia and

Senegal; their estimate of 1.75 million m3/annum seerns credible.
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TABl.E 2.3

Groundwater Discharge to the Gambia River

(median year • 1969/70)

Month Surface runoff Groundwater Total monthly

(million m3
) discharge discharge

(million m3
) (million m3

)

May 0 49.2 49.2

June 85.4 0 85.4

July 656.7 0 656.6

August 2796.5 0 2796.5

September 3699.8 0 3 699.8

October 2361.6 0 2 361.6

November 0 1490.9 1 490.9

December 0 515.5 515.5

January 0 198.5 198.5

February 0 39.8 39.8

March 0 59.3 59.3

April 0 46.8 46.8

Year 9600.0 2400.0 12000.0

Source: UNDP/UNDTCD, 1983

2.3 Water Demand

2.3.1 General

Groundwater sources provide practically all of The Gambia's domestic supplies (urban and rural),

Most of its livestock water requirements and appreciable amounts of its irrigation. particularly of

village gardens, where small family alIotments are irrigated by hand from open wells. Total estimated

abstractions given in different publications are not completely consistent, but the figures given in

Table 2.4 are probably approximately correct.

These abstractions are implemented by about 40 boreholes with electrical pumps, approximately 1 000

dug wells and boreholes with hand pumps, and sorne 10 000 traditional open wells from which water

is drawn by bucket and rope.
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TABLE 2.4

Estimated Groundwater Abstractions· 1990

Water use Annual abstractions

(million m3
)

Urban and tourist (Banjul area) 7.67

Urban (townships) 0.10

Rural - traditional wells (potable, livestock and irrigation) 3.65

Rural - modern wells (potable and livestock) 2.48

Modern irrigation 1.00

Total 14.90

Source: UNCDF 1988, DWR 1991 and GUC 1991.

The abstractions listed in Table 2.4 are already inadequate to meet the demand; moreover the latter

is expected to grow rapidly in the future, as indicated in Table 2.5.

TABLE 2.5

Present and Future Demand ror Groundwater

1990 2000

Water use
Abstraction Demand Shortfall Demand

(million m3
/ (million m3

/ (million m3
/ (million m3

/

annum) annum) annum) annum)

Urban and tourism 7.671 9.131 1.46 15.32

Rural and township 2.371 6.571 4.20 13.11

(potable)

Livestock 1.571 2.191 0.62 7.71

Irrigation 3.291 4.401 1.11 11.01

Industrial - negligible - 3.71

Total 14.9 22.29 7.39 50.8

Notes:
2

Derived from estimates by DWR, UNCDF and GUC.

Calculated using DWR estimates of daily demands of 30 000 m3/d during the wet

season (4 months) and 48 000 m3/d during the dry season (eight months).

Source: UNCDF 1988, DWR 1991 and GUC 1991.
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Though ail the demand figures should be taken as indicative only, it is clear that there is already a

considerable shortfall of water supply with respect to demand and that the latter is expected to grow

rapidly over the next 10 years. Consequently, a major effort in groundwater development will be

required if serious shortages are to be avoided in the future.

2.3.2 Irrigation and Agriculture

Groundwater is used extensively by the agricultural sector for livestock watering and for irrigated

horticulture. The livestock includes free range herds and domestic animals in villages. Groundwater

irrigation includes a few commercial farms in the Kombo area and village allotments watered by

bucket from traditional open wells.

Though considerable growth of demand for livestock is predicted (Table 2.5), this wouId to sorne

extent, replace the use of the river for this purpose and generally provide watering points of clean

water at more convenient places, resulting in an improvement in animal health.

Groundwater irrigation potential in The Gambia seems enormous and it is sure that demand for

irrigated agriculture (particularly horticulture) will increase in the future. At present the irrigated

village allotments produce vegetables for individual families, with perhaps a small surplus sold at

local markets. The few modern commercial farms grow horticultural produce for export and the urban

markets of the Banjul area.

Apparently, the tourist industry imports most of its requirements; clearly this is a market which

should be attacked by local producers. The key to success would be the achievement of high and

uniform quality of the local produce.

The predicted expansion of groundwater irrigation is from the present of less than 200 ha to more

than 1 000 ha by the year 2000. This is an ambitious target but not unrealistic, provided that markets

for the produce can be established.

There is reported to be sorne 2 000 ha of irrigated rice in the country. The most important scheme

is the Jahally-Patchar scheme which consist of 560 ha of pump irrigated rice and 816 ha of improved

rain-fed rice. The scheme was originally developed as a pilot study of the benefits of a possible anti

salinity barrage in the river. The site is situated 275 km upstream of the mouth at a point where the

river is never saline. The area was previously used for rice and in addition to a pumping station the

improvements include:

levees and interceptor drains to control upland runoff at low tide to prevent uncontrolled

flooding from the river;

combined flap and sluice gates to control drainage to the river at low tide and water intake

at high tide;

bunding to conserve rainfall;
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deepening and cleaning of natural streàin channels to improve drainage;

causeways for better access.

The pumping station has a dual function in that it pumps fresh water in to the project area and a1so

extracts drainage water. The arrangement of intakes and channels is such that the drainage water is

recirculated.

There is at present no possibility of introducing other such schemes as further abstractions from the

river would reduce the fresh water flow further downstream and the salt water interface would move

further upstream, thereby rendering unusable land at present used for 'tidal' irrigation.

Other schemes have been developed to improve the effectiveness of rain-fed and 'tidal' rice

production. These include the use of dikes to improve water retention and reduce salinity and a1so

the construction of bridges, causeways and footpaths to improve access to rice growing areas.

In addition to the rice there are also 200 ha of irrigated horticultural gardens. Sorne of these are for

urban and hotel markets. One problem affecting extension of such areas is that sorne hotels prefer

to use imported vegetables rather than locally grown ones. On the other hand sorne of the

horticultural schemes are able to export vegetables to Europe. The larger schemes use motorised

pumps but there are a1so a number of smaller schemes which use traditional wells from which the

water is drawn by hand. Experiments are also being carried out on the use of solar and wind powered

pumps. One of these financed by NORAID irrigated 15 ha.

2.3.3 Domestic and Municipal Water Supply

Groundwater sources supply the whole of the domestic and municipal sector, with the minor

exception of small communities in the MacCarthy Island and Upper River Divisions, which draw their

water directly from the Gambia River.

Despite a considerable success of the UN Water Supply and Sanitation Decade in The Gambia, most

of the rural population still relies on traditional open wells (with no sanitary protection) for their

drinking water. During the last 10 years about 1 000 modern lined dug wells have been constructed,

most of them with hand pumps. Il is planned to double the number of such wells in the next few

years, but this will still leave most of the rural population without access to modern water supply

facilities.

The main urban area is that of Banjul and adjacent regions (particularly the tourist facilities in the

Kombo Peninsula); its water supply is from three wellfields, but is already overstretched and rapid

growth of demand is predicted (Table 2.5). GUC is currently planning the installation of additional

boreholes and the associated treatment and conveyance works, but if the predictions of growth in

demand are correct, water shortages can be expected for the rest of this century. The brunt of these

shortages is and will continue to be carried by the local population, as priority has always been given

to supplying the tourist industry.
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In addition to the Capital Area. some of the provincial townships and even large villages have been

provided with piped supplies based on boreholes with electrical pumps. Currently. DWR with EDF

assistance. is experimenting with borehole/solar pump systems for such townships. Whatever the

pumping arrangements. the demand for provincial piped water supply is sure to continue and increase.

2.3.4 Hydropower

At present the country makes no use of hydro-electricity. Given the lack of relief it is apparent that

no hydropower can be developed within the country. However there are possibilities for hydropower

development further up the Gambia basin and these developments would have an impact on flow

within the lower reaches of the river. This is more fully discussed in Section 2.3.6.

2.3.5 Other Uses of Water

At present. industrial demand for water is negligible. but it is expected to become significant by the

end of the century. Groundwater would be the most convenient source of water for industrial

developments and groundwater abstractions for this purpose are expected to amount to about

10 000 m3/d by the year 2000.

2.3.6 Development of the Gambia River

Further irrigation on a large scale will require the construction of a reservoir and/or barrage. In its

1974 report Howard Humphreys proposed five possible sites for a reservoir. Two of these were at

Sambangalou. two at Mako and one at Kekreti. The largest of these was at Kekreti in Senegal and

this is the one which has been retained for further studies. The reservoir would be used for both

irrigation and hydro-electricity. A 1977 study for a barrage in The Gambia proposed that this should

be constructed at Yelitende, 134 km upstream of the mouth (Coode and Partners). Later studies have

suggested that a better site would be further downstream at Balingho. The advantage of this site

relative to Yelitende is that part of the barrage could be constructed on dry land. thereby easing the

cost and difficulty of construction.

In recent years the economic viability of Kekreti Reservoir has become less attractive. The changes

which have brought this about include:

major developments which were previously expected to use a lot of hydro-electricity (the

Felime iron mine and the Mali cement factory in Guinea) are unlikely to proceed;

lower oil priees have reduced the cost of electricity from other sources;

there is a lower projected demand for electricity in Senegal;

the world market prices for agricultural products such as maize and rice have reduced.
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In addition there are other more attractive options for electricity generation within the region which

include:

the installation of hydropower turbines at the Manantali Dam on the Senegal River which

has already been constructed;

the Felime falls downstream of Manantali, which already regulates the water flow;

at Gouima on the Senegal River in Mali.

In addition these alternative schemes could make use of the same transmission lines to the main

centres of use.

The original report on the proposed barrage site at Yelitende concluded that the barrage could satisfy.

three objectives:

stop salt water movement upstream of the barrage;

create a fresh water reservoir for pumped irrigation in the dry season;

allow vehicles to cross the river.

It was calculated that 24 000 ha of rice could be irrigated.

A later report on the barrage to the EDF (NEDECO, 1981) concluded that it should be built at

Balingho, slightly downstream of the original site, and that the best option would cost US$86 million.

This would have consisted of 80 bays 2.5 m wide capable of passing the l-in-l00 year flood of

2 725 m3/s.The water level upstream of the barrage would be raised for fresh water but provision was

also made to allow sorne water to flow upstream, partiy to maintain levels and partly to produce a

simulated tidal effect for rice growing. The barrage wouId also have allowed vehicles to use the

barrage as a bridge except when vessels were passing. One slightly cheaper alternative would have

replaced the two-gate lock with a single gate. This wouId have allowed vessels to pass during two

brief periods of each 13-hour tidal cycle when levels upstream and downstream of the barrage were

the same.

Later reports on the environmental aspects of the barrage have, however, been generally negative

(Rhein Ruhr Ingenieur, 1983). Among the environmental dangers are:

danger of drainage of sulphidic soils giving rise to the formation of acid sulphate soils with

negative effects on farming, forestry and water pollution;

damming of waters upstream would reduce the catch of the types of fish presently taken but

this might be compensated by an increase in the numbers of other fish caught. These

alternative fish species are already present but not caught as they are not the preferred

choice of the riparian population;

sorne 24 000 ha of mangrove forest would be lost;

there would be an increase in diseases such as bilharzia and malaria.
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The most comprehensive study of the combined dam/barrage option was that produced for the OMVG

by the University of Michigan and Harza Engineering (1985). This led to the production of a report

entitled 'Water Resources Management and Gambia River Basin Development'. which was a synthesis

of four other volumes and over 70 technical papers.

The report indicated that there were no grounds for the construction of Balingho barrage. Their

conclusions on the environmental effects were similar to those of the report quoted above. They

calculated that the initial construction of the dam wouId lead to a loss of 18 000 tons of rice

production per annum. The gains from extra irrigated areas would barely compensate for this. The

area of the reservoir upstream of the barrage would be 726 km2 making il. if constructed. the fifth

largest in Africa in terms of area. However the water in the reservoir would be very shallow with a

large evaporation loss. and even with releases from a reservoir at Kekreti it is not certain that it

would be possible to maintain water levels during the dry season. Downstream of Balingho very little

water would be released and the simulation studies showed that on average water would be released

for only 25 days each year - with no release at all being possible in very dry years. Il wouId also be

necessary to resettle sorne 15 000 people from the fIooded areas.

It appeared that Kekreti on its own would be a better option. This is because it could generate

hydropower and by making releases to the river during the dry fIow the salt water interface could be

held further downstream thereby increasing the length of river from which irrigation water couId be

drawn.

The OMVG figures give an internaI rate of return for Balingho of 1.5%. for Kekreti on its own of

9.2% and for the two operated conjunctively of 4.8%. On the basis of a 10% discount rate and 50 year

planning period, the net present value of Balingho alone was -$80 million, of Kekreti alone it was 

$7 million and of the two together it was -$95 million. These figures ignored the cost of resettlement,

and also appeared to ignore the benefits of the use of Balingho barrage as a bridge. To put the costs

in perspective it is interesting to note that the likely cost of Balingho is roughly equivalent to one

year's GNP of The Gambia.

Plans have also been put forward for a bridge without a barrage.

}
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CHAPTER 3

CLIMATE

3.1 Organisation and Management

3.1.1 The Meteorological Service

The Meteorological Division is one of the divisions of the Department of Water Resources (DWR).

Il is divided into three sections: Forecasting, Climatology and Agrometeorology. The first of these

sections is based at Yundum International Airport and the others in the DWR offices in Banjul.

3.1.2 Other Organisations

The Ministry of Agriculture maintains a number of rainguages at the Mixed Farming Centres, these

gauges are referenced with MFC after their name.

3.1.3 Staff and Training

The staff in the Meteorological Division are detailed in Table 3.1. Most of the senior staff are based

at the DWR office in Banjul, with other staff, including forecasters, at the meteorological station at

Yundum International Airport. The breakdown of the divisions where the staff work is shown in

Table 3.2. Other staff are employed as permanent observers at the climate stations operated by the

meteorological service.

The Department operates a training school for observers near to the airport at Yundum. This training

school has specially buBt classrooms and a meteorological station for training purposes. The course

lasts eight months. Lectures to the courses are provided by the head of the training school, staff of

the DWR, and international experts stationed in the country. The courses cover background material

such as physics, chemistry, and mathematics as well as more specifie material. Much of the course

covers subjects common to hydrology and meteorology. There is a normal intake of twelve trainees,

of these, in a typical year, eight might be for the meteorological service and the remainder for the

hydrological service.

There are no facilities for training beyond high school level in The Gambia and for first degree or

higher level studies it is necessary for staff to receive a scholarship and to travel overseas.

There is currently a UN volunteer agro-meteorologist working with the division in the context of the

AGRHYMET project. He has an MSc degree from the United States.
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TABl.E 3.1

Staffing of the Meteorologieal Division

Post Nr Remarks

Principal Meteorologist 1 Head of Division

Senior Meteorologist 1

Meteorologists 2

Meteorological Assistant 8 Forecasters

Senior Meteorological Superintendent 1

Meteorological Superintendent 1

Meteorological Assistant - 1 12 WMO Class III

Meteorological Assistant - II 11 WMO Class IV

Meteorological Assistant - III 19 WMO Class IV

Meteorological Trainees 7

TABLE 3.2

Location of Staff - Meteorologieal Division

Location Division WMO Class

1 II III IV

Banjul Agrometeorology 1 1 2 2

Clïmate 0 1 0 4

Yundum Forecasting 1 5 2 21

Outposted 0 0 0 11

3-2

1
1



3.1.4 Budget

The total budget for the whole of the DWR for 1990/91 was Dalasis 3.165 million. However, no

breakdown of this budget between the different divisions was available.

At present the AGRHYMET project has a budget for spare parts for the meteorological service. Were

this project to cease operation, and not be replaced by an equivalent project, then it is understood that

the Meterological Division would have difficulty in obtaining spare parts.

3.2 Climatologieal Data

3.2.1 Climatologieal Network

There are at present Il climatological stations operating. AlI the stations are designated as 'synoptic'

stations. The data measured at these stations are: rainfall, evaporation (pan), dry and wet bulb

temperature, maximum and minimum temperature, wind speed and direction, and hours of sunshine.

The one exception to the above is Banjul where sunshine is not measured. The stations also measure

ground minimum temperature, soil temperature at 10, 20, 30 and 50 centimetres and earth temperature

at 1 foot and 4 feet. Table 3.3 lists all the climate stations and their period of operation. Figure 3.1

shows the locations of the stations. AlI the stations have a thermograph, and Yundum and Basse also

have a radiation sensor. Three stations, Yundum, Basse and Georgetown have barometers. Table 3.4

gives typical temperature, evaporation and rainfall data for three stations. The data on temperature

and evaporation are for the period 1977-86 and the rainfall for 1971-85. The evaporation is based on

Piche and/or Class A pan measurements. The data are taken from a report entitled 'Study on

Improvement oflrrigated Farming in The Gambia' produced by the national team of the AGRHYMET

project.

AlI the sites are manned by trained operators. Most stations have two observers who record the

measurements every 3 hours from 0600 hours to 1800 hours. Yundum and Basse record data every

hour for 24 hours a day. These stations are important as Yundum is at the international airport and

Basse is the most easterly station in the country and during the wet season rain moves from east to

west.

In addition to the climatological network there is also a network of 16 phenological stations. These

stations are at representative sites used to note the progress of crops within the country and used as

input to a lO-daily agrometeorological bulletin. The locations of these sites is shown on Figure 3.2.

As with other countries in the AGRHYMET programme The Gambia publishes a 10-daily bulletin

throughout the rainy season. This records the rainfall in the preceding ten days, the cumulative

rainfall in the year and the values of other climatological parameters. The aim of the report is to

identify the progress of the growing season and the likely outcome of the harvest. People met during

the Consultant's visit, such as representatives of USAID, commented that they find this a very

valuable document as it gives them early warning of any food deficits which may be developing.
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TABLE 3.3

Climatologieal Stations

Location Period of
Name operation Remarks

North West

Kaur Met. 13° 42' 15° 20' 1984-91

Basse Met. 13° 19' 14° 13' 1949-91 Met station under DWR from 1972

Banjul Halfdie 13° 27' 16° 34' 1943-91 Moved 1 km in 1984

Kerewan Met. 13° 30' 16° 06' 1979-91

Georgetown Met. 13° 32' 14° 46' 1949-91 Pruning of nearby trees in 1977

Jenoi Met. 13° 28' 15° 34' 1974-91 Moved 200 m in 1978

Yundum IntI Airport 13° 21' 16° 38' 1945-91 Moved in 1977 and 1979

Sibanor Met. 13° 13' 16° 12' 1986-91

Sapu Met. 13° 33' 14° 54' 1956-91 DWR since 1976

Fatoto Met. 13° 24' 13° 53' 1976-91 Moved from Fatoto Dispensary in

1978

Kuntaur Met. 13° 40' 14° 53' 1986-91

3.2.2 Equipment

Ali of the equipment is made by Cassella. It all appears to be of the same type and therefore

corresponds to British norms.

At the sites visited the equipment seemed generally to be in good working order, the charts had been

recently changed and the wet bulb thermometer had clean water and a clean wick.

Through the AGRHYMET project it had been possible to buy spare instruments. The one problem

area was maximum and minimum thermometers which because of the need to shake them led to there

being frequent breakages. This had resulted in the stock of spares becoming depleted.

A further problem of equipment is that of transport. Only one four-wheel drive vehicle is available

and this has to be shared with the Hydrology Division. Its most important task is the round trip

undertaken every ten days for the agro-meteorological bulletin. This is necessary as because of

telecommunication problems there is no other way of getting data to Banjul in time for rapid

publication of the 10-daily bulletin. The use of the vehicle by hydrology at other limes means the

vehicle is almost constantly is use. Il was reported that the vehicle is unlikely to last beyond this

year.

i'
1
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TABLE 3.4

Main Climatological Data at Selected Stations (1977-1986)

Site Parameter Units Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Yundum Mean Temp oC 23.9 25.2 26.1 26.3 26.4 27.7 27.5 26.9 26.9 27.3 25.9 24.4

Mean Max Temp oC 31.6 33.5 34.0 33.2 32.0 32.: 31.3 30.8 31.3 32.4 33.1 31.8

Mean Min Temp ·C 16.2 16.8 16.8 19.7 20.9 23.3 23.6 23.0 22.5 22.1 18.7 16.7

Evaporation mm 157 158 193 187 178 154 145 135 126 139 131 138

Rainfall mm 1 0 0 0 1 62 214 293 216. 60 4 2

Jenoi Mean Temp oc 24.4 26.2 28.6 30.4 30.8 30.1 28.3 27.6 27.7 28.4 26.8 24.0

Mean Max Temp oC 33.4 36.1 38.0 39.3 38.2 35.8 33.1 32.0 32.4 33.9 35.1 33.4

Mean Min Temp oC 15.4 16.3 19.2 21.5 23.4 24.4 23.5 23.2 23.0 22.9 18.5 14.6

Evaporation mm 163 169 211 219 215 180 161 150 140 151 143 145

Rainfall mm 0 0 0 0 7 62 194 208 186 46 6 2

Baue Mean Temp oC 24.6 26.8 29.8 28.3 32.8 30.9 28.2 27.4 27.5 28.4 27.0 23.9

Mean Max Temp oc 34.1 36.6 38.6 39.8 39.1 36.0 32.9 31.6 32.2 34.0 35.6 33.7

Mean Min Temp oC 15.1 16.8 18.8 24.0 25.5 25.0 23.6 23.2 22.7 22.8 18.1 14.0

Evaporation mm 139 150 142 207 224 179 181 141 135 143 130 123

Rainfall mm 0 1 0 2 32 92 203 227 209 60 2 1



3.2.3 Maintenance and Field Support

The limitations on vehicles means that apart from the visits for the 10-daily bulletins other

maintenance visits are not possible. On the other hand since each site is thus visited once every ten

days it could argued that no further special visits are really needed.

3.2.4 Data Processing

Eight of the stations (aIl except Kuntaur, Sibanor and Fatoto) are equipped with single side-band

radios for transmitting the data. As few of these sites have regular electricity supplies they were aIl

equipped with generators. At present only the raidos at Banjul and Sapu are operational; aIl the other

sites have problems with generators. Indeed at one site visited the generator was missing from the

generator building.

The data at the climate sites is therefore eollected during the visits for the lO-daily bulletin.

AlI data up to and including 1984 was micro-filmed by the data rescue project (DARE) of the Royal

Belgian Meteorological Service. The micro-film reader provided under this project is currently broken

down so the Meteorologieal Division has no means of accessing this data. The data up to 1984 was

also put on the removable hard disk of a PDP 11/34 computer provided in the context of the

AGRHYMET programme. This computer is now obsolete and is no longer in service. The disk from

the computer had been sent to the AGRHYMET èentre in Niamey, Niger, to, if possible, recover the

data in PC compatible computer format, but so far the re-formatted data has not been returned to

Banjul. AlI the data from 1985 onwards had been entered into a PC-compatible computer system

using the CLICOM programs. The only data entered so far is monthly data and daily data has not yet

been entered. Although the staff using this system appeared to have a good grasp of the commands

there was a problem relating to the data for 1990 which they had entered but could not retrieve.

The computer equipment, shared with the Hydrology Division. consists of four PC AT compatible

computers with VGA graphies and a 5.25" diskette drive. Two of the computers have 20 Mb hard

disks and two have 40 Mb hard disks. There are also three Okidata Mieroline 391 printers and one

Hewlett Packard HP 7475A pIotter. The computers are operated in a special room which is air

conditioned and weIl kept. The computers all have uninterrupted power supply (UPS) systems. These

are necessary as power euts appeared to be frequent and sometimes of several hours duration.

The CLICOM climate data processing software is available. Even on an AT compatible computer the

menus appeared to written to screen slowly compared to standard professional packages. One of the

menus in the CLICOM package appeared in French - possibly a left over from customising the system

for other AGRHYMET countries who use French.

\
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3.2.5 Data A vailability

A list of ail the rainfall and climate stations which have ever operated in the country was produced

using the CLICOM data package. Within the program it is possible to get information on individual

stations such as duration of record, periods with missing data and other comments such as dates when

a station was moved. This was not up to date for all stations and from discussion with staff at the

climate station visited it was apparent that there was a lot of information on the history of the stations

which had not been entered to the system:

It proved to be quite difficult to get data for all the stations. This point is discussed in more detail

in the section on rainfall.

3.3 Rainfall Data

3.3.1 Rainfall Network

A total of 64 raingauges have operated in The Gambia at sorne time. Currently 33 are in operation.

AlI of these are read at least daily in the wet season, but those at the climate stations are read more

frequently. Only the station at Yundum has a recording raingauge. Table 3.5 lists allthese stations

and Figure 3.3 shows the development of the rainfall measurement network. Before 1930 three

stations were in use: Banjul Marina (from 1886 to 1965), Georgetown (from 1908 to 1933 and from

1947 to 1990) and Wouli (from 1926 to 1954). Figure 3.4 shows the current operational network,

including the synoptic stations. Appendix D presents an analysis of the long rainfall records to

estimate the tendency in the aYerage rainfa11.

3.3.2 Equipment

The raingauges, as with the climate station equipment, are a11 manufactured by Casse11a. They

conform to British standards. Relatively few gauges were visited, but the one at the offices of the

DWR was not well sited having a number of trees rather close.
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TABLE 3.5

Rainfall Stations

Location
Name Remarks

North West

Gunjur 13 0 11' 160 45' Not whole season since 1987
Janmbajali MFC 13 0 17' 160 44'
Wellingara MFC 13 0 24' 160 40'
Abuko 13 0 24' 160 39'
Borehole Fajara 13 0 28' 160 41'
Cape St Mary 13 0 29' 160 40' Re-opened 1984
Serrekunda 13 0 26' 160 39'
Kanifing 13 0 27' 160 40'
Yundum Airport 13 0 21' 160 38' Moved in 1977 and 1979
Yundum A~ric Lab 13 0 22' 160 41'
N'r.ambai orest 13 0 18' 160 39'
Bnkama 13 0 16' 160 39'
Banjul Halfdie 13 0 27' 160 34 Moved to DWR in 1984
Banjul Marina 13 0 27' 160 34'
Pirang MFC 13 0 16' 160 32'
Somita MFC 13 0 12' 160 18'
Jibanack 13 0 13' 160 11'
Bwiam D~enSary 130 14' 160 04'
Kanjibat C 13 0 13' 150 58'
Bakendik MFC 13 0 27' 160 27'
Jufureh MFC 130 20' 160 23' Non-Ojerational since 1986
Kuntair MFC 130 32' 160 13' Move to MFC in 1987
Kerewan 130 30' 160 06'
Kerewan Met 130 30' 160 05' Opened 1 mile from Kerewan
N'Jaba Kunda MFC 130 33' 15 0 55'
Yallal MFC 13 0 33' 150 43'
N'Geyen MFC 13 0 36' 150 26'
Farafenni MFC 130 35' 150 38'
Karantaba MFC 13 0 21' 160 09'
Keneba MFC 13 0 20' 160 01'
Jali MFC 13 0 21' 150 58'
Kwinella MFC 130 24' 150 48'
Massembe 13 0 25' 150 39'
Jenoi MFC 130 29' 150 34' 3 km south of Jenoi Met
Jenoi Met 130 29' 15 0 34' DWR since 1974. Moved 1978
Mansakonko 130 27' 150 32' .
Jassong MFC 13 0 24' 150 18'
Dankunku 130 34' 150 18'
Mamudfana MFC 13 0 36' 150 07'
Jakhally 1 13 0 34' 140 57'
Jakhally 2 130 35' 140 57'
Jakhally 3 130 34' 140 58'
Jakhally 4 13 0 35' 140 58'
Jakhal~ 5 13 0 35' 140 58'
Sapu et 13 0 33' 140 540 Reopened 1974. DWR since 1976
Sare N'gai MFC 13 0 29' 140 50'
Yoro Beri Kunda 13 0 30' 140 45'
Georgetown 13 0 32' 140 46
Bansang 13 0 26' 140 40' Moved in 1976. DWR since 1978
Sare Sofi MFC 13 0 25' 140 31'
Kaur Hydro 13 0 43' 15 0 21'
N'Jau MFC 130 45' 150 12'
Charmen MFC 130 42' 150 10'
Kuntaur MFC 13 0 40' 140 53'
Tabanani MFC 130 38' 140 35'
Mankama MFC 13 0 20' 140 26'
Basse Met 13 0 19' 140 13' Reopened by DWR 1972
Giroba Kunda MFC 13 0 18' 140 11'
Fatoto Disp/MFC 13 0 24' 13 0 54' Moved to MFC in 1978
Kristi Kunda 13 0 25' 13 0 52'
Naude MFC 130 28' 140 27'
Diabu~u 13 0 23' 140 24'
Jakun a MFC 13 0 29' 140 11'
Wouli Farm 13 0 25' 13 0 51'
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Figure 3.3

Operating Periods Of Raingauges - The Gambia
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3.3.3 Maintenance and Field Support

Whereas the climate stations are visited regularly, in the course of data collection for the 10-daily

bulletin, the visits to the raingauges are much less frequent, normally only one visit per annum is

made, at the end of the rainy season in November. This gives only Iimited possibilities for quality

control. Raingauges are manned full time during the wet season but traditionally the population in

sorne rural areas move between the seasons. The observer may therefore move away from the gauge

site for part of the year resulting in incomplete records. The timing of this move varies from year to

year and in sorne instances the Meteorology Division staff on their annual data collection visit may

miss the observer and the season's data for the site will have to be collected the next year. There

have been problems reported of the performance and lack of diligence of the observers at certain

stations.

3.3.4 Data Processing

The available computer equipment and software are discussed in the section on the climate data

processing. During our visit it was not easy to get monthly rainfall for ail the stations. In the case

of data up to 1980 the data was readily available in the technical report of a previous WMO project

which published aU the data for all stations up to and including 1980. (Technical Report Nr 8 

Monthly Rainfall Data for The Gambia to 1980). After this date, there is data in the published year

books up to and including 1983. Ail the data for all the stations up to and including 1984 was

transferred to the PDP 11/34 computer by the data rescue project but this is has not yet been

converted to PC compatible format (see Section 3.2.4). Our request for monthly rainfaU data from

1985 onwards for aU stations produced monthly data for the Il climate stations and a few others

only. It did not appear to be possible to get a table of monthly rainfaU from the CLICOM system, nor

even details of what data was available for each station. For this reason the information presented

in Figure 3.3 contains a number of years shaded to indiçate that information was not available.

3.3.5 Data Quality

Appendix D contains details of double-mass plots carried out on samples of rainfall data from The

Gambia. The earlier data cornes from the published Technical Report Number 8 and the later data was

provided on typed sheets by the Meteorological Division. It should be noted that the data as presented

contained a number of anomolies. Where there was an overlap there was sometimes a difference

between the earlier published data and the more recent typed sheets. There were also differences

between data appearing on two different typed sheets. A further problem was that sometimes the sum

of the monthly values on the typed sheets did not agree with the annual totals.
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3.3.6 Data Availability

There is an inventory of rainfall stations available. This is produced as a computerised printout. The

column on data availability appears to have been copied from the Technical Report quoted above and

to contain information on missing data up to 1980 only.

There is no way of getting data in a computer compatible format other than for the few years

recently entered into the CLICOM system. In particular there is no way of getting data on daily

rainfall other than going back to the original sheets. It is obvious that storing data in such a way

carries with it a risk of data being lost or destroyed, although none has been reported as being lost

so far. A further problem is that as the data from the rainfall stations is collected on annual visits.

and these visits do not always coincide with the presence of the observer, then at sorne stations data

for more than one year is held at the site of the station and is only transferred to Banjul later.
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· : CHAPTER 4

SURFACE WATER

4.1 Organisation and Management

4.1.1 The Hydrologieal Division

The Hydrological Division cornes under the Department of Water Resources of the Ministry of

Natural Resources and the Environment. The headquarters are in Banjul and there is one regional

office, at Bansang.

4.1.2 Other Organisations

No other organisations or ministries collect hydrological data. There have recently been sorne new

gauging stations constructed and equipped in the context of an OMVG project. These stations will

however be operated by the Hydrology Division.

4.1.3 Staff and Training

The staffing of the Hydrology Division is shown on Table 4.1. At present the Senior Hydrologist,

who has a first degree from England and a post-graduate MSc. degree from the Belgian Free

University, is acting as the Principal Hydrologist. Apart from that person there are no other graduates

employed in the hydrology service. There is also at present one United Nations volunteer hydrologist,

working on the national component of the AGRHYMET project, who is also a university graduate.

The DWR training school runs courses for observers. These courses last eight months and cover

general subjects such as mathematics and physics as well as more specifie topics. There is an overlap

in the training of the hydrological and meteorological staff.

Apart from the DWR school there are no other training facilities in the country. One particular

problem is that the country has no university t therefore all staff have to go abroad, even for a first

degree, which makes their training very expensive.
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TABLE 4.1

Staffing of the Hydrology Division

Post Nr Remarks

Principal hydrologist 1 Vacant. Senior hydrologist acting

Senior hydrologist 1 Masters degree from Belgian Free University

Hydrologist 2 One vacant, other on study leave in Switzerland

Senior hydrological superintendent 1

Senior superintendent 1

Hydrological assistant - l 4

Hydrological assistants - II 5 Two vacant

Hydrological officers - II 4 One vacant

Hydrological assistants - III 8 Have finished training school

Hydrological trainees 7 Five at training school

Senior quartermaster 1 Captain of boat which is no longer operational

Quartermaster 3 Aiso for boat

Engine drivers 3 Aiso for boat

Sailor - l 1 Aiso for boat

Sailor - II 2 Aiso for boat

Watchman 6

4.1.4 Budget

The Department has a smaH capital budget and this has been used for sorne station rehabilitation.

Most of the funds come from the AGRHYMET project and it is this project which pays for items such

as charts and pen ink. Were il not for the support of this project it is understood that it would very

difficult to import equipment or consumable items such as the charts.

4.2 Hydrologieal Data

4.2.1 Hydrometrie Network

The network of hydrometric stations is presented on Tables 4.2 and 4.3. The first of these tables Iists

the stations with details of their equipment and their periods of operation. The second gives their

location, the most recent value of zero of the scale datum and, mainly for stations with a rating curve,

the catchment area and the number of current meter gaugings.

i
)
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TABLE 4.2

Inventory of Hydrologieal Stations - Equipment

River/stream Station Equipment installed Date of Existing equipment Data Remarks

name installation
Recorder Nr of Recorder Nr of

type gauge type gauge

boards boards

Gambia Banjul Ott X 3 02-12-78 Ott X 1 WL,S Operational

Juruntnmani Jibanaet Staff gauge 1 11-09-76 Staff gauge 1 WL,Q Re-established Apr 1990. No

Bolon eurrent rating eurve

Bintang Bolon Brumen Ott R16 3 03-10-73 Ott R16 2 WL.S Operational

Bridge

Gambia Tendaba OttX 3 05-01-78 Stevens 3 WL,S Non-operational sinee Oct

1973. Rebuilt Jun 1991.

Gambia Balingho Ott X 3 23-03-77 Stevens 3 WL.S Non-operational ainee Mar

1985. Rebuilt May 1991.

Sofaniama Pataliba Ott X 2 22-03-77 Ott X 1 WL,S Operational

Bolon

Gambia Kanr Ott X 3 04-03-77 Stevens 3 WL Non-operational sinee May

1985. Rebuilt May 1991.

Nianija Bolon Charmen Ott X 2 23-03-77 None None WL Non-operational sinee May

1985. Contraet to rebuild

from National Budget.

Gambia Knntanr Ott X 3 23-03-77 Stevens 3 WL Non-operational sinee May

1985. Rebuilt May 1991.

Jahally Canal Jahally Ott R16 3 20-06-77 Ott R16 1 WL Operational. Rehabilitation

Jun 1991.

Patehar Bolon Patcharr Ott R16 2 "-08-77 None None WL Non-operational sinee May

1985.

Gambia Georgetown Ott X 3 01·05·77 Stevens 1 WL Non-operational sinee Oct

1986. Rebuilt May 1991.

Gambia Bannng Ott X 3 24-03-77 Stevens 2 WL,Q Flow data up to 1983.

Rebuilt Jun 1991. No rating

eurve.

Sandugu Sami Wharf Ott R16 2 07-06-77 Stevens 2 WL Non-operational ainee May

Town 1984. Rebuilt May 1991.

Gambia Basse Ott X 4 03-06-77 Stevens 4 WL Non-operational sinee Jan

1981. Rebuilt May 1991.

Prufu Bolon Dampba Staff gauge 2 20·09·76 Staff gauge 1 WL.Q Operationa\. Has rating

Knnda eurve.

Shima Bolon Suduwol Staff gauge 1 77-08-78 None None WL,Q Non-operational sinee Mar

1984.

Gambia Fatoto Ott X 5 05-06-77 Stevens 5 WL Non-operational sinee Mar

1984. Rebuilt May 1991.
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TABLE 4.2 (cont)

River/stream Station Equipment installed Date of Existing equipment Data Remarks

name installation
Recorder Nr of Recorder Nrof

type gauge type gauge

boards boards

Massarin Ko Kerr Staff gauge 1 16-10-76 None None WL.Q Non-operational since 1984.

Bolon No rating curve.

River Benefit Sanyang Staff gauge 1 14-09-76 Staff gauge 2 WL Operational. Staff gauge.

Re-installed Apr 1990.

Allabein Kartung OuX 2 15-02-85 None None WL Non-operational since Aug

1988.

Allabein Sifoe Staff gauge 1 11-04-90 Staff gauge 1 WL Operational. Staff gauge re-

installed Apr 1990.

Allabein Darsilami Staff gauge 1 11-04-90 None None WL.Q Non-operational. Rebuilt by

DWR in Apr 1990. No

rating.

Bao Bolon I1Iiassa Staff gauge 2 11-05-90 Staff gauge 2 WL.S Operational

Miniminium ]owara Staff gauge 2 11-05-90 Staff gauge 2 WL.S Operational.

Balan

J

Note:
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TABLE 4.3

Inventory or Hydrological Stations - Location

River/stream Station name Coordinates Catchment Levelof Number

area scale zero of
North West (km2

) gaugings

Gambia Banjul 13° 27' 16° 35' 17 054 -1.214 -
Jurunkumani Jibanack 13° 12' 16° 07' 4.69 1.624 20

Bolon

Bintang Bolon Brumen 13° 15' 15° 50' - -0.193 -
Bridge

Gambia Tendaba 13° 26' 15° 48' - -1.412 -

Gambia Balingho 13° 30' 15° 36' - -0.291 -
Sofaniama Pakaliba 13° 30' 15° 15' - -0.500 -
Bolon

Gambia Kaur 13° 42' 15° 20' - 0.217 -
Nianija Bolon Charmen 13° 43' 15° 10' - -2.901 -
Gambia Kuntaur 13° 40' 14° 53' - -0.112 -
Jahally Canal Jahally 13° 34' 14° 57' - -0.943 -

Patcharr Balan Patcharr 13° 32' 14° 52' - 0.010 -
Gambia Georgetown 13° 33' 14° 46' - -0.449 -

Gambia Bansang 13° 25' 14° 40' - -1.318 -
Sandugu Sami Wharf 13° 30' 14° 28' - -0.014 -

Town

Gambia Basse 13° 19' 14° 13' - 0.214 -
Prufu Bolon Dampha 13° 20' 14° 12' 340 5.414 9

Kunda

Shima Bolon Suduwol 13° 22' 13° 58' 150 1.510 9

Gambia Fatoto 13° 24' 13° 54' - 0.519 -
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TABLE"4.3 (cont)

River/stream Station name Coordinates Catchment Levelof Number

area scale zero of
North West (km2) gaugings

Massarin Ko Kerr - - - - -
Bolon

River Benefit Sanyang 13° 16' 16° 46' - 3.801 -

Allahein Kartung 13° OS' 16° 45' - - -
Allaheim Sifoe 13° 10' 16° 41' - - -
Allaheim Darsilami 13° 10' 16° 39' - 0.364 -

Bao Bolon Illiassa 13° 35' 15° 47' - - -

Miniminium Jowara 13° 34' 16° 06' - - -
Bolon

"- , .
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As with the rainfall there seems to be some inconsistency in the information taken from different

sources. The above tables were based on a table handed over by the DWR, this table is in turn based

on a computer printout which was prepared around 1978 by the Gambia River Project. This printout

gave a lot of then up to date (1976 to 1917) details on the stations but did not often give details of

equipment which had existed earlier at the stations. On the other hand the Hydrological Monograph

on the Gambia River published in French by ORSTOM does give some of this earlier information (the

date of publication is not given but on internaI evidence, such as dates of last gauging quoted, it was

around 1989). In an attempt to clarify the situation, and since the ORSTOM report is not available

in English, Appendix E gives a summary of the details of each station taken from aIl of these reports

and more recent information given verbally.

As will be seen the network consists of 25 stations of which 9 are on the Gambia River itself. Some

of the other stations, such as the one on the Jahally Canal also effectively measure levels in the

Gambia. Many of the other stations, such as that at Brumen Bridge on a tributary some 80 km from

the main river, are also tidal and therefore influenced very much by the levels in the main river. The

locations of these stations are shown on Figure 4.1.

It is difficult to assess the effectiveness of the network. Most of the stations are on the main river

for which rating curves are difficult, if not impossible, to develop. Of the stations on the tributaries

only a few haye rating curves and these only coyer a small percentage of the country's surface. There

are not enough stations to enable even an approximate assessment of the country's average runoff to

be made.

The last published year book, for 1983/84. gave flow for four stations. These were Prufu Bolon at

Dampha Kunda. the Jurungkumani at Jibanack, the River Benifet at Sanyang. and the Lamin Bolon

at Abuka. The last of these four had a staff gauge and sharp crested rectangular weir and had been

installed by Howard Humphreys and Sons as part of their study. From the 1983/84 flows it is difficult

to draw any conclusions about runoff. For Prufu Bolon it was 37 mm. for Jurungkumani it was 67 mm

and for the River Benifet it was 0.02 mm.

At the moment the only record of flow for the Gambia River which is available to the country is at

Gouloumbo in Sénégal 30 km upstream of the border. The station started in 1951 and has continued.

with breaks in 1957 and 1963. to the present. In their monograph on the Gambia ORSTOM give flows

at this station up to 1986·87 but only when above a threshold of 90 m3/s since the recorded levels are

affected by tidal influences when the river flow is less than this. This means that for most years they

only have published flows for the months August. September and October. In some years there are

also flows for parts of July and November. The DWR in Banjul also has on file flow records for the

Gambia at Gouloumbo, they run from 1951 to 1981 and were taken from OMVG/ORSTOM

publications. These flows include the monthly flows for the period 1970-71 to 1981-82 and annual

flows before that year. To get as complete a flow sequence as possible relationships were developed

using the published ORSTOM monthly figures to extend the annual flow record to the water year

1986-87. This model used measured flows where these were available. where a partial month of flow

was available this was used to estimate the flow in the full month. and for most other months a
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recession curve was used. For June, whose flows'were variable but in general small, the average was

taken. The accuracy of this model for the period of overlap (1970-71 to 1981-82) is shown in

Figure 4.2. There are in fact sorne differences between the monthly figures that the DWR has and

those published by ORSTOM so the errors, which can be seen to be small, are probably not

significant. From this a sequence of recent annual flows for The Gambia has been produced. This is

shown in Figure 4.3.

4.2.2 Metbods or Discbarge Measurement

There is relatively little information on how the rating curves were derived in the pasto For example,

the rating at Jibanack was prepared on the basis of nine gaugings between 1977 and 1982. The

maximum gauged level was 0.24 metres and while the curve has been extrapolated for levels above

this there is no indication of what method was used.

On the main river there have been two attempts at gauging within The Gambia, one by Howard

Humphreys and one by the British Hydraulic Research Station (HRS).

The first study was that published by Howard Humphreys in 1974. They initially thought that gauging

for one tidal cycle (about 13 hours) would be long enough. However when gaugings were carried out

over 26 hours, two tidal cycles, the results from the two 13-hour periods were not the same. Later

during the analysis of their gaugings, which were spread over a period of several weeks, they came

to the conclusion that it would be necessary to gauge during at least haU of a lunar cycle, 14 days,

or perhaps even a complete lunar cycle of 28 days. They estimated the net flow at the time of their

study as 3 m3/s but, as the tidal flux was of the order of 300 m3/s, it would have needed an accuracy

of gauging of better than 0.1 % for this figure to be accurate to 10%.

The HRS study was carried in March 1974, after the above study had been completed but before the

results had been published. These gaugings were carried out at Bansang, which is 315 km from the

mouth of the river, from 14 to 24 March 1974. At the time of the study the flow at Gouloumbo, sorne

200 km further upstream, was 5 m3/s.

The gaugings were carried out in a thorough way. The river was 200 m wide and nine verticals were

used. The centre vertical used eight readings and the other verticals five readings. Each set of

readings was carried out over two full tidal cycles. Four boats were used to enable gauging at

different verticals to be carried out simultaneously. Eighteen level measurements were made to check

the river profile. The resuIts were as follows:
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Date

14/3/74

16/3/74

18/3/74

20/3/74

22/3/74

24/3/74

Residual Average

Discharge

(m3/s)

+45.9

+50.9

+19.5

+12.0

-14.6

-32.3

During the gauging the mean tidal flows were 360 m3/s so the average flows were the difference

between two large values.

Given the efforts which were made to ensure the accuracy of the readings, which are described in

more detail in their report, it is a pitYthat the gauging did not continue for a fulllunar cycle. The

explanation put forward for the differences in discharge was that during the tidal cycle water entered

in to and flowed out of riparian groundwater zones and they proposed that piezometers be installed

to evaluate the extent of this. This explanation appears unlikely and the suggestion of Howard

Humphreys, that flows have to be gauged over a full lunar cycle, seems more probable. No such

exercise has ever been carried out.

4.2.3 Equipment

In the mid-1970s many of the stations were equipped with Ott water level recorders. Most of them

were Ott type X. Often these replaced an earlier Ott R16 recorder. During the first half of 1991 eight

stations on the main river were equipped with Stevens water level recorders. At the same time new

float wells and shelters were constructed. This was done in the context of a regional USAID project

in association with the OMVG. At the time of our visit these stations had been constructed but had

not become fully operational. In ail but two of the cases the new stations replaced a former station

which had fallen into a state of disrepair.

At many sites the only equipment consists of gauge boards. While the use of gauge boards is

appropriate for large rivers with a slow response time it is not suitable for some of the very small

catchments in The Gambia. Recording levels two times a day will not give a good idea of hydrograph

shape for the small catchments.

We were taken to a number of gauging stations and in general the equipment seemed to be working

well though in many cases the charts had not been changed for several of the rotations of the drum.
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For flow gauging the Hydrology Division has two small Ott current meters with three 0.5 m rods

which are therefore only suitable for measuring flows in small shallow streams. The meters had never

been recalibrated and when one of the propellers was spun vigorously it rotated for 15 seconds only,

a sign that it was not in the best condition.

The DWR had received a boat in 1980 as part of an OMVG project. This boat, described as a speed

boat, was not really suitable for gauging work. Its motor broke down in 1983 and could not be

repaired. Since then there has been no boat available for gauging.

None of the stations has a permanent cableway.

The Hydrology Division has a stock of the most commonly needed spare parts, such as floats and

cables, for the Ott recorders. It is understood that a similar stock will be provided for the new

Stevens water level recorders.

The only vehicle available for field visits is a 4-wheel drive vehicle which has to be shared with the

Meteorology Division. As this vehicle has to visit aIl the synoptic stations and phenological stations

every 10 days during the rainy season to prepare the 10-day bulletin in the context of the

AGRHYMET project, this severely hampers the field visits that the hydrologists can make.

The Department also has two conductivity probes, an LF 91 and an LF 191 made by WTW, a German

company. They are equipped with SOm cable so could also be used for weIl work. To measure salinity

the probes were calibribated by tests at the water laboratory operated at Yundum. The calibration

agreed with USGS norms.

4.2.4 Maintenance and Field Support

There is a problem of ttansport which Iimits the frequency with which visits can be made to the field.

For sorne stations visits are only made every six-months. The problem of charts not being changed

is reported to be fairly typical and often daily charts are only changed once a week. Many of the

observers are also reported to be unreliable. There have been problems in getting their payment to

them due to loss of money in transit and at present they are expected to come to Banjul to get paid.

This means that during the time it takes to get to Banjul the station is left without an observer and

the fact that a significant proportion of their salary goes on travel to Banjul also discourages them.

Morale among the observers is low and many leave the service. Of four water level observers who

had been through the previous course at the DWR training school, only one was still in the service

of the Hydrology Division.
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4.2.5 Data Processing

The collection of data is largely carried out during visits to the stations on an ad hoc basis.

There appear to be no regular quality control procedures.

At present there is only limited processing of data and it is understood that flows are only calculated

for the stations which are included in the 10-daily AGRHYMET report. In sorne cases these stations

use a rating curve which has not been checked in recent years.

The HYDROM hydrological data processing software package from ORSTOM is available to the

Division but at the time of our visit had never been used. That this was 50 was reported as being due

to internaI administrative difficulties which have now been resolved.

4.2.6 Data Quality

Due to the short period of the visit and the difficulty of getting data it was not possible to carry out

any quality control checks on sampIe data. However the variation in runoff, published for 1983/84,

mentioned above, suggests that only limited quality checks were carried out before publication.

Figure 4.4 is a plot of the published discharge hydrograph for Prufu Bolon at Dampha Kunda for the

hydrometric year 1983/84 which shows a number of anomalies.

4.2.7 Data Availability

There is an inventory of stations but there is no inventory of data. What data there is, is either in the

form of tables in files, or the original charts. At the moment it is not possible to obtain data in a

computer compatible format. The latest available year books have typed data - so it appears that none

of the data has ever been computerised.

4.3 Solid Transport

There is no measurement of solid transport. This topic was raised in the Howard Humphreys' report.

The opinion they expressed was that measuring flow in the tidal river was difficult enough, given the

variations due to the tidal cycle and the lunar phases, and the net flows were only a small proportion

of the tidal flux. In the case of sediment the problem is even more severe. Not only would the river

flow vary throughout the cycle but there would be sediment moved as a result of tidal action in

addition to that carried down the river by fluvial action. This would make it virtually impossible to

identify any net transport toward the ocean.
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The collection of data is largely carried out during visits to the stations on an ad hoc basis.

There appear to be no regular quality control procedures.
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There is an inventory of stations but there is no inventory of data. What data there is, is either in the

form of tables in files, or the original charts. At the moment it is not possible to obtain data in a

computer compatible format. The latest available year books have typed data - so it appears that none

of the data has ever been computerised.

4.3 SoUd Transport

There is no measurement of solid transport. This topic was raised in the Howard Humphreys' report.

The opinion they expressed was that measuring flow in the tidal river was difficult enough, given the

variations due to the tidal cycle and the lunar phases, and the net flows were only a small proportion

of the tidal flux. In the case of sediment the problem is even more severe. Not only would the river

flow vary throughout the cycle but there would be sediment moved as a result of tidal action in

addition to that carried down the river by fluvial action. This would make it virtually impossible to

identify any net transport toward the ocean.
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DAILY MEAN DISCHARGE
Prufu Bolon at Damphakunda 1983/4
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TABLE 4.4

Position of Saline Interface (km from sea)

Month

Year
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1973 150 180 195 205 230 240 235 185 75 80 120 140

1974 160 180 193 213 225 238 235 150 76 85 100 118

1975 140 180 200 215 225 235 220 170 135 130 125 120

1976 135 155 175 210 220 228 227 200 150 95 110 120

1977 135 150 175 195 222 242 230 200 170 130 115 140

1978 165 185 200 225 240 243 230 208 170 120 110 118

1979 130 145 170 195 215 240 235 220 190 165 130 125

1980 140 150 170 190 215 240 230 190 170 150 140 150
1981 160 185 195 221 225 235 244 240 210 150 120 135

1982 155 170 185 195 210 215 235 241 210 160 130 140

1983 155 165 190 210 225 240 220 180 135 122 135 155

1984 175 185 205 220 242 255 230 190 170 150 140 145
1985 153 160 174 205 235 248 254 210 150 100 127 138

1986 149 167 193 205 235

Mean 150 168 187 207 226 238 233 199 155 126 123 134

Source: DWR
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CHAPTER 5

GROUNDWATER

5.1 Organisation and Management

5.1.1 The Hydrogeology Service

The principal government organisation responsible. for groundwater investigations, studies,

development and protection, is the Rural Water Supply Division of the Department of Water

Resources (DWR), Ministry of Natural Resources and the Environment. The Division consists of five

sections, as foIlows:

Hydrogeology

WeIl Digging

Drilling

Rehabilitation

Mechanical Services.

The headquarters of the Division is in Banjul, though many of its activities are in the field aIl over

the country and the Mechanical Services Section runs two provincial workshops, one at Yundum near

Banjul Airport, the other at Basse in the extreme east.

The organisation of the Rural Water Supply Division is shown in Figure 5.1.

Up to very recently, the Division was headed by the only Gambian in the country with specialist post

graduate qualification in hydrogeology, but he has been promoted to Deputy Director of DWR;

nevertheless, in the absence of any replacement for his previous post, he still takes a major interest

in all groundwater activities in the country.

The nominal staff establishment of the Rural Water Supply Division comprises sorne 115 posts in

total, including the following personnel:
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Post Number of Comment

staff approved

Principal Hydrogeologist 1 Post vacant

Senior Programme Officer 1 In post; Law graduate from a USSR university

Engineer 2 Both in post; one Civil Engineering (CE)

graduate trained in USSR and Holland; the

other CE graduate from Sierra Leone,

currently on study tour in the UK

Hydrogeologist 1 Post vacant

Works Superintendent 3 Ali in post

Principal Technical Officer 2 Both in post

Inspector (Groundwater) 1 In post

Groundwater Assistant 1 In post

Groundwater Assistant 1 In post

Trainee

Senior Survey Assistant 1 In post

Draughtsman 1 Post vacant

Non-graduate technical staff include two Principal Technical Officers, both trained in the USA and

two Groundwater Assistants (one trainee); there is also an unfilled post of Draughtsman.

Because of the lack of indigenous groundwater expens in The Gambia, the DWR relies on foreign

personnel, supplied by international and bilateral agencies under the various aid projects, to provide

such expertise. The UNDP assistance is in the form of the Groundwater Resources Planning and

Development Project supplying a chief technical adviser and three volunteer experts (one

hydrogeologist, one driller and one mechanical engineer). UNICEF has provided one senior

consultant, who has been trying to introduce a degree of co-ordination into the water supply and

sanitation activities in the country, by convening regular meetings of the Water and Sanitation

Working Group, involving ail the interested parties. Lastly, the bilaterally assisted rural water supply

programmes, notably the German funded GlTEC project, operate under expatriate technical and

administrative supervision, currently without any Gambian graduate counterparts.

Thus the Hydrogeology Section is virtually synonymous with the UNDP Groundwater Resources

Planning and Development Project (GAM/87/012), with the key staff being a Czechoslovakian project

manager and a Somali hydrogeologist. The prime objective of the project is stated as institution

building, but in the absence of any counterpart hydrogeology experts, the UN staff tend to undertake

many routine groundwater tasks themselves in liaison with the DWR management, rather than direct

and train local personnel.

\.
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The Well Digging Section comprises the projeêts involved in this field, that is the UN assisted

programmes and, nominally, the GITEC operations. Though both of these report to the Directorate

of the DWR, they operate in rather different ways. The UN projects are staffed mainly by Gambians

(under GAM/87/012 supervision); in line with the present policy of the government, the construction

of the wells has been privatised and contracts issued to several local firms. Nine such local

contractors have been prequalified and graded by DWR. All of them rent equipment, such as

dewatering pumps and a mechanical excavator from DWR. Contracts are not awarded on the basis

of competitive bidding; instead prices are fixed by the DWR and the amount of work awarded to a

particular firm is decided on an evaluation of its capabilities. In contrast, GITEC well construction

is by community participation with project equipment, under German expert supervision, with

minimal involvement of any DWR staff.

The Rural Water Supply Division has its own drilling unit. Of the three drilling rigs in its possession,

two are cable tool and one is rotary. Both of the former have been out of operation for more than a

year, and although at least one could be rehabilitated, there are no plans to do so. The rotary machine

is operational and is currently working on an EDF assisted project, under the jurisdiction of the

Directorate of DWR. The drillers are mainly local, but are supported by a UN volunteer from

Bangladesh. The productivity has been poor with only five boreholes constructed over the last year;

difficulties with obtaining foreign exchange for spare parts and accessories have been blamed for this

poor performance.

The main current task of the Rehabilitation Section is the implementation of the EDF funded Rural

Water Supply Rehabilitation Programme concerned with reconditioning of dug wells, boreholes and

pumps. The procedures are according to concepts developed by GITEC. The staff involved are mainly

local employees of the DWR.

The field of operation of the Rehabilitation Section overlaps with that of the Mechanical Services,

which, through its two workshops (at Yundum and Basse), is engaged in the maintenance and repairs

of rural water supply facilities. The staff is mainly local, strengthened by one UN volunteer

mechanical engineer.

As already mentioned, the Rural Water Supply Division has a considerable amount of heavy

equipment under itsjurisdiction, including drilling rigs, compressors, dewatering pumps, an excavator

and a fleet of vehicles of different kinds. Minor equipment items include electrical conductivity (EC)

meters, pH-meters and water level indicators.

The Division also has access to computer facilities. Both the UNDP Groundwater Resources Planning

and Development Project and GITEC's Hand-dug Well Programme use computers with peripherals

for data (particularly weIl records) storage and processing. Unfonunately they use different software.
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The DWR has a water laboratory under the control of the Water Quality Control Division, which

provides analytical services to the other Divisions and sorne outside interests. The laboratory is

located at Yundum with a chemical engineer (qualified in China) in charge. The staff comprises two

biologists (one graduate from Sierra Leone University, the other with a qualification in Environmental

Studies in Holland). three laboratory technicians and one field assistant (used for collecting water

samples).

The laboratory is equipped for chemical determinations by atomic absorption, gas chromatography

as well as conventional spectrometry and titrations. Because of limited peripheral equipment, atomic

absorption can only be used for sodium, potassium and lithium, and gas chromatography only for

organochlorides. Nevertheless, all the common chemical constituents of natural waters have been

successfully measured in the pasto

Amongst other services offered by the laboratory are the following bacteriological determinations:

total bacteria

total coliform organisms

faecal coliforms.

The laboratory also has sorne portable equipment in its care, including:

EC meters

pH meters

bacteria kits

Hach DREL 4 portable laboratories (with no reagents and probably defunct).

The greatest problem reported by the laboratory, is lack of a reliable water supply; a borehole with

a small electric pump and a storage tank would be the most effective way of correcting this

deficiency. Other equipment requirements have been reported as fol1ows:

peripherals for the atomic absorption and gas chromatography apparatus to make them more

widely useful;

new BOD and COD measuring equipment;

computer hardware and software for data processing, storage and printing.

Apparently foreign exchange for purchase of reagents of any kind is a major problem. Lastly, trained

manpower availability is reported as difficult, with the private sector offering better pay and

conditions.

The current head of the laboratory has been in post only since the beginning of 1991. During the first

six months of that year the throughput has been chemical analyses of about 20 water samples and

approximately 50 bacteriological determinations.

.-
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The DWR laboratory is reported to be the only water laboratory in The Gambia.

S.1.2 Other" Public Agencies with Interest in Groundwater .

The other agency with a major interest in groundwater is the Gambia Utilities Corporation (GUC).

This is a parastatal organisation under the Ministry of Works and Communications. with

responsibility for electric power and urban water supply. The most important water component under

its jurisdiction is the municipal supply to Banjul and the urban/tourist areas of the North Kombo

Peninsula. However. the division of responsibilities between the GUC and DWR is not entirely clear

cut. as the former apparently looks after the following:

Type of supply Number of Daily abstractions

boreholes (m3
)

Urban 18 21000

(Banjul-N Kombo)

Township 7 290

Rural 6 34

Village 1 11

Source: UNCDF 1988 and GUC 1991.

It is understood that all these abstractions. except for the 'village' borehole. include electrical turbine

pumps and storage tanks. and that 'rural' supplies may serve standpipes in more than one village.

GUC was established in 1972 with the specific responsibility for providing electricity country-wide.

and potable water and sanitation facilities to the urban centres. particularly to the rapidly growing

commercial and tourist developments of Banjul and North Kombo. It was set up as a semi

autonomous body to derive its income from sales of electricity and water. with much of the profit to

be used for financing of further developments. However in recent years the GUC has not made

sufficient profits to finance any significant investments.

The organisation of the Water Division of the GUC is shown in Figure 5.2. The Divisional Manager

(Acting) is a mechanical engineer and the agency as a whole is geared to keeping the water supply

systems functioning rather than the evaluation of resources and design of works for further

development. For such tasks the GUC traditionally used the services of international and local

consultants; their reports provide the fullest hydrogeological database for The Gambia as a whole.

but particularly for the urban/tourist area of the capital city (Ceesay and Howard Humphreys 1987.

Lewin & Fryer 1988).
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At one time (1980) the GUC's Water Division was building up its own groundwater development

capability and operated two drilling rigs (Ruston Bucyrus cable-tool machines) and a crane truck as

weil as concrete vibrators. compactors. tripod/winch units and heavy transport. However. much of

its specialised equipment such as the drilling rigs and the crane truck. is now defunct. It is uncertain

what drilling had been accomplished by the equipment when it was functional. but it seems that ail

the GUC Banjul area production boreholes were constructed by contract. using foreign contractors

(British. German and Chinese). usually those with representatives in The Gambia or in the adjacent

countries.

GUC's equipment situation has now deteriorated to such an extent that even pulling out of the

borehole pumps is done by hand using a tripod/winch unit. Its technical work. relevant to further

development. is virtually limited to. admittedly very valuable. monitoring of groundwater levels in

the Kombo area.

The Ministry of Agriculture takes sorne interest in groundwater through its Department of

Agricultural Services and the Soil and Water Management Unit. Though significant groundwater

irrigated horticulture is practised in The Gambia. and further development potential exists. the

Ministry has no groundwater development expertise of its own and relies on private enterprise. DWR.

UN agencies and foreign experts for technical assistance. It is understood that there is one

experimental project of special interest. namely irrigation of sorne 15 ha by groundwater using solar

pumps. financed by NORAID and monitored by the ministry.

The Ministry ofEconomic Planning and Industrial Development (MEPID) also has sorne involvement

in groundwater investigations and development in The Gambia. Firstly. its Geological Unit produces

geological maps. and collects and compiles all borehole evidence in its general geological work; these

maps and compilations are very useful to groundwater workers. Secondly. the Division Development

Committees established in 1975 under the auspices of the MEPID. have been given responsibility for

selecting water supply projects for priority financing. implementing them if the funding is approved

and maintaining the completed facilities.

Lastly. the Ministry of Local Government and Lands takes an interest in water supply through its six

Area Councils and the Department of Community Development. However. its expertise in the field

of groundwater is negligible.

5.1.3 Non-governmental Organisations

As in much of West Africa. sorne charity based non-governmental organisations (NGOs) have been

involved in the rural water supply sector. particularly in constructing dug wells. sorne of them

equipped with hand pumps. Amongst these are Caritas. WaterAid. Action Aid and the Rotary Club.

Ali have made use of the indigenous expertise in digging wells.

1.

l
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Local consulting firms, of which the best known is S Ceesay & Sons Ltd, have no groundwater

expertise of their own, but have provided such to their clients by associating with foreign consultants

for particular projects. There are no Gambian drilling contractors, though George Stow Ltd (British)

is reported to maintain an office in Banjul. In addition, Polish, German and Chinese companies have

undertaken drilling programmes in The Gambia; sorne these are still operating in nearby countries

(Senegal and Guinea).

As already mentioned, the Gambian Government has recently decided to privatise much of the weIl

digging business and several local firms have taken up the challenge. However, at present the

situation is weIl short of competitive free enterprise; none of the new contractors can operate without

the assistance of the DWR, in the form of equipment rental; moreover contracts are not awarded to

the lowest bidders, but are issued at fixed prices to firms judged as competent at the tasks involved.

5.1.4 Staff and Training

As must be apparent from the preceding sections, the lack of local expertise in groundwater related

disciplines is one of the major problems of the water sector industries in The Gambia. This situation

is particularly difficult to correct because tbere are no university or polytecbnic educational facilities

in the country; consequently, training of a Gambian hydrogeologist or a groundwater engineer

involves both undergraduate and postgraduate training abroad (at least four years total), which is not

only expensive but also longer than most water sector projects. which therefore find it difficult to

organise such training.

The DWR has attempted to correct this deficiency by asking for and getting foreign groundwater

experts assigned to The Gambia under various UN institution strengthening projects. such as the on

going UNDP Groundwater Resources Planning and Development Project. However. useful as these

projects have been, they are no substitute for strong local expertise.

Inevitably the UN experts on temporary assignments (even overlapping), do not provide the necessary

continuity that the groundwater sector requires. Moreover, there is a tendency for such projects to

be treated as yet another amongst many, rather than the coordinating authority with responsibility to

impose uniformity of data acquisition and reporting, develop standard designs and ensure sharing of

relevant information.

The problem of the Jack of institutions of higher education in The Gambia bas aIready been

mentioned. Consequently there is a shortage of graduates in aIl disciplines and relatively few join any

government agencies.

The DWR undertakes sorne training of ils staff at the technician level. The Departmenfs Training

School, though directed towards meteorological an~ hydrological observers, has in 1986 and 1987

included groundwater training; four hydrogeological technicians qualified during that time, but only

one of them is still with the DWR. The fact that the private sector offers salaries 1.5 to 2 times

higher than government service, makes it difficult to keep bright young men in the service.
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The Training School continues its activities, but these have not included groundwater during the last

few years. Only ad hoc on-the-job training of hydrogeological technicians is currently undertaken by

the DWR.

The situation is somewhat better in the case of computer assistants. Both the UNDP and GITEC

projects have established data banks for borehole records and use local assistants for punching in the

data. Both offer training and report few problems with obtaining suitable staff.

DWR's competence in drilling has been strengthened by the assignment of a UN volunteer expert,

but it is reported that the avai1ability of local expertise in this field is relatively good. Most if not

ail of the drilling companies who have operated in The Gambia have trained sorne drillers and these

are either working for DWR or are available for employment if offered suitable inducements.

None of the other organisations in The Gambia have much groundwater expertise. The GUC has

always used international consultants (sometimes in association with local ïams) for its resource

evaluation and weil design work. As a result the past work on the Banjul and North Kombo water

supply is exceptionally weil documented. Other government organisations with interest in

groundwater have relied on DWR for technical advice in that field.

5.1.5 Budgets

The government budget allocations to the DWR, listed in the 'Estimates of Recurrent Revenue and

Expenditure 1990/91', are as follows:

Financial Year 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91

DWR Budget 1 864 921 1 3 1822402 3 164 5404

Development Expenditure on 1 743 7391 186287772 43 021 0194

Water (20 375 610)3

Total Government Spending 3 6086601 21 811 0172 46 185 5594

on Water (23 557 850)3

Total Government Budget 4229408381 488 1094202 633 274 1304

(517 703 260)3

Spending on Water as 0.85 4.5 7.3

Percentage of Total Budget (4.5)

l.

2

Notes: Ali amounts in Dalasis

Actual expenditure

Approved estimates

3

4

Revised estimates

Estimates.

Source:
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The 'DWR Budget' is the actual and planned expenditure for the routine running of the Department

and for various institutional improvements such as office accommodation, equipment and local

training. 'Development Expenditure' is the allocation for the government inputs for internationally

and bilaterally assisted projects as weIl as for DWR's own development programmes.

The level of foreign aid provided to the water sector varies from year to year and is difficult to

estimate; however, it is probably currently running at about USS 1 500 000 to 2 000 000 per year

(Dalasis Il 250 000 to 15 000000 per year) on average. Of course, only a part of this budget is spent

on groundwater, but this cannot be separated from the total on the basis of information available at

present.

The details of the normal operating budget of the GUC are not known. The total gross revenue from

its water services was approximately D 1 614 000 in 1980/81 and D 5 795 962 in 1985/86, that is,

growing by about 20% annually. However, it is understood that, because of the government's

determination to reduce inflation (under an agreement with IMF and the World Bank), GUC has

recendy not been allowed to raise water and electricity tariffs, and consequently it has not been

making sufficient profits for a reasonable investment in improved services. The water supply

facilities in the urban area of the Banjul region are in urgent need of expansion, but this will be done

by the use of foreign loans and grants; apparently much of the required capital has been secured from

several international and bilateral sources.

5.2 Hydrogeological Data

5.2.1 Maps and Air Photos

The map base for The Gambia is good, with a wide range of general and thematic maps and remote

sensing imagery available, including:

Type Scale Comment

Physieal map 1 : 250000 1 sheet with the west and east of the country printed
above each other.

Land use maps 1 : 125000 Whole country; 4 sheets

Topographie photo-maps 1 : 50000 Whole country; 20 sheets

Orthophoto-maps 1 : 25000 Whole country; 84 sheets

Land use photo-maps 1 : 10 000 Whole country; 526 sheets

Air photos 1 : 25000 1980 stereo pairs

Air photos 1 : 50000 1983, colour stereo pairs of the whole Gambia River
Basin

Geologieal map 1 : 250000 1 sheet; accompanied by a memoir 'Geology and
Mineral Resources of the Gambia', 1988

Hydrogeological maps 1 : 125000 2 sheets; prepared by Ceesay & Howard
Humphreys, 1987
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The various physical maps are ail based on aerial··photography; the quality is good, though only spot

heights, rather than elevation contours are shown. Most of these are readily available from the

Department of Lands and Surveys in Banjul. A fulliist of available maps and aerial photographs is

given in Appendix F.

The geological map is also of good quality, though the mapping units are understandably dominated

by surface features such as alluvia and lateritic crusts. The accompanying memoir (Whyte & Russell

1988) discusses paleo-geography, stratigraphy and structure of the region and gives several geological

sections of The Gambia.

A good groundwater planning base is provided by the 1 : 125 000 hydrogeological maps enclosed

with the report • Groundwater Survey Studies of The Gambia' (Ceesay & Howard Humphreys 1987).

The report presents a synthesis of groundwater information available for the whole country, much of

which is summarised on the maps including:

geology;

locations and characteristics of boreholes completed in the deep sandstone aquifers;

locations and characteristics of sorne boreholes and/or wellfields completed in the shallow

aquifer;

locations of dug wells included in the then current monitoring network;

iso-conductivity contours;

piezometrie contours of the shallow aquifer.

The main maps are surrounded by insets of sketch maps, histograms and other diagrams, including:

mean annuai isohyet map;

mean monthly rainfall and potential evapotranspiration histograms;

hydrogeological sections of the shallow aquifer;

hydrographs of groundwater level oscillations;

GUC wellfield abstractions in North Kombo;

a Piper diagram showing the hydrochemistry of the shallow aquifer;

piezometrie contour map of the deep sandstone aquifer;

l.
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isopachs of the aquiclude above the deèp sandstone aquifer;

elevation contours of the top of the deep sandstone aquifer;

total mineralisation of the groundwater of the deep sandstone aquifer;

a Piper diagram showing the hydrochemistry of the deep sandstone aquifer;

head difference between the shaIlow and deep aquifers;

geological cross-section of The Gambia.

This compilation provides a good groundwater database for future development planning and only

minor criticisms on presentation are offered. AlI the information given on the main 1 : 125 000 scale

maps could be easily shown on a map of half that scale (ie 1 : 250 000), which would make its use

much more convenient. An important subject which is not treated adequately on the maps or in the

accompanying report, is that of the variability of the yield (or specifie capacity and estimated

transmissivity) at the drilled weIl sites; the hydrogeological sections show more or less similar

shaIlow aquifer dimensions everywhere, whereas the weIl characteristics are hugely variable, to the

extent that sorne drilling sites have been abandoned for insufficient production potential, even for a

livestock or village supplYborehole. The balance of aquifer variability, weIl design and construction

procedures responsible for this variation needs further analysis.

5.2.2 Aquifer Data

As already mentioned, the available geological mapping is of good quality, though because of the fiat

topography and a cover of thin superficial alluvial and residual deposits, surface geology does not

offer much insight into the subsurface conditions. Nevertheless, general geological considerations

suggest that both the shallow and the deep aquifers underlie the whole country and that both aquifers

should thicken towards the west, though the sands might become finer in the same direction.

As always, the main sources of aquifer data have been wells and particularly boreholes. In this

respect the situation in The Gambia is very good, as most of the organisations involved in

groundwater investigations and development projects have kept good records.

As aIready indicated there are probably sorne 10 000 old traditional dug wells in the country,

supplying water to villages for drinking and for smaII scale manuaI irrigation (of village aIlotments).

Though there are few, if any records for these wells, relevant to the nature of the aquifers, they

provided the original evidence of the wide-spread occurrence of shallow groundwater of good quality

in exploitable quantities.
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There are reportedly good records for most if not all modern dug wells. GITEC actually reproduces

all the well documentation in the project's progress reports; this includes the initial site appraisal and

the well completion report for every weIl. The UN dug weIl records are reportedly stored in the files

of the Chief Technical Adviser, Groundwater Resources Planning and Development Project (at least

sorne are in the form shown in Appendix G), but are not routinely compiled, reproduced or published.

The Saudi Sahelian Programme records are summarised in the consultant's project reports. It is not

known what has been done with the data collected during construction of wells by various NGOs.

In total there are about 1000 modern dug wells in The Gambia. They normally penetrate the phreatic

aquifer only, to between 3 and 6 m below the watertable. Unfortunately, only a few of these wells

have been subjected to formal pumping tests, but it is reported that aquifer productivity is not a

problem; apparently there have been very few failures and all of these have been due to construction

difficulties rather than insufficient water yield. In most cases, few groundwater quality data are

routinely collected from dug wells; periodic post-construction surveys suggest that chemical quality

is generally good but organic contamination may be common.

Though sorne of the dug weIl construction projects have been restricted to particular areas of The

Gambia, the overall coverage of the country is good. It clearly shows that the shallow aquifer

underlies the whole country and that at least small amounts of groundwater (sufficient to sustain a

hand pump) can be obtained by dug wèlls virtually everywhere.

Most of the boreholes in The Gambia penetrate the phreatic unit and, partially or fully, the semi

confined unit of the shallow aquifer. Several different organisations have been involved in the

drilling, as detailed in Table 5.1.

TABLE 5.1

Boreholes in The Gambia

Organisations Responsible Number of Boreholes

GUC/Consultant/Contractor l c 45
DWR/UNSO/Poiservices 28
DWR/SSP/prack GMbH/prakla c 75
DWR/EDF 7
Others2 c 60

Total c 215

" . ...

Notes:

2

Consultants included Howard Humphreys and Hydrogeological Services

International; contractors include George Stow Ltd, China - Henan, and GUC's own

drilling unit.

Mainly NGOs, using contractors such as Prakla Seismos.

Source: DWR 1991, GUC 1991 and UNDP 1991
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The coverage of the whole country is reasonablé, though the greatest concentration of boreholes is

in the Kombo Peninsula, near to the main urban and tourist centres. Numbers of boreholes in the

various Divisions are Iisted in Table 5.2.

TABLE 5.2

Distribution of Boreholes in The Gambia

Division Number of boreholes

Western c 75

North Bank c 20

LowerRiver c 40

MacCarthy Island c 35

Upper River c 45

Total c 215

Source:UNDP 1991

Most of the boreholes are weil documented; the available records include details of depth, Iithology

penetrated, weil design, and yield and drawdown. In sorne cases data on formation grading, step and

constant discharge testing, and hydrochemistry are given as weil. Sorne of the pumping test data have

been converted to aquifer transmissivity and average lateral permeabilities. No credible results of

overall aquifer storage can be derived from the test records.

Within the Gambia only three boreholes have been installed and tested in the deep sandstone aquifer.

However, many useful data on this aquifer are available from Senegal and a coherent picture of its

geometry and properties can be deduced.

Il should perhaps be mentioned that the deep sandstone aquifer is of marginal interest to The

Gambia's water sector and no further work on it is envisaged in the immediate future. In contrast,

development of the shallow aquifer is set to continue with the UN and GITEC assisted dug weil

construction, DWRjEDF drilled wells/solar pumps programme and a new, ] apanese aided rural water

supply project (about 30 boreholes with mechanical pumps and storage tanks).
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Summarising, the aquifer database for The Gamtiia is good. The geology is weil understood on the

evidence ofregional considerations, amplified by information from oil and water drillings within the

country and in Senegal. The documentation of sorne of the dug wells is comprehensive and gives a

good, though admittedly mainly qualitative, overall picture of the phreatic aquifer. Over 200

boreholes, penetrating the phreatic and semi-confined units provide a good insight ioto the

occurrence, geometry and properties of the Continental Terminal aquifer as a whole. Lastly, although

only three boreholes have been completed in the deep Maestrichtian-Palaeocene aquifer in The

Gambia, a synthesis of these records together with data from Senegal, gives a coherent picture of the

occurrence and properties of this aquifer.

5.2.3 Piezometrie Data

Groundwater levels are routinely measured in old dug wells during the pre-construction site

appraisals and in ail newly completed wells and boreholes. In addition, monitoring of such levels has

been undertaken intermittently over the last 25 years.

The earliest water level monitoring system was set up in the late 1960s by Howard Humphreys &

Sons in the Banjul area as a part of their work on improvement of water supply to the capital; the

system was reportedly later extended to the whole of the Kombo Districts. Hydrographs based on

these records are reproduced in sorne of the old reports, but it is uncertain whether the complete data

could still be found.

A nation-wide monitoring network was set up in 1973, also by Howard Humphreys, as a part of the

River Gambia Basin Study. The details of the extent of this system are not known; measurements

were not continued after the completion of the study in 1974.

In 1981/82 GITEC, then engaged in the planning of the German aided 'Hand-dug Weil Construction

Programme', monitored 44 wells in 38 villages (GITEC, 1984), measuring the following parameters:

weil depth

depth to static water level

temperature of the water

electrical conductivity

pH.

The purpose of these measurements was essentially to aid the design dug wells, which would produce

potable supplies throughout the year, including at times of low groundwater levels, when many

traditional wells go dry. This monitoring was not continued after 1982. However, in 1984 GITEC

recommended that, in the area of its activities namely the North Bank and MacCarthy Island

Divisions, the DWR should monitor 58 wells, with monthly measurements.

1
.1
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Concurrently (starting in 1983), the UN assisted Rural Water Supply Programme undertook the

monitoring of water levels in 110 dug wells all over the country, with three monthly measurements;

a further 25 wells was added to this network in June 1986, with planned daily measurements.

The Ceesay & Howard Humphreys study seems to have taken over groundwater monitoring in 1987.

Il selected a network of 145 dug wells (monitored previously), 5 GUC boreholes and 24 new points

in the Upper River Division, which was apparently neglected up to then. Measurements were monthly

for 48 points and quarterly for the rest. The system was levelled to a common datum to give the

overall piezometty for the hydrogeological maps. However, predictably the observations of such an

extensive network, were not kept up after the completion of the study.

In 1990, the UN Groundwater Resources Planning and Development study resuscitated the Ceesay/

Humphreys' network (albeit in a slightly reduced form) with 120 points measured quarterly and 35

monthly; an additional item has been one borehole in the deep sandstone aquifer (at Sankwia). This

network is currently being observed.

In addition to the above attempts at country-wide monitoring systems, sorne measurements have been

carried out intermittently by GUC in the Kombo area. Currently the Water Division of GUC is

monitoring five observation wells with weekly measurements and 26 points (two production

boreholes, eighteen slim observation wells and six dug wells) at monthly intervals.

As should be apparent from the above, a considerable amount of groundwater monitoring work has

been done in The Gambia; extensive networks have been set up measured for a white and then

abandoned, usually because of transport difficulties. Exactly what monitoring records are still

avaitable is uncertain, but they should be collected, organised into a standard form and processed as

a matter of urgency; otherwise there is a strong chance that many of these valuable data will be lost.

5.2.4 Water Quality Data

Since few groundwater quality problems have been perceived to exist, this subject has been somewhat

neglected in the Gambia. Apparently no routine measurements of standard quality parameters are

carried out as a part of well and borehole construction; rather, sporadic studies of this subject have

been undertaken, based on records issued in previous reports, complemented by spot measurements.

The important features of the overall macro-pattern, that has emerged from these studies, are as

follows:

(a) Shallow Aquifer

low pH (5.5 to 6.0) and consequently high corrosiveness;

low mineralisation (less than 500 mgll), except in the zone of influence of

marine and estuarine conditions;
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locally high dissolved iron content (>1 mg/l);

locally high nitrate content (>100 mg/l);

groundwater from sorne wells organically contaminated (including by faecal

coliforms and Salmonella sp).

(b) Deep Aquifer

neutral to alkaline reaction (pH 7 to 8.2);

mineralisation increasing from east to west (to about 1 800 mg/l at Banjul);

increase in fluoride in the same direction (to 5 mg/l at Banju!).

Despite the continuing installation of many dug and drilled wells in the shallow aquifer, the

hydrochemical pattern is not being refined and updated. Even when sorne easy to measure quantities

(such as pH and EC) are determined at a new well, the results are filed, rather than compiled, collated

and reviewed in the context of the established pattern.

There is a need for all agencies involved in groundwater development, to include a standard list of

hydrochemical measurements in their well and borehole completion reports. Moreover, both chemical

and biological parameters should be included in the monitoring system. Lastly, groundwater quality

data should be continually processed, compiled and plotted to establish any significant patterns and

correlations.

5.2.5 Groundwater Abstractions

Groundwater abstractions in The Gambia are mainly for domestic supply, urban and rural, with small

amounts used for livestock watering and for irrigation. Ali this water is derived from the shallow

aquifer by means of dug and drilled wells, with lifting devices varying from rope and bucket, through

hand pumps to submersible turbine pumps. Typical designs used in The Gambia are shown in

Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

Abstractions by the traditional dug wells are not measured at all. It is known that many are used for

irrigation of village allotments and that, because only a small penetration below saturated sand is

possible for an unlined well, many go dry as the watertable declines during the dry season. Mean

abstraction per well has been estimated as 2 m3/d at peak demand and productivity (UNCDF 1988),

but is probably about 1 m3/d or 365 m3/annum on average.

.-

.1
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Because of the unsatisfactory nature of the traditional dug well from the point of view of sustaining

its yield in the dry season and of protection from bacterial contamination, the government, with the

assistance of international and bilateral aid agencies, introduced modern dug wells into the country.

These are concrete lined, protected from pollution by concrete covers at the surface and equipped

with hand pumps.

Installation of such wells in quantity started in the 1970s and accelerated during the 1980s under the

impetus of the UN Water Supply and Sanitation Decade. Major programmes were assisted by the UN,

German aid, the Saudi Sahelian Organisation and NGOs; the most active of the last, Caritas, installed

many lined dug wells without hand pumps.

The design of the modern dug well in the Gambia has evolved over the years, particularly with

respect to the hand pump. Originally the Indian made India Mark II was used, made of mild steel

components (galvanised in the case of the rising main). However, as might have been expected from

the chemistry of the groundwater, corrosion became a problem; eventually a wholly stainless steel

version of the Mark II pump, made in Germany, has been and is being used by the Saudi and the

German assisted programmes. Ali the Saudi and sorne of the German project dug wells are equipped

with two pumps to increase productivity and reliability of the supply. In both cases the quality of the

work is of a very high standard. Il takes about 3 months to construct a modern dug weIl. The cost is

approximately USS 12 000 (D 90 000) of which about USS 2 000 is the cost of the pump.

The abstractions of these rural supply wells are not measured, but GITEC has carried out a study of

hand pump use in its feasibility study (GlTEC, 1980). Based on this work an average abstraction per

well is estimated at about 6 m3/d.

The Saudi Sahelian Programme installed 67 shallow (40 to 70 m depth) boreholes with handpumps

for water supplies for relatively small villages. The pumps and surface works at these boreholes are

the same as for dug wells of the same project, except, of course, only one pump per site was

installed. The pumpage from these wells is not measured but average abstraction per well is thought

to be about 5 m3/d.

Sorne villages or groups of villages have been provided with borehole based water supply systems

that include electrical pumps with generators, storage tanks and standpipe distribution. In addition

an UNSO assisted project installed 28 such boreholes for livestock supplies. Abstractions by these

systems are not monitored but are estimated at about 450 m3/d in total.

Groundwater abstractions by modern dug wells and boreholes for irrigation are mainly in private

hands and amount to sorne 20 boreholes and about 100 dug wells; the pumpage is not monitored but

has been estimated from the area irrigated as approximately 1 million m3/year.
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The largest groundwater abstractions are for urban water supplies. There are the responsibility of the

GUC and comprise 18 boreholes in the capital area plus 7 boreholes in provincial townships. The

Greater Banjul abstractions are metered at each borehole and are well documented. The actual records

are held by GUC and although the latest data have not yet been processed, Table 5.3 shows the kind

of summarised details that can be obtained.

TABLE 5.3

Gue Groundwater Abstractions· Banjul Area

(l 000 m3
)

Month/Year 1984 1985 1986 1987 1990

Jan 482 464 507

Feb 432 480 449

Mar 432 444 496

Apr 440 415 495

May 426 435 494 Details Details

Jun 405 411 493 not not

Jul 420 415 519 available available

Aug 425 438 488

Sep 416 444 497

Oct 462 464 508

Nov 465 466 508

Dec 499 502 543

Annual Total 5304 5 378 5997 c.6600 c.7670

Source: Ceesay & Howard Humphreys 1987 and GUC 1991.

The township abstractions are insignificant in comparison, amounting to about 0.1 m3/annum in total.

It is understood that at least sorne of the discharges of these boreholes are metered.

Sorne of the recent innovations, though insignificant from the point of view of total abstractions, may

be of relevance to future development. In 1982 UNIFSTD initiated an experimental project with the

installation of one solar and two windmill pumps; it is reported that these are still operational and

are being closely monitored by DWR/UNDP, under the Groundwater Resources Planning and

Development Project. The solar pump option is being followed further under an EDF assisted project,

which is installing such systems in boreholes, to be used for water supplies at sorne of the larger

centres of population outside the capital area.

· "

\

!
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5.2.6 Equipment

The majority of the technical equipment relevant to groundwater studies and development projects

is that provided under the externally assisted projects. The exception has been the drilling rigs, which

have been purchased by DWR and GUC from private overseas contractors (namely George Stow Ltd

and Prakla Seismos). Currently only one rig is operational; this is a rotary machine of German

manufacture. It is supported by compressors, pumps, transport and other ancillaries. It is understood

that DWR, which operates the rig, has problems with obtaining foreign exchange for spare parts and

consumables. Hence its productivity has been low (only five boreholes in 1990).

Smaller items of equipment, mainly obtained under the various UN assisted projects, include a

geophysical (resistivity) set, water level indicators, pH-meters, EC-meters and portable laboratories.

Sorne of these is still being used; however items which use consumables (such as the reagents for the

chemical kits) have the worst record. Again the main problem is availability of foreign exchange for

purchases abroad.

Computer hardware has been provided for DWR's groundwater work by GITEC and the UN

Groundwater Resources Planning and Development Project. Both sets include processors, monitors,

printers and various peripherals and are adequate for the processing and storage purposes for which

they are being used. However, there is no co-operation or co-ordination of effort between the two

computer centres, as they use entirely different software.

5.2.7 Data Processing and Storage

Data processing has traditionally been done by the individual projects; the methods used for

calculations and compilation have generally been satisfactory. Sorne of the consultants' compilations

are very good, presented in weil produced reports. Similarly, sorne of the specialist subjects studied

by the UN, such as the use of solar and windmill pumps, are weil treated and reported. However, as

far as this assessment could ascertain, no one in the country is doing the job of continually processing

and compiling the routine groundwater records available from weil and borehole construction and

monitoring programmes. The groundwater system in the Gambia is reasonably weil understood and

documented, but the situation could be considerably improved by proper treatment of routine records.

The setting up of two independent computerised data banks for weil records using different software,

is symptomatic of the poor co-ordination of groundwater work in the Gambia. GITEC uses dBase IV

for its records, with the objective of documenting and predicting maintenance requirements of hand

pumps and wells; GITEC's 'List of Wells' gives the following information:

reference number

location - name of village

construction - starting and completion dates

weil depth
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depth to static water level

height of water column

number of hand pumps in the weil

dates of installation of the pumps

type of pump cylinder

aggregate used in the concrete cover

type of fencing around the weil.

Further information is given under the heading of 'Maintenance Monitoring - Payment for

Maintenance'; this gives the reference number, village in which the weil is located, and dates and

details of costs of repairs.

Examples of this database output are given in Appendix G.

The UN Groundwater Resources Planning and Development project uses PARADOX 3 software for

its database, which contains borehole, dug weil and monitoring information.

The borehole data include:

reference number

location - name of village, district and division

organisation responsible for installation

well number according to that organisation

water use

map reference and coordinates

construction date

drilling contractor

total depth

depth to water level

number of pumps (in boreholes always 1)

pump installation date.

In the case of dug wells, the information stored is similar, but includes village population and weil

diameter, and excludes drilling contractor and date of pump installation.

This database already contains ail the boreholes but so far, only sorne of the dug wells. Examples of

the output are given in Appendix G.

The monitoring system includes the following information:

seriaI number

location - name of village, district and division

organisation responsible for weil installation
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elevation of reference point

water levels at particular dates (month and year only).

So far only one reading (for March 19~1) is available for 54 of the wells (146 wells are listed). The

print out for the monitoring database is shown in Appendix G.

5.2.8 Data Availability

The availability of hydrogeological data in The Gambia is generally good. There are many useful

technical reports with good documentation of background information. Unfortunately there is only

one well organised library (at the Ministry of Agriculture) in Banjul. This has all the groundwater

reports relevant to agriculture, but only sorne of those dealing with potable water supplies. It provides

an excellent service to bona fide technical organisations, including cross-indexing of publications,

an air-conditioned reading room and copying facilities.

The DWR has rnost (but not aH or at least not all could be found) of the technical reports dealing

with The Gambia's hydrogeology. Most of these are kept in the Director's office and are not listed

anywhere. Apparently GUC's records are in a similar state and rnay be difficult to find.

The UN library consists of a collection of various publications stored in the conference room;

apparently there is no index, but it appears to have few of the reports relevant to The Gambia, issued

by organisations other than the various UN agencies. The USAID office in Banjul holds sorne useful

technical publications, particularly those prepared by American organisations, and has been helpful

to this assessrnent.

The output of the databases of GITEC and the UN is readily available to bona fide technical interests,

though there is sorne reluctance to supply full print-outs because of their extensive size. However,

these contain only limited data of hydrogeological interest; in particular they provide no information

on borehole yield and drawdown and none on groundwater quality parameters.
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CHAPTER 6

EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT

6.1 Data Needs

One of the main areas where hydrological data are required is for agricultural planning and

evaluation. In terms of planning such data are necessary for the calculation of duration of the growing

season, which is very dependent on the rainfall patterns. This is particularly important as in recent

years the average rainfall in The Gambia has tended to decrease (see Appendix D). Associated with

this is the need to calculate crop losses due to evapotranspiration.

Within The Gambia itself there is likely to be a continuing need to evaluate runoff in relation to the

barrage plans. Although at the moment the plans do not appear to be very cost effective this situation

could change in the future. In particular there is no information on the runoff which enters The

Gambia donwstream of the station at Gouloumbo in Senegal which is more than 500 kilometres from

the mouth of the estuary. In particular, the catchment area of the river to Gouloumbo is 41 240 km2

while the area at Banjul is 77 054 km2• That is, almost half the catchment area is downstream of what

is currently the lowest gauging station in the basin. Of the 36 000 km2 between Gouloumbo and the

mouth sorne 12 000 km2 are upstream of the current dry season saline limit and a similar area

between the present limit and the site of the proposed barrage. There is therefore sorne interest in

evaluating the flows in this part of the basin, which at present is not done, indeed can not be done

with the existing stations. Since in the calculation of the effectiveness of the proposed barrage there

is a delicate balance between the inflows and the evaporative loss these factors will need more

precise calculation in the future.

6.2 Rainfall

6.2.1 General Assessment

In terms of its coverage the present network can, in theory, be considered almost adequate (see

Table 6.1). But this disguises the fact that the data from the stations is not always reliable and is

often collected several months after it has been recorded, leaving little opportunity for quality

control. In effect the problem lies not with the network as such, but with the logistics of manning it

and operating it. Staffing levels are compared to UNESCO/WMO guideline figures in Table 6.2.

Whilst the national budget for this purpose is minimal the continuing support of the AGRHYMET

project has enabled the network to function much better than would otherwise have been the case.
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TABLE 6.1

Evaluation of Precipitation Network

Element Recommended Actual

minimum density

density

Precipitation stations: non-recording 40 29.2

(Number 10· km2
)

Precipitation stations: recording 2 9.7

(Number per 1Q4 km2)

Evaporation stations 3 9.7

(Number per 1~ km2
)

Repair and maintenance shops for 1 6

meteorological equipment

(Number per 200 precipitation stations)

Inspectors of meteorological stations 5 -
(Number per 100 precipitation stations)

Superstructure staff - meteorology 3 -
(Number per 100 precipitation stations)

Note: Recommended minimum density from UNESCO/WMO guidelines (1988).

6.2.2 Present Situation

Il follows from the above that the network is in principle able to satisfy the present needs of the

users. However many of the agro-climatological studies rely heavily on long term historical data.

Given the apparent changes in climatological patterns in the Sahel this might give rise to false

conclusions.
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TABLE 6.2

Evaluation of Staffing Levels • Meteorology

Number of staff per 100 stations

Professional Technicians Observers
Item

Senior Junior

Recommended staffing levels

- Field operations and 0.5 2 2 100

maintenances

- Data processing, analysis and 1 2 2 -
interpretation

- Supervision 0.25 - - -

Total 1.75 4 4 100

Actual staffing levels l

- Field operations and 3 36 36 100

maintenance

- Data processing, analysis and 6 15 15 -
interpretation

- Supervision 3 10 10 -

Total

Notes: The stations at the mixed farming centres and staffed by Ministry of Agriculture are

not included in this table.

Recommended levels from UNESCO/WMO (1988).

6.2.3 Future Needs

The main area of use in the future is likely to be in the planning of crop cycles and selection of

strains suitable for current Gambian conditions. In so far as long term planning is concerned then the

current network with improved management should be adequate. However for management ofplanting

times during the rainy season then better means of data transfer have to be made available. This point

is discussed more fully in the section on climate.
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6.3 Climate

6.3.1 General Assessment

As with the rainfall data the present network seems to be of adequate density and as the stations are

visited regularly for the AGRHYMET bulletins the problems of data collection and transfer are not

as severe as they are for rainall. The stations also seem to have an adequate stock of spare parts,

except perhaps for the maximum and minimum thermometers, so there should be few problems in

their operation. Ali the stations also have staff who have been trained by the DWR at their school

though sorne of the problems of observers also effect these stations.

One of the major problems relates to communication between these stations and the forecasting office

at Banjul. The stations are a11 equipped with radios but the radios cannot be operated in almost a11

the cases because of problems of electricity generation.

There is a weil equipped workshop at Banjul which should be capable of repairs to sorne equipment.

The DWR has benefited from a number of projects executed since 1976 in the context of the

CILSS/WMO/UNDP AGRHYMET project. Aid has been given in the form of equipment and technical

assistance. For most of this period support to the running and operation of the network has been

given. In addition international experts, both United Nations volunteers and consultants, have given

advice to the project. AGRHYMET has also attracted other donors who have aided particular

components of the the project. Among the aid in this context has been the support of USAID for

computer activites. In the case of national centres, such as the one in The Gambia, this took the form

of a PDP 11/34 mini-computer which became operational at the end of the 1970s. The, current

computer equipment, consisting of four PC-AT compatible micro-computers with peripherals, was

also provided by the same donor.

The current UNDP/AGRHYMET project (GAM/87/009) origina11y had a budget of $449900. This

has been increased during the life of the project and now stands at $710 623. The current project is

due to be completed at the end of 1991 but plans are already being made for a further project to

continue the support of the national service.

6.3.2 Present Situation

As with the rainfall, the density of the climate station network is adequate for present needs. A

particular sign of its adequacy is its use for the 10-daily agro-climatological bulletins which are

produced regularly. Where there is need for improvement is in the transmission of data for synoptic

forecasts.

One major drawback effecting both climate and rainfall is the difficulty of retrieving data in computer

compatible form for analysis and use in other studies.
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6.3.3 Future Needs

The needs for data in the future are likely to be essentially similar to the present needs. That is, there

will be a need of data for agro-climatological analysis, to estimate crop losses and rainfall. With the

growing awareness of how agricultural productivity can be improved by judicious choice of planting

times and by the selection of strains of plants which are better adopted to the possible growing cycle

this need can but increase.

A further area where data is likely to be needed is in water resources studies. Whilst the

barrage/bridge proposed for Balingho at present seems not to be feasible, it is a project which many

people in The Gambia and neighbouring Senegal would like to see completed. There is therefore

likely to be a continuing need for data to enable the usefullness for the barrage for irrigation to be

evaluated and also for the calculation of water losses due to evaporation.

Data is also likely to be needed in the future for the estimation of groundwater recharge. There are

already signs that overpumping is occuring in the Banjul area and increasing use of groundwater is

being made in rural areas both for potable water and for irrigation. Most of the irrigation is small

scale but if this increases then the availability of groundwater could become a problem.

6.4 Hydrology

6.4.1 General Assessment

The UNESCO/WMO guideline figures in Table 6.3 are perhaps rather misleading in the case of The

Gambia. In a hydrological sense the country consists of a series of small river basins which are

tributaries to the River Gambia. At present, few of the gauging stations are able to measure flows.

Those on the main river and many of the tributaries are affected by the movement of the tide in the

river and of the others on tributaries those which have rating curves sometimes rely on observers who

make only two readings a day. In short the network is neither able to measure flow in the River

Gambia nor to enable estimates to be made of the contribution of tributary runoff.

The data that is available does not have any comprehensive quality control nor is it readily available

in computer compatible form.

A problem which hydrology shares with other services is that of a shortage of qualifed staff 

particularly at the higher levels (see Table 6.4.)
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TABLE 6.3

Evaluation or Hydrologieal Network

Element Recommended Actual

minimum density

density

Surface water level stations: non-recording 24 5.31

(Number per ut km2
)

Surface water level stations: recording 1 11.50

(Number per ut km2
)

River discharge stations 20 2.7

(Number per ut km2)

Sediment discharge stations 3 0

(Number per ut km2)

Water quality stations 3 0

(Number per ut km2)

Current meters 1 6.7

(Number per 10 discharge stations)

Rating facilities for current meters 1 0

(Number per 200 current meters)

Repair and maintenance shops for 1 10.52

hydrological equipment

(Number per 200 discharge stations)

Water sediment laboratories 3 0

(Number per 100 sediment stations)

Water quality laboratories 3 0

(Number per 100 quality stations)

Hydrological field teams (2 to 3 persons) 1 3.3

(Number per 10 discharge stations)

Special survey teams - surface water 1 0

(3 to 4 persons)

(Number per lOs km2)

Superstructure staff - surface water 4 5.3

(Number per 100 river discharge stations)

\
1

)
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6.5.3 Future Needs

The greatest future need of the groundwater industry in The Gambia remains the establishment of a

trained cadre of local groundwater experts, who would plan, direct, co-ordinate, interpret and

document aU the development and investigatory activities in the country. This is a long term task

which can only be attained by academic and on-the-job training but a start to a rational programme

with this aim needs to be made as soon as possible.

A related but somewhat easier task is the upgrading of the DWR laboratory; a project has been

formulated with this objective in view and is specified in Appendix B.

Il is also recommended that the approach to groundwater monitoring be modified; il should be made

much more target-oriented that it had been in the pasto

The country-wide groundwater level monitoring network should be tailored to the following

objectives:

to quantify the natural annual wet/dry season watertable oscillations from the point of view

of weU design and aquifer recharge assessment;

to identify any long term decline/rise of the groundwater levels as a result of climate

changes or significant abstractions;

to obtain piezometric calibration data for modelling the aquifer system' s response to

possible intensive development in the future.

General groundwater quality monitoring should be focused on any natural hydrochemical changes

induced by abstractions (particularly in coastal and estuarine areas) and on organic contamination of

drinking water sources.

In addition there is a special requirement for more intensive monitoring data in the area of North

Kombo, where the only major groundwater abstractions in the country are located. Here, the objective

would be primarily to obtain calibration data for a groundwater model, with regard to piezometric

response and possible salt water invasion (vertical and horizontal), resulting from intensified

development to satisfy the rapidly growing water demand of the urban and tourist facilities. Detailed

monitoring of abstractions, water levels and the movement (if any) of the fresh/saline water interface

in key areas, is required.
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Data processing, storage and compilation also nêed sorne improvement in the future. Two ongoing

projects have set up computerised databases for weIl and borehole records. The GITEC system is

essentially an aid to the maintenance of wells constructed under the German Dug WeIl Programme

and as such is adequate. The UN system is a general purpose database, and valuable as it is in the

present form, should be continually improved and augmented. As a first step, discharge and

drawdown of boreholes, sorne yield function of dug wells, and sorne hydrochemical parameters should

be introduced. Later a digital mapping option for weIl locations, combined with contouring packages

would be useful, as would a plotting facility for the monitoring data.

The details of future data requirements should be formulated by the forthcoming EDF-aided . ~
groundwater study.
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CHAPTER 7

RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Introduction

Over the last few years the Gambian government, in cornmon with many other governments, has been

constrained to limit its expenditure. It would therefore be unrealistic to propose any project or

changes which called for a large increase in staff or spending on maintenance. One problem does

seem to be that there is sorne difficulty in retaining staff in the service and it may therefore be

necessary to consider ways in which the attractiveness of posts can be increased. This is likely to

include increased remuneration. This applies at aIl levels of the service - to observers as much as

professional staff.

In the following sections recommendations are made 10 improve the hydrometric data collected to

better serve the country's future water development needs. Sorne of the recommendations are beyond

the capacity of the existing bodies and will require outside technical and financial assistance. These

recommendations have been grouped into 'packages' which are detailed in Appendix B. In the case

of The Gambia four such packages have been identified (shown in Table 7.1).

7.2 Rainfa Il and Climate

7.2.1 Organisational Structure

In few, if any, countries does the meteorological service have its own ministry. In many cases it

forms part of the ministry with responsibility for transport due to its importance for air traffic. In The

Gambia - which has no internaI air transport service - the main role of the meteorological service is

for water resources planning and it therefore seems logical that it should be part of the Department

of Water Resources.

7.2.2 Network Size and Density

The tables in Chapter 6 suggest that, compared to international norms, the size of the network is

adequate and from an inspection of a map of the stations this seems indeed to be the case. There is

therefore not fell to be any need to increase the size of the network. What perhaps is critical is the

management of this network. In the case of the stations used for ten-day bulletins there is not a major

problem. The stations included in the regular bulletin consist of ten with climate data and a further

eight with rainfall data. They are visited every ten days to gather data for the bulletin and therefore

any missing data or other problems are quickly spotted and can be corrected. There are however up
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TABLE 7.1

Proposed Project Packages
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to 20 other rainfall stations which are reported as being operational but for which data is not

collected on a regular basis. With these stations the data is collected by the Me~eorological Division

during an annual visit after the rainy season but if on that visil it is not possible to obtain the data

then it remains uncollected until the following year. As a result of this, data has been known to

accumulate for several years at certain stations. In this case little can be done about quality control

or correcting any defects in the measurement procedure. Unless a system of data despatch by mail

could be reliably instituted it would seem appropriate that a proportion of these stations should be

visited during the ten-day collection cycle so that each of them is visited at least once a month. This

wouId of course put extra pressure on the limited number of vehicles that are available.

Another problem related to the network is the fact that although many of the stations have single-side

band radios for data transmission these are frequently not operable due to break down or non

availability of the electrical power generating equipment. For synoptic purposes it wouId be useful

if more climatic data were available to the forecasters and means should be found to improve the data

transmission facilities. One possibility which would seem appropriate would be to use solar panels

and batteries for electrical generation. These would be able to generate enough power for radio

transmission and, having no moving parts, need less maintenance than diesel or petrol fuelled

generators.

One further very useful step which couId be taken would to ensure that all the data which has

previously been entered on to a computer system was available in Banjul. It appears that the data up

to 1984, which had been prepared as part of the data rescue project (DARE), was stored on PDP

11/34 mini-computer. The exchangeable hard disc from ~his computer has crashed and has been sent

to the AGRHYMET centre in Niamey to try and recover the data and then to transfer to a PC

compatible computer, but the data has not so far been returned to Banjul. It is also important that all

data from 1984 onwards, including daily as well as monthly data, be entered in to computer and the

files of data be kept up to date.

7.2.3 Personnel

Despite the fact that further education facilities in the country are severely limited there did not seem

to be a major shortage of staff wilh suitable skills. The DWR training centre is a very valuable asset

and enables a regular number of staff to be trained as observers. There does however appear to be

a problem of retaining staff once trained, even for the relatively specialised role of meteorological

observers, and here the problem appears to be related to difficulties of payment. The difficulties

relate both to the level of remuneration and the ease and regularity of getting the payments. These

problems are difficult to address by an externally funded project and should perhaps be considered

before any further project support is given to the service.

One area where it is felt more training of personnel would be advantageous is that of data processing.

Staff had been trained in the use of the CLICOM system and were competent in its use. However the

fact that the data for 1990 had been entered but could not be located or retrieved suggests that the

training had not covered ail aspects of the package's use in sufficient detail. It is felt that with a
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Data processing, storage and compilation also nêed sorne improvement in the future. Two ongoing

projects have set up computerised databases for weIl and borehole records. The GITEC system is

essentially an aid to the maintenance of wells constructed under the German Dug WeIl Programme

and as such is adequate. The UN system is a general purpose database, and valuable as it is in the

present form, should be continually improved and augmented. As a first step, discharge and

drawdown of boreholes, sorne yield function of dug wells, and sorne hydrochemical parameters should

be introduced. Later a digital mapping option for weIl locations, combined with contouring packages

would be useful, as would a plotting facility for the monitoring data.

The details of future data requirements should be formulated by the forthcoming EDF-aided

groundwater study.

)
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7.2.5 Maintenance

In the case of a broken meteorological instruments there is often no possibility of maintenance or

repair, the only option is to have a good stock of spares.

In the case of electro-mechanical equipment, such as generators, maintenance is possible but here the

difficulty is that of obtaining spares unless that particular model is widely used within the country.

A situation which frequently arises is that equipment is provided by bi-lateral aid. The donor, not

unnaturally chooses equipment from his own country, but this may not be compatible with that

genera11y in use in the country.

For other equipment such as computers, repairs may be possible but there may not be technicians with

the right test equipment, training, or spare parts to repair it. In that case the only options are to write

off the equipment or to send it abroad for repair. It would seem that a useful role for AGRHYMET

might be to introduce some standardisation of computers and to keep a pool of repaired computers

and spare parts at Niamey. Given the rate of advance in computer technology however this might take

longer to set up than the life of the equipment and the spare parts could be outdated before they had

been used. However even today AT-computers, first introduced in the mid-eighties, are still

considered to be useful machines and whilst this option might not always enable the latest 'state-of

art' equipment to be available it would help to provide continuity of operation.

7.3 Surface Water

7.3.1 Organisational Structure

The present organisational structure seems weIl suited to the size of the country and there would

appear to be no need to change it.

7.3.2 Network Size and Density

At present, as far as could be ascertained, none of the hydrological data from The Gambia has been

computerised. Even the hydrological year book for 1983/4, the latest published, appears to have been

typed on to prepared forms. It would be useful if a11 level records, gaugings and rating curves couId

be entered to a computerised data processing system. It would also be useful if the level records at

certain key stations on the main river, and even some of the tributaries, could also be entered. To do

this effectively it would be necessary to digitise them. This is because the levels are tidal and

therefore show a variation throughout the day. Another alternative would be to record the highest and

lowest values and the date and time of occurrence. In sorne cases a combination of the two

approaches might be needed. For example at a station with good records where the chart had been

changed regularly then digitising should be relatively easy. However at other sites, where the chart
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TABLE 7.1

Proposed Project Packages

Roo' Tld. Bucalla, A..,.." Objecllftl Tati! bll"'''' (m,,,"hII) CoN USS Tolal

Dvatlow S
(mœlhl) Baporb CoUIlarparta Vol...... Bapam Bqllp...at TniDla,

(1)

GAM-I Improyed Data Procelillna for Meteoroloaieal Ta improva eomputerlled 36 9.S 7 - 221 7S0 17000 3S 000 3437S0

tbe Meteoroloalcal Divilloa Divllioa, Dept. Water databale ..
ResourcCl

GAM-2 Improved Flow MeslurelDent H)'droloalcal Improve monltorina of Oowa in 36 15 335500 165000 35000 535500

for H)'droloS)' DIYilioa Dlvllioa, Dept. Water the rivcr Gambia and to meuure

Resources Oowa ln tributariel

GAM·3 Improved Sallnlty H)'droloslcal To beuer Identlf)' the location 12 5 91500 49500 - 141000

Mealurement ln the Glmbla Dlvlalon, Dept. Water of the aaUne front

River ResourcCl

GAM-4 Uparadlna of the Water Deplrtment of Water Ta Inereaae bath eaplelty aDd 36 36 116000 IS2500 16000 914 SOO

Laboratory RelourcCl capabUlt, of the eltillina

Iaboratory facUlty at Yundum

NotCl: (1) Tha projectl bave oal, a lmaU budlCl for oveneal counCi becaule of an emphalla on 'on-the-job' traininl: up to 10ll' of the lima of Iba exporta will be devoted ta trllninl.
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- Sofaniama Bolon. At present the levels are measured at Pakaliba. By installing a level recorder

at Anias Kunda. sorne 10 km further upstream. it might be possible to develop a rating curve.

The above sites have been chosen for the size' of their catehment area and also because they are aIl

upstream of the proposed barrage site at Balingho. Many, if not aIl of them have sorne tidal influence,

but the main interest would in recording flows during and immediately after the rainy season when

the streams would be at their highest and the influence of tidal variations at its 10west.

Since the flows would have sorne tidal variation to obtain an accurate average level it would be

necessary to analyse a large number of points each day. It would therefore seem appropriate that the

equipment should be chosen so that levels at, say, 15 minute intervals were recorded in a format

which is directly computer compatible.

It would also be of interest to try to develop rating curves for two sites on the main river. These

could be at Fatoto, the furthest upstream site in the country. and at Kaur, still upstream of the barrage

site but at a point where some seasonal variation in levels is still noted. At Fatoto it should possible

to install a cableway which would facilitate the rating. At Kaur a boat, or boats, would have to be

used. It would probably be necessary to have a relatively short but high intensity project to develop

the rating curves during one, or possibly more, rainy seasons. The period should coyer at least three

complete lunar cycles. Further gaugings and bed surveys from time-to-time would be needed to

ensure that the ratings were still valid. In conjunction with the gauging exercise there would need to

be a detailed mathematical analysis of the levels during the lime of the gaugings and also using the

long term records. By techniques such as spectral analysis it might possible to filter out the tidal

component at each site by relating it to the tidal variations at Banjul, where there are no level

variations related to freshwater flow.

This approach with. hopefully, accurate flows at Fatoto, measured flow on a significant proportion

of the relevant catchment downstream of Fatoto and a further flow record, perhaps not as accurate

as Fatoto, at Kuntaur, would give a much better idea of the flow upstream of the barrage site than

is at present possible.

Another factor related to the network is that of water quality. In the case of The Gambia the most

important factor is the level of salinity. At present readings can only be made at irregular intervals

and do not appear to take account of variations of salinity with depth. The salinity measurements

should be improved. Firstly by ensuring that a number of readings are taken at each river cross

section. As with the gaugings this might take the form of an initial study over a one year period. This

would take a large number of readings at different depths and different vertical profiles at each river

section. This would be done at regular intervals, at least once a month at each site throughout a 12

month period. These figure could be analysed to determine the minimum number of readings to

enable the salt concentration to be assessed to a reasonable degree of accuracy. The effect of tidal

variation could also be analysed. This data would enable a better picture to be obtained of where and

when irrigation could safely take place or where sait resistant varieties should be grown.
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computer system of the flexibility and complexity'of CLICOM, continuing training should be offered.

The country has a low installed computer base so many of the staff get little or no exposure to

computing other than their use of work specific software packages. Someone who has worked

regularly with computer systems over many years will, when confronted with a new program, note

the similarities and differences between the new system and the ones he or she has used in the past;

someone who has only limited experience depends entirely on the training they have received on a

particular program. It would be useful if regular visits, for example once every six months, could be

set up, possibly under the aegis of the AGRHYMET centre at Niamey.

7.Z.4 Equipment

ln general the stock of meteorological equipment is adequate, apart from the reported problem of

spare parts for the maximum and minimum thermometers. That this is so is largely due the long term

support given to the service by the AGRHYMET project.

The two areas where there do appear to be problems are in data transmission and in transport. The

problems of data transmission have been discussed above. There are present eight stations equipped

with SSB radios but only the radios at Banjul and Sapu are operational. Given that the radios are

installed it seems that the limited extra cost of providing solar panels and batteries to provide power

wouId be fully justified. If these stations were so equipped their data could be transmitted regularly

to Banjul making data for the ten-day bulletins more easily available and possibly shortening the time

taken to collect data for the other stations by vehicle. Greater use of radio transmission opens the

possibility of having a vehicle based outside the capital which could collect data from a more limited

area with a consequent reduction in milage and increased vehicle life. At the moment the radios use

voice communication but another possibility wouId be the use of modems which enable the data to

be entered locally into a computer and then transmitted automatically to Banjul. Since the data

entered into the computer could be printed out and checked before transmission this would reduce

the possibility of errors in the data sent over the radio.

As far as computer equipment is concerned the Meteorological Division seems to be weIl placed. The

four PC-AT compatible computers are adequate for the needs of the service and are used in a good

operating environment which is clean and air conditioned. The life of computers is however limited

and given the lack of repair facilities in the country the need to replace them before they start to

experience frequent breakdowns will have to be considered. When purchasing computer equipment

in the future consideration should be given to modern 'lap-top' or even 'notebook' size computers.

These computers now use the latest processors and have hard disks large enough to satisfy most

needs. They cost rather more than their larger desk-top equivalents but the fact that they have internaI

battery back-up reduces the need for expensive UPS systems to maintain electricity during power

cuts.

:~
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7.3.4 Equipment

At present, apart from two old, small, and possibly inaccurate current meters the department has no

equipment for flow gauging. This coupied with a shortage of vehicles, particularly 4-wheel drive

vehicles, means that few if any gaugings are carried out. If the recommendations for adding to the

network of stations with flow measurement are implemented then this situation will have to be

remedied. In addition to current meters, weights, rods. etc, there will also be a need for boats and

other forms of transport. In the case of Fatoto it is also recommended that a permanent cableway be

installed.

A further area where increased equipment is required is for computing. Although the computers

themselves are adequate for the present level of activity there is a need for more to be done in the

processing of hydrological data. In particular a digitiser should be obtained to enable the levels at

tidal stations to be entered and stored at a relatively short time step. possibly IS or 30 minutes. This

would also be necessary for any charts which exist for tributaries at which level variations in

response to flow would be rapid. At present the only software available for hydrological data

processing is the HYDROM package from ORSTOM. The capabilities of these programs would have

to be compared with others that are available to determine the MOSt suitable package for the DWR.

7.3.5 Maintenance

The DWR has a stock of spare parts for its automatic water level recorders and no problems were

reported in this regard. It is also understood that spare parts will be provided for the new stations

being installed by the OMVG/USAID project. A regular supply of charts is also available financed

out of funds from the budget for the AGRHYMET project.

Two problem areas. which are related to maintenance. are the regular changing of the charts and the

calibration of the current meters. In the case of the charts they are often left in place for several

weeks which makes it very difficult retrospectively to decipher the value which occurred at any

particular date. It also means that. if at the time the chart is finally changed there are any

discrepancies in the time or the level. it is almost impossible to apply corrections.

It also understood that the two current meters which are available have never been recalibrated. It

would of course be uneconomical for a country the size of The Gambia to have its own calibration

tank for current meters. Nevertheless unless the meters can be recalibrated. or at least checked at

regular intervals. then major errors May occur. One possibility would be to use the tank at the Water

Resources Institute in Kaduna, Nigeria, as a regional centre but it understood that the facility there

is at present non-operational. The other alternative would be to make arrangements to return the

meter to the manufacturer for re-calibration at regular intervals - say every two years unless it was

obvious that the meter had been damaged before that time was up.
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had been unchanged for several rotations, it might easier for an experienced hydrologist to analyse

the charts and note the maximum and minimum values. The value of this is that would give a basis

for analysing the relation between tidal and fluvial effects at stations which were at a different

distance from the main river.

The hydrological network in The Gambia, with a long tidal river running the whole length of the

country and a large number of small tributaries, is probably unique. Particularly as many of the

tributaries are also tidal for several kilometres from the main river. At present the lowest point on

the Gambia River for which flows are available is at Gouloumbo in Senegal but even here there are

tidal influences. At this point however the catchment area is barely half the total area and the station

is 500 km from the mouth of the river. The station in The Gambia which is furthest upstream is at

Fatoto which is 35 km downstream from Gouloumbo. At Fatoto the tidal variation is about 400 mm,

around four times the range at Gouloumbo. There is no rating curve for Fatoto.

Most of the tributaries which are measured are relatively small and do not flow all the year round.

One peculiarity of the level recording network is that on the main river, where apart from tidal effects

the levels change slowly, there are a number of automatic water level recorders, but on the tributaries

which are 'flashy' there are mainly staff gauges. In particular there are not at present any stations

with both rating curves and automatic water level recorders. Il is suggested that automatic water level

recorders be installed on the following tributaries:

North Bank

- Ninaija Bolon. The present site of the water level recorder is at Charmen where the tidal range is

reponed to be 1 m. There is no rating curve. A better site might be near to the village of Nyangen

on the Njau/Kuntaur road. This is sorne 25 km upstream of the present site so tidal variations

wouId be less and hence the accuracy of flow measurement would be greater.

- Sandugu Bolon at Sami. This site has an automatic water level recorder but no rating curve. The

tidal range at the site is about 0.6 m. Seasonal variation in maximum or minimum water levels is

around 1.0 to 1.2 m.

- Pallen Bolon. This tributary is not at present gauged and whilst definite figures for its catchment

area are not known it appears to be large enough to warrant flow measurements.

South Bank

- Shima Bolon. This at present has no automatic water level recorder but it has a number of flow

gaugings which suggest that it should be possible to produce a rating curve. A gauging station in

Sénégal at Santhia Coundara could be used to provide comparisons.

Prufu Bolon. The situation at this station is similar to the above. That is there have been flow

gaugings but only staff gauges are used.
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It is recommended that within the current UN monitoring system, a smaller network (say 20 to 30

points) is selected for much more frequent observations of water level, using local observers, either

from provincial government agency bases, or hired especially for the purpose. The measurements

should preferably be at daily, but at most, at weekly intervals. An ideal monitoring point would be

an unused weIl or borehole, with no major groundwater abstractions within say 1 km radius. However

such wells are few and far between, so that active sources of water will have to continue to be used.

However, in such cases it should be ensured that no water is drawn from the source for at least four

hours, immediately prior to the measurement; early in the morning (at dawn) is usually the best time

as it does not interfere with the consumers.

It is considered that such an observation network would make a major contribution to the general

objectives of water level monitoring, specified in ehapter 6.

The specifie water level monitoring of the North Kombo region is probably best left to GUe, which

observes a number of wells and boreholes already. However, the frequency of its observations should

also be increased to daily intervals, where possible, and maximum weekly intervals elsewhere.

Groundwater quality monitoring should include a country-wide network of say 20 points to be

observed quarterly and higher density in the North Kombo area. In the latter case, sorne

measurements are being done already as a part of water supply quality control.

Il is also recommended that the bacteriological status of rural water supply is monitored. The simplest

possible test for the presence of E coli should be used, for say, 50 different wells each year, to

evaluate the magnitude of the organic contamination of potable supplies. In sorne wells, not provided

with access manholes, any required corrective action (normally disinfection) will be difficult.

7.4.3 Personnel

The problem of the lack of indigenous expert personnel trained in groundwater related disciplines has

been discussed already.

It should be mentioned that in 1987; the government formulated a five year 'Manpower Development

Project' for the water sector, for external financing (Government of the Republic of The Gambia,

1987); the details are shown in Table 7.2. However, so far no international or bilateral agency has

taken it up.

The urgency of such manpower development must be apparent from the previous sections of this

report. However, the objective may be more easily achieved by a longer term programme, of sending

two suitable candidates to an appropriate educational institution abroad each year for four or five

years. Different local or international agencies might be persuaded to sponsor and finance each batch

of students.
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In conjunction with the above it would be useful to position permanent conductivity sensors at

perhaps three sites, one near to the downstream freshwater limit, one near to the upstream saltwater

limit and one in between. The depth and position of these sensors would be determined from the

results of the above tests. This would supplement data from continuing salinity surveys and enable

the movement of the saline/freshwater interface to be traced accurately.

7.3.3 Personnel

At the time of our visit to the country in June 1991 there was no Principal Hydrologist in post and

his duties were being carried out by his former deputy. A UN volunteer hydrologist employed in the

context of the AGRHYMET programme was also providing support to the service. This complement

of personnel was barely enough to keep the service functioning at a minimum level and left little

extra time for analysis of the data or quality control.

Given the constraints on government expenditure it would seem to be optimistic to expect that this

situation couId be rapidly improved. Although beyond the terms of reference of this study it would

seem appropriate that the government should discuss with the donor community its likely need for

graduates in aIl disciplines without initiaIly deciding where they would be placed at the end of their

studies. When their studies had been completed then these graduates should be assigned to

appropriate government departments with, as far as possible, the agreement of the graduates

themselves. This would ensure a steady supply of graduates to appropriate government services.

There would of course have to be binding legal agreements limiting the right of the graduates thus

trained to seek more lucrative employment in the private sector until they had completed a certain

number of years in government service unless their prospective employer was prepared to reimburse

the cost of their training. There would also be a need to ensure that an equitable salary structure was

established to avoid aIl the best graduates trying to get in to a particular service or quasi-statal

organisation which offered better salary or conditions.

At a lower level the training courses at the DWR training school should be continued. In this case

the problem seems not so much a question of training as of retaining qualified observers for a

reasonable period of years after their training. There are a number of factors at play here including

the low level of the honorariums, the difficulty the observers sometimes experience in receiving

payment and the fact that due to transport constraints they can not be visited regularly. Without

frequent visits to demonstrate that their work is important it is hardly surprising that they should

develop a lethargic attitude to the readings at their stations or become irregular in the performance

of their duties.

A further factor related to personnel, though also to equipment, is that of the use of computers. At

present there is almost no computerisation of the process of hydrological data collection or analysis.

This may in part be due to the fact that suitable computers have only recently become available and

there were also reported to be administrative problems which have now been resolved. However if

the available data is to be entered into a computer compatible system then it was seem that further

training of the personnel of the department would be needed.

l.
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7.4 Groundwater

7.4.1 Organisational Structure

The formai organisational framework of the hydrogeology service in The Gambia is adequate, but as

stated before, the scarcity of middle level hydrogeologists, groundwater engineers, geophysicists and

hydrochemists is the major problem of the groundwater sector. A long tenn scheme to correct this

deficiency should be initiated. This problem is sure to exist in sorne of the other countries involved

in this assessment and an international, regional solution, in the fonn of student exchange and a

training centre should be considered.

Though local workers cite the setting up of a legal framework for groundwater development (under

a general Water Resources Act) as an important requirement, it is not viewed as of immediate priority

by this assessment. By aIl accounts the total groundwater abstractions (even in the North Kombo

area) are weIl short of the safe yield; moreover the government has effective control over the

groundwater sector purely because few (if any) private interests have the financial resources to

develop significant groundwater abstractions. Therefore, the resource is not under threat of over

exploitation, or derogation, for the time being, and legislation to govern its use is not an urgent

requirement.

Nevertheless, co-ordination of aIl groundwater activities is important and urgent. One major advance

wouId be standard implementation procedures and reporting for weIl and borehole installation. These

should routinely include a short formaI pumping test and measurements of sorne important quality

parameters. Completion reports for aIl wells should be a requirement and should aIl follow the same

format (designed by the DWR).

7.4.2 Network Size and Density

The Gambia being a small country, with practically aIl its water supplies derived from groundwater,

has densities of data collection usually much higher than the minima stipulated as acceptable by the

UNESCO/WMO standards. This situation is, of course, satisfactory, but in sorne cases the extensive

networks were not accompanied by sufficiently intensive measurements of particular parameters.

Most of the groundwater level monitoring systems (including the current one) were initiated by

foreign aid projects, involved networks of more that 100 points (mainly dug wells) and have been

measured at quarterly and monthly intervals. Most of the monitoring wells have been and are being

used, but no attempt has been made to avoid or correct for drawdowns resulting from abstractions,

so that the observed water level trend of any particular weIl could be questioned. Moreover, the sheer

size of the networks practically ensured that the monitoring was abandoned once the particular

project, responsible for setting up the network, ended.

J
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TABLE 6.4

Evaluation of Staffing Levels • Hydrology

Number of staff per 100 stations

Technicians
Item

Professional Observers
Senior Junior

Recommended staffing levels

- Field operations and maintenance 1 5 5 100

- Data processing. analysis and 2 3 3 -
interpretation

- Supervision 0.5 - - -

Total 3.5 8 8 100

Actual staffing levels

- Field operations and maintenance 2.5 8.3 8.3 0

- Data processing. analysis and 0 - 0 -
interpretation

- Supervision 2.5 5 5 -

Total 10 8.3 8.3 100

Note: Recommended levels from UNESCO/WMO (1988).

6.4.2 Present Situation

In recent years there had been a detailed study of whole of the Gambia river basin. This has looked

at different development options for hydro-power and irrigation which have included a dam in

Senegal and a barrage in The Gambia. Unfortunately the barrage could only be designed on the basis

of flows measured hundreds of kilometres upstream at Gouloumbo in Senegal. This station measures

flow from a little over half the catchment area but the area between it and the proposed barrage site

represents almost a further third of the basin area. Whilst it is true that much of the flow cornes from

the upper parts of the basin in Guinea it is unfortunate that the contribution from such a large area

could not be accurately estimated.
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TABLE 7.2

Details of the Manpower Development Project

Item Nr 1987/88 1988/89 1989190 1990/91 1991192 Dalasis
yeu one yeu two yeu three yeu four yeu rive TotaI

Dl Master of Science-Meteorology 1-2 - 162000 324 000 162000 - 648000

02 Bachelor of Science-Computer 1 162000 162000 162000 . - 486000

03 Short-term Fellowships 337500 187500 - - - 525000

04 Workshops for Tcehnical Stacr 105000 75000 - - - 180000

05 Workshops for Weil Attendants
and Privatisation 161 250 116250 3750 3750 3750 288750

06 Bachelor of Science-
Hydrogeology 1 162000 162000 162000 162000 - 648 000

07 Bachelor of Science-Gcophysics 1 162000 162000 162000 162000 - 648000

08 Bachelor of Science
Civil Engineering 1 162000 162000 162000 162000 - 648 000

09 Bachelor of Science
Pure Mech EnglSolar Energy 1 162000 162000 162000 162000 - 648 000

10 Diploma
Weil Drilling 3 30000 60000 60000 30000 - 180000

TOTAL 1 443750 1 410 750 1 197750 843750 3750 4899750

10% Price Contingency: 144 375 141 075 119775 84375 375 489975

GRAND TOTAL 1 588 125 1 551 825 1 317525 928 125 4 125 5389725

USS EQUlVALENT: 211 750 206910 175670 123750 550 718630
at USS-Dalasis 7.50

Source: Government of the Republic of The Gambia, 1987.
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7.4.4 Equipment

At present the equipment available to the groundwater sector in The Gambia is more or less

commensurate with the manpower resources capable of using it. Consequently, only limited

procurement of new technical equipment is recommended with the specifie aims of:

upgrading of the DWR water laboratory;

making more efficient use ofthe equipment aiready available by procurement of spare parts

and ancillaries.

7.4.5 Maintenance

No great maintenance problems with the available equipment relevant to groundwater studies and

development, have been reported, apart from the lack of foreign exchange for spare parts.

Consequently no specifie action for the improvement of maintenance facilities is proposed at this

stage.
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The densities of various groundwater related measurements in The Gambia generally compare

favourably with the UNESCO/WMO criteria as shown in Table 6.5. However, it is questionable

whether these standards are applicable to a very small country like The Gambia. In the past, the

groundwater level monitoring systems have utilised very large networks, infrequent measurements

and have been discontinuous. In fact it is likely that the very large number of observation points,

usually set up by foreign expens, practically ensured that the monitoring had to be abandoned when

the projects, assisted by these experts, ended. The current monitoring network, just reactivated by

the UN Groundwater Resources Planning and Development Project, comprises 155 wells, 120 of them

measured quarterly and 25 measured at monthly intervals; it is unlikely that any use will be made of

the data from most of these and most unlikely that the observation of the network will continue after

the end of the UN participation in the monitoring. As before, the DWR will have difficulties with

transport to coyer the whole network.

TABLE 6.5

Groundwater Data Collection Activity Levels

(Surface Area of The Gambia • c 11 000 km2
)

Recommended Actual
minimum of

Item UNESCO/WMO

Density Number Number Density
for The

Gambia*

Groundwater level stations; non-recording 5 6 155 v high
(number per Hf km2

)

Groundwater level stations; recording 2 1 1 OK
(number per lOS km2)

Groundwater stations measuring hydraulic 5 6 c150 v high
characteristics (number per 104 km2)

Groundwater quality stations 5 1 ? high
(number per lOS km2)

WeIl drilling sets (number per 106 km2) 20 1 1 OK

Repair and maintenance shops for weIl 1 1 2 high
drilling sets (number per 10 weIl drilling
sets)

Special groundwater survey teams (each 6 1 ? OK
team 3 or 4 men) (number per lOS km2)

Superstructure staff groundwater (number 4 8 ? low
per 100 groundwater monitoring stations)

Note: * AlI fractions rounded upwards

Source: DWR (1991), GUC (1991) and UNDP (1991).
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i APPENDIX A

PARTICULAR TERMS OF REFERENCE·

Al Hydrometeorology

The consultant shall:

- review the setup of the e:lCÏsting meteorological network and make recommendations for expansion

or adjustments if considered necessary;

Sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.1 look respectively at the climatologieal and rainfall networks and their

management. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 evaluate the networks and the meteorological service. Section 7.2

proposes that no changes are needed to the size of the present networks. Recommendations are

however made for better management of the overall network.

• examine the status of works on the network with special consideration for transport facilities,

workshops and spare parts furniture, maintenance costs;

Sections 3.2.2,3.2.3,3.3.2 and 3.3.3 deal with 'equipment' and 'maintenance and field support' for

the climate and rainfall networks. Section 7.2.4 makes recommendations regarding transport, and

Section 7.2.5 regarding maintenance.

- prepare recommendations concerning the reactivation of the network of stations equipped with

telecommunications systems for transmission of meteorological observations;

Section 7.2.4 contains recommendations regarding the use of radios for the transmission of data and

includes proposaIs for the use of solar power rather generators and the introduction of modems to

improve data transmission accuracy. These recommendations are embodied in the proposed project

GAM-l (see Appendix B).

- prepare recommendations concerning the reactivation of the computerised activities, including

adequate computer equipment specifications, computerisation of data processing, storage and

retrieval, and training of the personnel;

Sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.4 coyer the present situation in the Meteorological Division as regards data

processing. In Chapter 6 the relevant sections also present an evaluation of the shortcomings of the

data processing facilities. Section 7.2.4 recommends that more of the data should be available in a

computer compatible form and the proposed project GAM-l includes the training and purehase of

equipment necessary to attain this end.
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- prepare recommendations for the regular publication of meteorological monthly summary and year

book.

The publication of reports is also addressed by the proposed project GAM-1. The software proposed

is capable of producing summaries for report publication. The equipment includes a laser printer

which gives the high quality of output necessary for reports.

A2 Surface Water

The consultant shall:

- review the gauging and water level stations network and make recommendations for expansion or

adjustments if considered necessary;

The present status of the network is presented in Section 4.2.1 and it is evaluated in Section 6.4.

Section 7.3.2 makes detailed recommendations for the enhancement of existing stations or the

installation of new stations. These modifications are included in the proposed project GAM-2.

- examine the needs for methodology and instrumentation regarding the calibration of sections on

the Gambia River to allow knowledge offresh water discharge on a permanent basis"

Section 4.2.2 considers in sorne detail the methods of discharge measurement. The recommendations

concerning the network mentioned above also include proposais for instrumentation and techniques

for improved flow gauging on the main river and its tributaries. The project GAM-2 takes account

of these recommendations:

- examine the status of works on the network with special consideration for transport facilities,

workshops and spare parts furniture, maintenance costs;

Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 consider 'equipment' and 'maintenance and field support'. Sections 7.3.4

and 7.3.5 make recommendations. Il is concluded that better gauging equipment and means of

transport, both on land and on water, are needed. These recommendations are included in project

GAM-2.

- examine the needs for data to be collected for calibration of a mathematical model for forecasting

of tidallevels in the estuary of the Gambia river and other estuaries or smail tributaries;

Section 7.3.2 deals with the question of the combined effects of tides and fresh water flows on river

levels. It recommends that a detailed statistical model be developed to separate the two components

to enable a better estimation of fresh water flows. This forms part of the proposed project GAM-2.

l
.1
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- examine the needfor data to be collectedfor monitoring the salt concentration in estuarian waters;

Section 4.4 looks at present methods ofmeasuring the saline/fresh-water interface. Section 7.3.2 deals

with proposaIs for improving the measurement of salt concentration. The proposed project GAM-3

is concerned solely with this question.

- prepare recommendations concerning the reactivation of the computerised activities, including

adequate computer equipment specifications, computerisation of data processing. storage and

retrieval, and training ofpersonnel;

Section 7.3.4 makes recommendations for an increased computerisation of hydrological activities in

The Gambia. These proposais, which include the purehase of plotters and digitisers, form part of the

proposed project GAM-2.

- prepare recommendations for regular publication of hydrological year book.

The software and equipment proposed for procurement by the project GAM-2 are appropriate for the

publication of a year book.

A3 Groundwater

The consultant shall:

- review the existing groundwater monitoring network (water levels and quality) for the three main

. aquifers and prepare recommendations on expansion or adjustment if considered necessary, with

special consideration for new techniques;

The present status of the network is presented and evaluated in Section 6.5. Section 7.4.2 makes

recommendations for increasing the frequency of monitoring but reducing the number of sites

monitored are made to enhance the quality of data collected for planning purposes. Water quality

monitoring is an area identified as in need of expansion and proposaIs for upgrading the DWR

laboratory facilities have been brought together in project GAM-4.

- review the existing hydrogeological maps and groundwater studies and advise on priority

requirements of new studies including geophysical investigations, drilling and testing;

Chapter 5 describes the information available from previous studies and on-going water supply

programmes. The map base of The Gambia is good and the groundwater system is weil documented

and reasonably weil understood. The variability of yield (or specifie capacity and estimated

transmissivity) at drilled weil sites is an important subject at present inadequately dealt with, making

it difficult to assess the influence of weil design and construction methods on the observed variation

in yield.
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- review the existing computerised data base with consideration for equipment. software and stored

parameters. and make proposais. if considered necessary. to allow planning and development of the

groundwater resources;

Output from the existing data bases is discussed in Section 5.2.7. Section 6.5.3 contains general

recommendations for improving the UN project database by the inclusion of discharge and drawdown

of boreholes. some yield function of dug wells, and sorne hydrochemical parameters. For the longer

term the forthcoming EDF funded groundwater study should formulate future data requirements in

detail.

- review the existing groundwater studies and prepare recommendationsfor new studies on modelling

of the different aquifers on selected areas.

As stated above the groundwater system in The Gambia is already well understood. and with the

present level of development of the resource there is no pressing need for further modelling studies

to assist planners. with the possible exception of the North Kombo area. Il is expected that the

forthcoming EDF funded groundwater study will examine the need for modelling of this particular

area.

]

)

1
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Country:

Date:

Project Nr:

Proposed Title:

Government Implementing Agency:

Estimated Duration:

Tentative International Contribution:

Estimated Counterpart Costs:

Source or Funds:

The Gambia

August 1991

GAM-l

Improved data proeessing for the Meteorologieal

Division.

Department of Water Resourees.

3 years

US$ 343 750

To be ealeulated

To be deeided
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1 Development Objective and Its Relation to the Country Programme

1 Country Programme J

The country has been undergoing a structural adjustment programme under the auspices of the

International Monetary Fund. This is now starting to bear fruit with an improved balance of payments

and a more stable currency. To improve the situation still further the government is keen to increase

its level of self sufficiency in food production. This will need beller management of its agricultural

resources and, where possible, additional irrigation not only of staple crops such as rice but also

horticultural produce.

An environmental division has also been set up within the Department of Water Resources which has

the role, amongst others, of trying 10 ensure that any improvements in water use are environmentally

acceptable.

2 Project Objectives

The principal objective of the project would be to ensure that the Meteorological Division had access

to personnel and equipment so that a11 past data was readily accessible on a computer system in the

offices of the Department of Water Resources (DWR) and future data could also entered into the

same system. The project would provide training, both formaI courses and on-the-job, and logistical

support.

II Major Elements

Ensure that allthe meteorological data from The Gambia previously stored on computer by

the DARE data rescue project of the Royal Belgian Meteorological Service and

AGRHYMET are available in the offices of the DWR in Banjul in a computerised data bank.

Improve methods of data collection and transmission so that up to date data is available in

Banjul for synoptic purposes and for agro-meteorological calculations.

Establish procedures to update the data bank on a regular basis.

Train staff in the new procedures.

Provide assistance with logistical support.

J

1

.!
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III Project Strategy

1 Who are the people and/or institutions who would benefit in the first instance from

the project outputs and activities?

The primary benefieiaries would be the Meteorologieal Department of the DWR. The benefits would

apply both to those who use the data for synoptic forecasts and to those who use it for agro

meteorological purposes. This would include the lO-day agro-meteorological bulletin but wouId aIso

help steps being taken to improve crop yields by sowing. planting and harvesting at times estimated

to be propitious from a meteorological and climatological point of view.

2 Target Beneficiaries

The target beneficiaries are aIl those who benefit from the forecasts produced by the Meteorological

Division and the much larger number of people who depend on agriculture for their livelihood whose

productivity and nutritional intake could be improved by agro-meteorologicaIly regulated crop

management.

3 Implementation arrangements for the project

The project activities would be centred on the offices of the DWR in Banjul but would also involve

a lot of field activities at climatological and rainfall stations throughout the country. During the first

six months of the project there would a consultant in The Gambia who would. with his Gambian

counterparts. co-ordinate the specification and procurement of equipment and the initial training in

its use. During the remaining life of the project the consultant would return at intervals to give

additional training and to help resolve any difficulties in the application of the procedures.

4 Alternative implementation strategies

One possibility considered was to have a full-time expert in the project for the full three years. This

however was rejected as it would be too expensive and. once suitable training had been given. the

staff in Banjul would be able to implement the project without full time technicaI assistance. The

option of a full time expert would also have been more expensive than the use of a consultant.

Il has also been assumed that support will continue to be provided in the context of the AGRHYMET

project and this project has been designed to be complementary to the longer term support activities

of that project.
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IV Host Country Commitment

1 Counterpart support

The counterpart organisation would be expected to provide both professionally trained counterpart

staff and also field observers who would be able to use the equipment in the field. They would also

provide staff for data entry. The counterparts would be expected to provide routine maintenance of

any equipment bought with project funds.

2 Legal arrangements and future staffing

There has been a tendency for qualified staff to leave the service, often for the better salaries and

conditions of para-statal companies or organisations. Any staff who receive training under this project

should sign an agreement which limits their future employment for a defined period, at least three

years, to the Department of Water Resources.

V Risks

This project is one of a number of complementary national and regional projects proposed within the

context of the Sub-Saharan Hydrological Assessment. Unless these projects are carefu11y co-ordinated

there will be a risk that outputs from one project will not be ready at the appropriate time as inputs

to other projects.

VI Inputs

1 Outlïne of Inputs

Technical Assistance. A consultant would spend 4 months at the DWR at the start of the project.

During this period he would work with his counterparts to procure equipment and, if necessary,

software. He would also arrange for a11 data which had not been computerised to be assembled and

inventoried. The data which had earlier been computerised would be transferred to Banjul. Later he

would return to the project for short periods to deal with specific problems and to give further

training, possibly for staff who had been newly brought in to the service. A second consultant, who

was a specialist in the use of CLICOM, would also undertake a number of short assignments"to the

project.

Training. Much of the training would take the form of on-the-job training during the normal execution

of the project. Special courses would be held in Banjul for observers and other staff from rainfall and

climate stations to train them in the use of the new equipment and new techniques. Two study tours

would be provided to enable the staff who were responsible for the management and operation of the

system to study the use of equivalent systems and to learn the techniques of operation and

maintenance.
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EauiDment. At aIl the climate stations a radio ·with solar panels and battery backup would be

procured. The budget also allows for four key sites to be provided with a lap-top computer and

modem. This would enable the data to be entered and checked before transmission. Although this

would introduce a slight delay in sending the data it would mean that there would be less chance of

errors due to unclear speech transmission or in copying down the figures transmitted. Additional

computer equipment would be provided for the central service at Banjul. A 4-wheel drive vehicle to

enable more frequent visits to the stations to check on the quality of the data and performance of the

observers would also be required.

2 Skeleton Budget

Personnel

Post Duration Rate Amount
(months) (US$/month) (US$)

Principal consultant 8 20000 160000

CLICOM specialist 1.5 16000 24000

Subsistence 23750

Travel 14000

Sub-total 221 750

Training

Item Amount

(US$)

Course on use of radios 10000

Course on use of computers 10000

Two study tours 15000

Sub-total 35000
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Item Amount

(US$)

Two computers for Banjul 10000

Eight radios with solar panel and batteries 40000

Four modems and computers 12000

Vehicle 25000

Sub-total 87000

Equipment

1 TOTAL

3 Poliey Issues

343 750 1

....

]

J

1

J

1

\

The project does not give rise to any policy issues which would need to be addressed before the

commencement of the project.
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Appendix A • International Personnel

1 Qualifications and Duties

The principal consultant should have a degree in meteorology or a natural science from a recognised

University. An appropriate post-graduate qualification would be an advantage. The consultant should

also have 10 years of experience in operational meteorology including several years experience of

data processing. The consultant must have a good command of the English language.

During the first visit of four months the consultant would be expected 10 initiate procurement of the

equipment, define the training programme and, in close co-operation with his counterparts, determine

the priority for entering data to the data processing system. Thereafter the budget allows for two one

month visits during cach of the two subsequent years, preferably with one towards the end of the

rainy season. During these later visits he or she would help to give training in the use of the

equipment and software and recommend what quality control techniques should be applied to the data.

The CLICOM specialist should have similar qualification to the principal consultant and good

experience in the operation of the CLICOM system. He or she would make three visits to the project

each of two weeks duration.

Appendix B • Training

The training would have two main themes. These wouId be training in data processing techniques,

and specifie training in the software developed or purchased especially for data processing. This

would take form of courses at Banjul at which the lecturers would be the Consultant and staff of the

DWR.

Two staff of the DWR responsible for the management and operation of the system would be sent on

study tours to enabIe them to appreciate what techniques in terms of staffing and maintenance were

necessary to ensure the continuing operation of such systems.

Appendix C • Equipment

(a) Two 80386 basedPC-compatible computers with VGA graphies, arithmetic co-processor and

hard disk. One dot matrix printer and one laser printer capable of providing good quality

printing for report publication.

(b) Eight single-side band short wave radios. Solar panels, regulators and batteries. The

batteries should of the sealed no-maintenance type specifically chosen for use in a tropical

environment with solar panels.

(c) Four lap-top PC compatible computers with modems to be connected to the radios.

(d) A four-wheel drive vehicle.
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Country:

Date:

Project Nr:

Proposed Title:

Government Implementing Agency:

Estimated Duration:

Tentative International Contribution:

Estimated Counterpart Costs:

Source of Funds:

07171/17JB:wp

The Gambia

August 1991

GAM-2

Improved flow measurement for the Hydrology

Division.

Department of Water Resources.

3 years

US$ 535 500

To be calculated

To be decided
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1 Development Objective and its Relation to the Country Programme

1 Country Programme J

The country has been undergoing a structural adjustment programme under the auspices of the

International Monetary Fund. This is now starting to bear fruit with an improved balance of payments

and a more stable currency. To improve the situation still further the government is keen to increase

its level of self sufficiency in food production. This will need betler management of its agricultural

resources and, where possible, additional irrigation not only of staple crops such as rice but also

horticultural produce.

An environmental division has also been set up within the Department of Water Resources which has

the role, amongst others, of trying to ensure that any improvements in waler use are environmentally

acceptable.

2 Project Objectives

The principal objective of the project would be to ensure that the Hydrological Division had access

to personnel and equipment to enable the estimation of the run-off from tributaries which join the

river Gambia within the country. The project would provide training, both formaI course and on-the

job, and logistical support.

II Major Elements

(a) Set up automatic water level recorders on six tributaries of the Gambia upstream of

Balingho.

(b) Install a cableway at Fatoto and carry out an intensive programme of gaugings over a period

of three lunar cycles during the rainy season.

(c) Transfer as much of the presently available data as possible on to a computer system. This

would included the digitisation of charts at some of the stations with a tidal influence.

(d) Analyse historie levels and those collected from new stations with tidal influence to seperale

fluvial from tidal effects.

(e) Provide assistance with logistical support.

]
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III Project Strategy

1. Who are the people and/or institutions who wouId benefit in the first instance from

the project outputs and activities?

The primary beneficiaries would be the Hydrological Department of the DWR. They would have more

accurate information on the water resources of the Gambia river donwstream of the gauging station

at Gouloumbo in Sénégal.

2 Target Beneficiaries?

Over a number of years there have been a number of studies on the construction of a barrage/bridge

on the Gambia at or near to Balingho. These have been very extensive and have studied a range of

economic and environmental criteria. There is not however a gauging station on the Gambia which

would enable an accurate estimation of the flows at that point on the river. The barrage project, if

constructed, would cost $200 million (1988 prices) so any improvement in the accuracy of the

estimate of the benefits would be useful.

3 Implementation arrangements for the project

The project activities would be centred on the offices of the DWR in Banjul but would also involve

a lot of field activities at gauging stations throughout the country. During the first six months of the

project there would a consultant in The Gambia who would, with his Gambian counterparts, co

ordinate the specification and procurement of equipment and the initial training in its use. During the

initial period, three months would be spent on carrying out a concentrated series of gaugings on the

Gambia at Fatoto and Kaur.

4 Alternative implementation strategies

One possibility considered was to have a full-time expert in the project for the full three years. This

however was rejected as it would be too expensive and, once suitable training had been given, the

staff in Banjul would be able to implement the project without full time technical assistance. The

option of a full time expert would also have been more expensive than the use of a consultant.

Il has also been assumed that support will continue to be provided in the context of the AGRHYMET

project and this project has been designed to be complementary to the longer term support activities

of the project.
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IV Host Country Commltment
.1

1 Counterpart support .\

The counterpart organisation would be expected ta provide both professionally trained counterpart

staff and also field observers who would be able to use the equipment in the field. They would also

provide staff for data entry. The counterparts would be expected to provide routine maintenance of

any equipment bought with project funds.

2 Legal arrangements and future starrlng

There has been a tendency for qualified staff to leave the service. often for the better salaries and

conditions ofpara-statal companies or organisations. Any staff who receive training under this project

should sign an agreement which limits their future employment for a defined period. at least three

years. to the Department of Water Resources.

V Risks

This project is one of a number of complementary national and regional projects proposed within the

context of the Sub-Saharan Hydrological Assessment. Unless these projects are carefully co-ordinated

there will be a risk that outputs from one project will not be ready at the appropriate time as inputs

to other projects.

VI Inputs

1 Outline of Inputs

Technical Assistance. A consultant would spend 6 months at the DWR at the start of the project.

During this period he would work with his counterparts to procure equipment and. if necessary.

software. At an early stage ail the data for computerisation would be collected and inventoried.

Digitisation of this data would be an early priority. The consultant would also carry out the analysis

of the levels. Later he would return to the project for short periods to deal with specifie problems and

to give further training. possibly for staff who had been newly brought in to the service. A second

consultant. who was a specialist in flow gauging, would also undertake an assignment to the project

to assist during the initial period of intensive gaugings.

Training. Much of the training would take the form of on-the-job training during the normal execution

of the project. Special courses would be held in Banjul for observers and other staff from the gauging

stations to train them in the use of the new equipment and new techniques. Two study tours would

be provided to enable the staff who were responsible for the management and operation of the system

to study the use of equivalent systems and to learn the techniques of operation and maintenance.

J

J
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Eguipment. Automatic water level recorders would be provided for six sites. A cable way would be

provided for Fatoto. Two sets of gauging equipment, including rods and weights would be purchased.

Transport equipment would consist of two boats with motors and one four wheel drive vehicle.

2 Skeleton Budget

Personnel

Post Duration Rate Amount

(months) (US$/month) (US$)

Principal consultant 12 20000 240000

Gauging specialist 3 16000 48000

5ubsistence 37500

Travel 10000

Sub-total 335 500

Training

Item Amount

(U5$)

Course on flow gauging 10000

Course on use of computers 10000

Two study tours 15000

Sub-total 35000
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Equipment

Item Amount

(US$)

Two computers for Banjul 10 000

Six automatic water level recorders 60000

Cableway 20000

Two sets gauging equipment including weights 20000

Two boats with outboard motor 30000

Vehicle 25000

Sub-total 165 000

j

1 TOTAL

3 Poliey Issues

535 500 1

The project does not give rise to any policy issues which would need to be addressed before the

commencement of the project.
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Appendix A • International Personnel

1 Qualifications and Duties

The principal consultant should have a degree in engineering or a natural science from a recognised

University. An appropriate post-graduate qualification in hydrology would be an advantage. The

consultant should also have 10 years of experience in operational hydrology including several years

experience of data processing and analysis. The consultant must have a good command of the English

language.

During the first visit of six months the consultant would be expected to initiate procurement of the

equipment, define the training programme and, in close cooperation with his counterparts, participate

in the intensive programme of gaugings. He or she would also be required to undertake the analysis

of the data. Thereafter the budget al10ws for a three month visit during each of the two subsequent

years, preferably during the rainy season. During these later visits he or she would help to give

training in the use of the equipment and software and recommend what quality control techniques

should be applied to the data.

The flow gauging specialist should have similar qualification to the principal consultant and good

experience in carrying out gaugings in wide rivers. He or she would make one visit to the project

during the initial period of intensive gaugings.

Appendix B • Training

The training would have two main themes. These wouId be training in flow gauging , and specifie

training in analytical techniques and the software developed or purchased especially for data

processing. This would the form of courses in Banjul at which the lecturers would be the consultant

and staff of the DWR.

Two staff of the DWR responsible for the management and operation of the system would be sent on

study tours to enable them to appreciate what techniques in terms of staffing and maintenance were

necessary to ensure the continuing operation of such systems.

Appendix C • Equipment

(a) Two 80386 based PC-compatible computers with VGA graphies, arithmetic co-processor and

hard disk. One dot matrix printer and one laser printer capable of providing good quality

printing for report publication. A digitiser and a graph piotter would also be obtained.

(b) Six automatic water level recorders. To avoid a multiplicity of types of equipment these

should either be the same as those previously installed (OTT) or those recently used on the

main river (Stevens).
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(c) One cable way to be installed at Fatoto.
. )

(d) Two sets of gauging equipment this would consist of meters, rods, cables, weights etc.

(e) Two boats suitable for flow gauging, with motors.

(f) One four-wheel drive vehicle.

.J
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Country:

Date:

ProJect Nr:

Proposed Title:

Government Implementing Agency:

Estimated Duration:

Tentative International Contribution:

Estimated Counterpart Costs:

Source or Funds:

The Gambia

August 1991

GAM-3

Improved salinity measurement in the Gambia River.

Department of Water Resources.

12 months

US$ 148000

To be calculated

To be decided
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1

1

Development Objective and its Relation to the Country Programme

Country Programme

_..J

1
.1

The country has been undergoing a structural adjustment programme under the auspices of the

International Monetary Fund. This is now starting to bear fruit with an improved balance of paymen18

and a more stable currency. To improve the situation still further the government is keen to increase

its level of self sufficiency in food production. This will need better management of i18 agricultural

resources and, where possible, additional irrigation not only of staple crops such as rice but also

horticultural produce.

An environmental unit has also been set up under the Ministry of Natural Resources and the

Environment which has the role, amongst others, of trying to ensure that any improvements in water

use are environmentally acceptable.

2 Project Objectives

The principal objective of the project would be to improve the measurement of salinity in the Gambia

River. The saline front, defined as the point at which salinity is 1 '/00, varies between 100 and 250 km

from the mouth of the estuary. Ils position is important for irrigation. At present readings are made

at only one point near the surface but as the salinity varies significantly with depth this single value

could be misleading.

II Major Elements

(a) Conduct detailed salinity measurements in the Gambia river during a whole year to establish

salinity profiles for different states of flow and tide. From these determine the best method

of conducting regular sampling.

(b) Set up a sampling programme to measure regularly the salinity of the river to determine the

movement of the saline front.

(c) Review existing salinity prediction models and develop and test new models as necessary.

III Project Strategy

1. Who are the people and/or institutions who would benefit in the first instance from

the project outputs and activities?

The primary beneficiaries would be the Hydrological Division of the DWR. They would have more

accurate information on the movement of the saline interface and would in the future be able to

provide more accurate data without a major increase in sampling frequency.
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2 Target Benericiaries?

At present there are a number of irrigation schemes on the Gambia which use the river water. By

establishing more clearly where the saline front is it would be possible to make better use of the fresh

water with less risk a reduced yields from the use of water that was too salty.

3 Implementation arrangements for the project

The project activities would be centred on the offices of the DWR in Banjul but would also involve

a lot of field activities at gauging stations throughout the country. A consultant wouId visit the

project three times during the year of its operation. A first visit of two months, during the rainy

season, would establish parameters during high flows when the saline front was a lowest point. A

second visit towards the end of the year would study the river during low flows when the river was

in recession and the front was moving upstream. The final visit would take place at the end of the

dry season and start of the rainy season when the front would be at its highest point and starting to

MOye downstream.

4 Alternative implementation strategies

One possibility considered was to have a full-time expert in the project for the full 12 months. This

however was rejected as it would be too expensive and, once suitable training had been given, the

staff in Banjul would be able to implement the project without full time technical assistance. The

option of a full time expert would also have been more expensive than the use of a consultant.

IV Host Country Commitment

1 Counterpart support

The counterpart organisation would be expected to provide both professionally trained counterpart

staff and also field observers who would be able to use the equipment in the field. The counterparts

would be expected to provide routine maintenance of any equipment bought with project funds.

2 Legal arrangements and future staffing

There has been a tendency for qualified staff to leave the service, often for the better salaries and

conditions ofpara-statal companies or organisations. Any staffwho receive training under this project

should sign an agreement which limits their future employment for a defined period, at least three

years, to the Department of Water Resources.
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v Risks

....1

1

.1

This project is one of a number of complementary national and regional projects proposed within the

context of the Sub-Saharan Hydrological Assessment. Unless these projects are carefully co-ordinated

there will be a risk that outputs from one project will not be ready at the appropriate time as inputs

to other projects.

VI Inputs

1 Outline of Inputs

Technical Assistance. A consultant wouId spend three periods in The Gambia as outlined under the

heading 'implementation arrangements for the project'. The likely periods of the visits would be

August to September for the first visit, January for the second and June to July for the third.

Training. The training wouId be given by the consultant in the course of carrying out the sampling

and analysis activities of the project.

Eguipment. Two portable conductivity meters wouId be provided and thee fixed units to be placed

at gauging stations on the river. One of the would be just above the lower saline limit, the second

near to the upper saline limit and a third in between. A boat to enable sampling across a wide river

section would also be bought.

2 Skeleton Budget

Personnel

Post Duration Rate Amount

(months) (USS/month) (USS)

Principal consultant 5 16000 80000

Subsistence 12500

Travel 6000

Sub-total 98500

Training

No specifie budget item
,1

.1
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Equipment

Item Amount

(U5$)

Two portable conductivity meters 2000
Three permanent conductivity meters 7500
Boats with outboard motor 15000
Vehicle 25000

5ub-total 49500

1 TOTAL

3 Poliey Issues

148000 1

The project does not give rise to any policy issues which would need to be addressed before the

commencement of the project.
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Appendix A • International Personnel

1 Qualifications and Duties

The principal consultant should have a degree in chemistry or a natural science from a recognised

University. An appropriate post-graduate qualification would be an advantage. The consultant should

also have 10 years of experience in river chemistry monitoring including several years experience

of data processing and analysis. The consultant must have a good command of the English language.

During the three visits the consultant would work closely with his counterparts to make measurements

to determine the salinity profile at different positions at several river cross-sections. From an analysis

of the results of the detailed sampling. recommendations would be made for a reduced sampling

programme which would enable the movement of the saline/fresh-water interface to be tracked

accurately over the year.

Appendix B • Training

Training would be given in the course of the field sampling and analysis of the results.

Appendix C • Equipment

(a) Two portable conductivity samplers. with cables.

(b) Three conductivity samplers which would be fixed in the river adjacent to a level monitoring

station. Each sensor wouId have a data logger which stored the data at regular intervals in

a computer compatible form.

(c) One boat suitable for sampling. with motor.

(d) One four-wheel drive vehicle.

.1
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Country:

Date:

Project Nr:

Proposed Title:

Government Implementing Agency:

Estimated Duration:

Tentative International Contribution:

Estimated Counterpart Costs:

Source or Funds:
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The Gambia

August 1991

GAM-4

Upgrading of the Water Laboratory.

Department of Water Resources.

3 years

US$ 984500

To be calculated

To be decided
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1 Development Objective and its Relation to the Country Programme

1 Country Programme

Practically all of The Gambia's urban, rural and livestock water supplies and a significant part of

irrigation are derived from groundwater sources. The development of this resource is still being

implemented at a rapid pace, trying to match supplies to growing demand of both the urban and rural

sectors. Though the hydrogeology of the country is weil documented and reasonably weil understood,

there is a weakness in the available database in the field of hydrochemistry. Moreover, it has been

shown that bacteriological pollution of village wells is common and may present a health hazard. At

present it very difficult to evaluate the severity of the groundwater quality problem and take any

remedial action (if such is necessary), because of inadequate availability of analytical services.

2 Project Objectives

The primary objective is to upgrade the DWR laboratory at Yundum, so that a large number of water

samples can be analysed each year for ail important chemical constituents and for potentially harmful

biological content. These data will identify any risks to health of the consumers, need for remedial

measures such as weil disinfection and, in addition, the hydrochemical analyses may offer an insight

into natural groundwater circulation patterns which may have development implications. The

laboratory would also provide services to aid surface water development and to quantify pollution

problems, which are a growing concern in The Gambia.

II Major Elements

Specification, procurement and installation of ail additional analytical equipment required

by the DWR Yundum laboratory.

Installation of a water supply system at the laboratory.

Establish system for regular purchasing of reagents and other consumables.

Formulation and introduction of proper analytical procedures, including quality control.

Formulation and initiation of a bacteriological monitoring programme of wells.

Execution of disinfection trials of polluted wells.

General advice to The Gambian authorities on groundwater quality protection.

Provision of computer hardware and software for the laboratory.

Training of local staff in analytical procedures, and interpretation and reporting of results.

\

.1
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III Project Strategy

1. Who are the people and/or institutions who would benefit in the first instance from

the project outputs and activities?

In the first instance the main beneficiary would be the DWR, whose existing laboratory wouId be

upgraded to capability of providing aIl the analytical services required and a reasonable throughput

of samples each year. The benefits wouId be quickly transmitted to the whole water sector of The

Gambia, by providing an efficient analytical service in the country, that aIl bona fide agencies could

use.

2 Target Beneficiaries?

The target beneficiaries would be much of the population of The Gambia. With better analytical

services, there would be a higher probability that potable water supplies, particularly those of rural

communities, are safe from the point of view of health.

3 Implementation arrangements for the project

The project would be carried out in conjunction with the Water Quality Control Division, which runs

the DWR laboratory. It would provide the services of a consultant/chief chemist, who would be

resident in The Gambia for the duration of the project. He would organise the procurement of

equipment and consumables, advise on the installation of aU additional facilities in the existing

laboratory, demonstrate operational procedures, advise on groundwater quality protection and

organise training of local staff.

4 Alternative implementation strategies

The possibility of combining this project with other projects proposed as a result of the hydrologieal

assessment, was considered and it may be practicable. However, it was decided to keep this project

separate for the time being, because:

it makes a convenient package, which on its own has a greater change of securing external

financing;

it is aimed at correcting the major deficiency of the groundwater sector; combining it with

a less important project might delay its implementation.
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IV Host Country Commitment

1 Counterpart support

The current staff of the laboratory is under-utilised, because other constraints limit the level of

analytical activities. Consequently it is not proposed to increase local staff levels, at least initially.

2 Legal arrangements and future staffing

The legal arrangements between The Gambian authorities and the financing agency cannot be

specified, as the latter, which is not known at present is likely to have ils own rules on this subject.

The private sector offers limited opportunities in hydrochemical work in The Gambia and provided

that reasonable pay and conditions are offered to specialist personnel, it should be possible to

maintain the required staff levels at the laboratory.

V Risks

The project is one of a group of national and regional projects proposed as a result of the

Hydrological Assessment of West African Countries. The planning of all the projects will have to be

carefully co-ordinated to ensure that delays in starting or late delivery of outputs from one project

do not lead to delays in starting or the execution of other complementary projects.

In this particular project, there is a risk: that the process of upgrading of the laboratory will disrupt

its normal activities; however, currently its throughput is so low, that even if this happens, it will be

of minor significance.

VI Inputs

1 Outline of Inputs

The project would be run within the DWR over a period of 3 years, with the full-time participation

of the consultant/chief chemist. The Department would initially maintain the present level of

technical staff and possibly increase this in the second or third year. Ali counterpart staff would

receive on-the-job training and two graduates would be sent on short courses overseas (3 months or

less each).

The project would instail a water supply system for the laboratory, procure ail the required equipment

and materials, and set up an efficient operational, quality control and reporting system. The

equipment would include that used for analytical measurements as weil as a computer centre for

processing and presentation of the results.

1
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DWR would maintain the present level of staff 'at the laboratory for the first year and possibly

increase it in the future. Sorne of the graduates would be sent for training overseas. Other graduate

and technician level staff might be able to take advantage of the regional training project. REG-2.

also proposed as a result of the Hydrological Assessment project.

2 Skeleton Budget

Personnel

Post Duration Rate Amount

(months) (US$/month) (US$)

Consultant/chief chemist 36 20000 720000

Subsistence 90000

Travel 6000

Sub-total 816000

Training

A small budget of US$ 16 000 has been allowed for overseas training. most training will be

conducted on-the-job by the consultant.

Equipment

Item Amount

(US$)

Peripherals for atomic absorption and gas

chromatography; BOD and COD equipment.

incubator and sundry other 60000

Installation of a water supply system (borehole.

electrical pump. storage. piping) 40000

Transport (4-WD pick-up) 25000

Reagents and other comsumables (US$ 5000/year) 15000

Books and periodicals (US$ 1 500/year) 1 500

Computer hardware and software 6000

Photocopier 5000

Sub-total 152500
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1 TOTAL

3 Poliey Issues

This project is oot considered to give rise to aoy poliey issues.

984 500 1

1
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Appendix A • International Personnel

1 Qualifications and Duties

Consultant/Chief Chemist

The candidate for this post should have a degree in chemistry or chemical engineering from a

recognised university and at least 10 years' relevant experience including:

hydrochemical analyses;

bacterial sampling and analyses;

water work in tropical countries;

work in Africa.

Knowledge of hydrochemistry of groundwater would be an advantage and a good command of the

English language an absolute requirement.

The main duties of the Chief Chemist would be:

specification and procurement of equipment;

specification and organisation of the supplies of consumables;

formulation of proper analytical procedures. including quality control;

advice on bacteriological contamination of wells and the required remedial

measures;

general advice of groundwater quality protection;

training of the local laboratory staff.
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APPENDIX D

LONGTERM RAINFALL

Dl Longterm Rainfall Records

The Gambia has two raingauges whose records can be used to study long-term variations in rainfaU.

These are Banjul Marina, which started in 1886, and Georgetown, which started in 1908.

Unfortunately neither of them can be used directly. In the case of Banjul Marina the record ends in

1956 however there is an overlap of 13 years with another Banjul station, Half-Die, which started in

1943 (there is one missing year in the early part of the record). The Georgetown record has a gap

from 1933 to 1946. There are other stations whieh ean be used for quality control for the later part

of the series. These are Yundum airport (opened 1946), Kerewan (opened 1931 but with several

missing years from 1961 to 1973) and Basse (opened 1942 but with four years missing from 1968 to

1971).

D2 Quality Control

The Banjul record was completed by adding the necessary years of the Banjul Half-Die record to the

end of the Banjul Marina data with an aUowance for the differenee in total for the period of overlap.

Ail the other records, ineluding Georgetown, were infilled for the period 1931 to 1990. The infilling

was done using the foUowing formula:

wheœ:
~-lnfU1ed velue for yeer "1 and statiœ 8

R6-averap far yeers 1931-90 far station s

~-avenae for aU stadaDs fer year Y

R-avemp for a1l statiaDs far ail yesrs

The method was used iteratively sinee as each new value was caIculated the totaIs and the means also

changed. It was continued until there were no significant changes in the calculated values between

each iteration.

Figure D.l is a double-mass plot of Banjul versus Georgetown from 1908 to 1990. Apart from a slight

kink in the early 1920's the relationship is almost linear suggesting that the two records are of good

quality and that the method used for extending the Banjul record is valid. The next six graphs
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(Figures D.2 to D.7) show the relationship for each station against the average of aU the stations. The

only station which shows any significant deviation from linearity is Kerewan where the gradient

changes around 1950; there is no recorded reason for this change.

The final two figures (Figures D.8 and D.9) are perhaps the most interesting. These show the annual

rainfaU totals for the Banjul and Georgetown for the whole period of their record. It also shows the

averages for each 30 year period. On the assumption that the previous 30 years give a good indication

of the average rainfaU at a station this shows that in both cases the average was more or less constant

until the mid 1960s but that after that there has been a marked decline. In the case of Banjul the 30

year average was around 1180 mm per year and then has continued to faU to 924 mm in 1990. At

Georgetown there is a similar trend from 1000 mm per year down to 789 mm.
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Figures 02 and 03

Double-Mass Plot: 1931-1990
Banjul - Average
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Figures 04 and 05

Double-Mass Plot: 1931-1990
Basse - Average
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Figures 06 and 07

Double-Mass Plot: 1931-1990
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Figures 08 and 09

Rainfall - Banjul : 1886-1990
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APPENDIX E

HYDROMETRIe STATION HISTORIES

River Gambia, Banjul

The first station was set up 9 November 1970. A type Ott R16 water level recorder was installed at

the station on 20 December 1978 by the Department of Hydrometeorlogical Services (now Department

of Water Resources). The station is placed on the left side of a bridge leading ta berths in the docks

area of Banjul

Water levels in the dry season do not change appreciably from those in the rainy season which is not

surprising as the station is at the mouth of the estuary and therefore effectively measures sea levels

and tidal changes. The tidal range is about 2.0 m. The station is a few metres away from the tidal

recorder of the Banjul Port Authority which has been read since 1953.

Jurunkumani Bolon, Jibanack

The station is few Metres upstream of a culvert at kilometre 100. The staff gauge was installed on

11 September 1976. No water level recorder has been installed. Twenty flow gaugings have been

carried out dating from before 1974 up ta 1981. The staff gauge was re-established in April 1990 by

the Department of Water Resources.

Bintang Bolon, Brumen Bridge

A type Ott R16 water level recorder was installed at the station in October 1973 by the Gambia River

Basin Project, The station is fixed ta the bridge on the Banjul-Mansa Konko road one kilometre from

the village of Kalagi, The station is fixed ta the second column of the bridge on the right bank.

Water levels in the dry season do not change appreciably from those in the rainy season. The river

is tidal at this station.

River Gambia, Tendaba

An Ott type X water level recorder was installed near the GPMB depot on 5 January 1978. It is on

the left bank of the Gambia about 100 km from the estuary ta the right of the village of Kwinella.

The staff gauges were fixed ta a wharf and were repaired twice in 1979. The station was resited in

March 1979 with the same recorder. Il was later replaced by a type R16 water level recorder on

28 August 1979. There are no records from October 1983 onwards. The station was rebuilt by the

USAID/OMVG project in May 1991.
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There are no appreciable seasonable changes. The river is tidal at this station and the tidal range is

about 2.0 m.

River Gambia, Balingho

An Ou type 16 water level recorder was installed in November 1970 by the Gambia River Basin

Project. The station is on the right bank of the Gambia close to the village of Balingho between Devil

Point and the ferry on the Trans-Gambia Highway. Initially the water level recorder was to one

twentieth scale and rotated once a fortnight. On 5 December 1970 the scale was changed to one tenth

and the speed was changed to once per week. The station was resited on 23 March 1979 and was

replaced by an Ou type X water level recorder by the Department of Hydrometeorlogical Services

(now Department ofWater Resources). The recorder was damaged in August 1986 and was no longer

capable of providing data. The station was rebuilt and equipped with a Stevens water level recorder

by the OMVG/USAID project in May 1991.

There are no appreciable seasonable changes. The river is tidal at this station and the tidal range is

about 1.5 m.

Sofaniama Bolon, Pakaliba

An Ou type R16 water level recorder was installed at the station in October 1973 by Howard

Humphreys and Sons. On 26 August 1975 the station was resited and an Ou type X water level

recorder was installed by the Department of Hydrometeorlogical Services (now Department ofWater

Resources). The station is upstream of a bridge on the Banjul-Basse road near to the village of

Pakaliba. It is about 180 kilometres from the estuary.

The station is on a tributary of the River Gambia. The water is fresh in the rainy season and salty in

the dry season. There are however no appreciable seasonal changes in level. The tidal range is about

1 m.

River Gambia, Kaur

An Ou type 16 water level recorder was installed in November 1970 by the Gambia River Basin

Project fixed to a wooden quay. The station was resited on 4 March 1979 and was replaced by an Ott

type X water level recorder by the Department of Hydrometeorlogical Services (now Department of

Water Resources). The new station was fixed to a concrete wharf. The station was rebuilt and

equipped with a Stevens water level recorder by the OMVG/USAID project in May 1991.

There is sorne increase in level at this station during the rainy season.
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Nianija Bolon, Charmen

An Ott type X water level recorder was installed on 23 March 1977 by the Departrnent of

Hydrorneteorlogical Services (now Departrnent of Water Resources). The station is the Njau-Charmen

road bridge sorne 200 km from the mouth of the Gambia.

There are no appreciable seasonal level changes. The tidal range is about 1 m.

River Gambia, Kuntaur

An Ott type 16 water level recorder was installed in Decernber 1970 by the Gambia River Basin

Project. It was fixed onto a former wharf. In 1973 it was re-installed after a fire damaged the

structure. On 4 March 1979 it was replaced by an Ott type X water level recorder by the Department

of Hydrometeorlogical Services (now Department of Water Resources). The old wharf had

disappeared and the new station is a few metres upstream. The station was rehabilitated and equipped

with a Stevens water level recorder by the OMVG/USAID project in May 1991.

There are no appreciable seasonal level changes. The tidal range is about 1.5 m.

Jahally Canal, Jabally

An Ott type R16 water level recorder was installed on 23 March 1977 by the Departrnent of

Hydrorneteorlogical Services (now Department of Water Resources). The station was rehabilitated

and equipped with a Stevens water level recorder by the OMVG/USAID project in May 1991.

The tidal range is about 1.3 rn.

Patcbarr Bolon, Patcbarr 1

An Ott type R16 water level recorder was installed in August 1977 by the Department of

Hydrometeorlogical Services (now Department of Water Resources). No satisfactory records could

be obtained from this station because the height of the recorder was too short and the recorder could

not function properly. No data at aIl has been received since May 1985.

The tidal range is about 1 m.

Patcharr Bolon, Patcbarr II

An Ott type R16 water level recorder was instaIled in August 1977 by the Department of

Hydrometeorlogical Services (now Department ofWater Resources). Little data was available for this

station due to access difficulties.

The tidal range is about 1 m.
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River Gambia, Georgetown

An Ott type 16 water level recorder was installed in December 1970 by the Gambia River Basin

Project. The station was resited on 1 May 1977 and was replaced by an Ott type X water level

recorder by the Department of Hydrometeorlogical Services (now Department of Water Resources).

This station is situated on the northern channel at a point where the river divides into two channels

to form MacCarthy Island. A water level recorder was also built on the southern channel but this only

functioned for a couple of months. The station was rebuilt and equipped with a Stevens water level

recorder by the OMVG/USAID project in May 1991.

There are no appreciable seasonal changes. The tidal range is about 1.5 m.

River Gambia, Bansang

An Ott type 16 water level recorder was installed February 1976 by the Department of

Hydrometeorlogical Services (now Department of Water Resources). The station was on the right

bank close to the village of Bansang and about 310 kilometres from the mouth of the river. The

station was resited on 24 March 1977 and was replaced by an Ott type X water level recorder. In

January 1985 the water level recorder and staff gauge were struck by a ship and the staff gauge was

tilted to 30° from the vertical. The station, including the water level recorder, was repaired on 14

August 1986. The station was rebuilt and equipped with a Stevens water level recorder by the

OMVG/USAID project in May 1991.

Seasonal water level changes are noticeable. Higher levels up to 1.9 m occur during the rainy season.

The tidal range is around 0.9 m. The flow is uni-directional in August and September only.

Sandugu, Sami Town Wharf/Sami Tenda

An Ott type 16 water level recorder was installed on 7 June 1977 by the Department of

Hydrometeorlogical Services (now Department ofWater Resources). 1was about 360 kilometres from

the mouth of the river sorne 200 m upstream of a disused road bridge. The station has been non

operational since 23 May 1984. The station was rebuilt and equipped with a Stevens water level

recorder by the OMVG/USAID project in May 1991.

There are no appreciable seasonable variations in water level. The tidal range is about 1.7 m.

River Gambia, Basse

A type Ott R16 water level recorder was installed at the station in December 1970 by the Gambia

River Basin Project. The first station was fixed to the Maurel Brothers wharf near to the village of

Basse Santa Su about 405 kilometres from the mouth of the river. On 3 June 1977 the station was

resited and a type Ott X water level recorder was installed by the Department of Hydrometeorlogical

Services (now called the Department of Water Services). Silting of the inlet pipes from 1983 was the

main cause of loss of data. The station has been non-operational since 10 January 1981. There was

\

)
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also a pneumatic level recorder installed at this site. This appears to have started operation at the

same time as the other station but there is no indication of the period for which it provided data.

The station was rebuilt and equipped with a Stevens water level recorder by the OMVG/USAID

project in May 1991.

Water levels vary greatly according 10 whether it is the rainy season or the dry season. Higher levels

up to 1.9 m occur in the rainy season. Difference between high and low water is normally about O.Sm.

Flow is uni-directional downstream during August and September only.

Prutu Bolon, Dampha Kunda

Staff gauges have been installed on several occasions at this site. The first was installed in September

1976. The station was situated upstream of a bridge on the Basse· Dampha Kunda road at two

kilometres from the main river.

Prutu Bolon, Chamoi Bridge (tormerly Chamoi Ferry)

The station was installed on this stream at the Chamoi Bridge on the Bassé-Fatoto road in 1973. The

station was four kilometres from the main River Gambia. Observations were made from 16 September

1973 and nine gaugings were made between August 1973 and February 1974. There is no record of

when this station ceased to operate.

Shima Bolon, Suduwol

This station is fixed to the Suduwol bridge on the Fatoto-Basse road, ten kilometres from the

confluence of the Gambia. Staff gauges were installed in September 1973. It appears a further

installation was made in August 1978. The station has not been operational since 31 October 1983.

Nine flow gaugings were carried out from August 1983 to February 1974. No automatic level recorder

has been used at this site.

River Gambia, Fatoto

A staff gauge was first installed at the station in 1972 by Howard Humphries and Sons. In January

1978 the station was resited and an Ott type X automatic water level recorder was installed by the

Department of Hydrometeorlogical Services (now Department of Water Resources). The station is on

the right bank of the Gambia near to the village of Fatoto and about 480 kilometres from the estuary.

The station was rebuilt and equipped with a Stevens water level recorder by the OMVG/USAID

project in May 1991.

Water levels at the station range widely between the rainy and dry seasons. The difference between

the high and low tides is normally about 0.4 m. Water levels in the rainy season may rise up to 4.7

m from a low level of about O.lm. Flow is uni-directional downstream during August and September

only.
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Massarin Ka Balan, Kerr

At this site there is a single staff gauge only. It was installed in October 1976 but has not been

operational since 1984.

River Benifet, Sanyang

This station was installed with only one staff gauge on 14 September 1976. a second gauge has since

been added.

Allahein, Kartung

This station has an Ott type X water level recorder which was installed on 15 February 1985. There

have been records since August 1985. There have been no gaugings at this site.

Allahein, Siroe

This station, consisting of one gauge board, was installed in April 1990.

Allahein, Darsilami

This station with a single board was installed in April 1990 but was described as non-operational in

June of the same year.

Bao Balan, IlIiassa

This station consisting of two staff gauges was installed in May 1990.

Miniminium Balan, Jowara

This station consisting of two staff gauges was installed in May 1990.

River Gambia, Barra

This station was installed on the access bridge to the ferry in November 1970. The station was

equipped with a water level recorder on 9 November 1970. Initially the rotation was twice a month

but in December 1973 it was changed to once a week. The station was abandoned sometime before

1983.
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River Gambia, Kemoto

This station was situated on the right bank of the Gambia near to the village of Kemoto at Mootah

Point, opposite the confluence of the Tambana Bolon and the Miniminium Bolan, about 65 kilometres

from the mouth of the river. The station was financed by the UNDP Gambia River Basin Project. It

was installed on a wharf in 1970. A water level recorder was installed on 16 November 1970. It is

not known for how long this station operated.
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SMALL SCALES

MAP PUBLICATION LIST 1990/1991

PRIeE DATE OF PUBLICATIO~

1:250,000

1:250,000

1:125,000

1:125,000

1:50.000

1:50,000

MEDIUM SCALES

1:25,000

1:25,000

1:25,000

The Gambia (East and West sheets)
shows forest parks, administrative
divisions and districts with major
roads

Electoral Constituency Map of The
Gambia (on diazo paper)

Soil Association Maps (4 sheets)

Agricultural Lands Forested Lands,
Rangelands and Land Use.
USAID/ORS Project No.635-0203-01

Photo Maps of The Gambia- (Topogra
phie series - 20 sheets, sheets 10
and 22 cost D35.00 each)

Agricultural Lands, Forested Lands,
Rangelands and Land Use.
USAID/ORS Project No.635-0203-01,

Kombo Peninsula (8 sheets)

Orthophoto Maps (contoured) of The .
Gambia(84 sheets)

Electoral Constituency Map of
Kombo St. Mary (on Diazo Print)

D40.00

D27.50

D25.50
(per sheet)

D27.00
(per sheet)

D17.50
(per sheet)

D27.50
(per sheet)

D26.00
(per sheet)

D150.00
(per sheet)

D25.00

1980

1982

1976

1986

1976

1986-,

1977

1983

1982 -

1:10,000

1:10,000

1:10,000

1:10,000

LARGE SCALES

1:5,000

1:5,000

Coastal Strip (9 sheets). These maps
cover the Atlantic Coast of the country
eight Kilometres inland

Orthophoto Maps (contoured) from Kaur
to Georgetown (20 sheets)

Land use Photomaps of The Gampia
(526 sQeets on Diazo Paper).

Topomaps of urban growth centres
series HZ 44.

Electoral Constituency Map of
Banjul (on Diazo Paper)

Banjul Street plan and public
buildings (on Diazo Paper).

D17.50
(per sheet)

D150.00
(per sheet)

D25.00
(per sheet)

D27.50
(per sheet)

D25.00

D25.00

1976

1985

1985

1985

1982

1974
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LARGE SCALES

1:1250

1:2500

1:1250

(contd)

Cadastral Plans of Banjul, Farafenni,
Bansang, Soma, Albreda and Juffereh
(on Diazo Paper)

Plans on this scale cover principal
Towns and Villages e.g Serrekunda
Fajara/Bakau, Bakoteh, Kololi, Abuko
Kotu Point, Kerr Serign N'Jagga,
Bijilo, Wellingara, Sukuta, Busumballa,
Brufut, Yundum, Brikama, Gunjur
Mansakom~o/Pakalinding,Kaur, Kuntaur,
Georgetown and Basse (on Diazo Paper)

Cadastral plans of Kombo St. Mary
Division, (123 sheets)
Pakalinding and Soma (8 sheets).

Bansang (10 sheets). AlI on Diazo
prints

PRICE

D27.50
(per sheet)

D27.50
(per print)

D27.50
(per sheet)

D27.50
(per sheet)

DATE OF PUBLICATIC

198~

1983

1985

,
l



AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

1:10,000
1983

U.M.n.p Banjul 16° 30'W - 16° 50'W

13° 15'N - 13° 30'N
.J

1:50,000
1983

1:50,000
1983

1:25,000
1982

1:12.000
1982

1:25,000
1980

1;25,000

1:10,000
1972

U.M.n.p

U.M.n.p

U.N.n.p

D.N.n.p

O.M.V.G/U.S.A.I.D

O.M.V.G,

O.M.V.G/U.S.A.I.D

O.M.V.G/U.S.A.I.D

M.F.R.M.P

n.o.s Air Photos

- do

Gunjur - 16°42'50"W - 16°47'45"W

13°08'50 N - 13°12'04"N

Bansang Area - 14°40'20"W - 14°37'50"W

13°27'30"N - 13°23'50"N

Basse Santa Su - 14°10'20"W - 13° 13' 20"W

13°17 ' 10"N - 13°19740"N

Farafenni and) - 2·5k.m either side of main
Mansakonko ) road linking the two towns.

Black and white

Area: Gambia River Basin

(complete coverage)

Coloured

Area: Gambia River Basin

Black and white (Area 1)

Area: Kaur to Georgetown

14° 45'W - 14° 50'W

13° 30'N - 13° 43'N

Black and White

Area: Kaur to Georgetown

(same extend as above)

Complete coverage

DOS Air photo

Contract No. 124

(complete coverage)

DOS Air photo contract No.124

from Kerewan to Sare Sofi

•••• /2
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1:25,000
Jan-Feb

1972

1:40,000

1:25,000
Dec. 1967
- Jan 1968

1:12,500

1:10,000
1964

1:25,000
Dec.1964

OBLIQUE
Dec.1964
1:700 (approx)

NORMAL
Dec.1964

1:5,000
1960

DOS Contract No.124

DOS Air Photos
Series G504
Task No.227/69

DOS Comtract No.98

do

DOS Contract No.78

do

3Km and 10Km bands of photo

graphy covering Banjul and

Camaloo and Sukuta to the

Southern International boundary

respectively.

(Flo~ by Fairly Surveys Ltd.

Main~enhead, Berks).

From DOS Island to Koina

(16°-30'W - 13° 30')

The coastal Strip and major

towns covers Yundum, Brikama,

Gunjur and Kaur.

(Flown by Hunting Surveys under

DOS contract No.9~)

The coastal strip and major

townscovers Kuntaur, George

town and Basse.

(Flown by Hunting Surveys .under

DOS contract No.98)

DOS contract No.78

Kombo Peninsula

Cape St. Mary, Barra and Essau

(Flown by Hunting Surveys Ltd)

DOS contract No.78

Kombo Peninsula

16° 15'W - 16° 50'W

Banjul, Cape ·~t. Mary, Barra,

Essau - 16° 45'W

Banjul, Cape St. Mary, Barra

and Essau - 16°30'W to 16°45'W

DOS contract No.53 Banjul and

Cape St. Mary. Photography

flown both at high tide on

panchromatic film and low
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1:22,000
1960

1:20,000
Hov.1956

1:32,000
1946

1:6,400

NOTE:

tide on intra-ved film photography

flown by Fairing Air Surveys.

DOS contract No.53 Banjul and Cape

St. Mary Photography flown both at

high tide and low tide black and

white.

DOS contract No.23 from Kemoto Point

to Georgetown (along side the River

Gambia. (Flown by Aircraft operating

Co. (Aerial Surveys) Ltd, Johaunesberg

Basse Santa-Su to Fatoto (complete

coverage) 16 0 35'W to 16 0 15'W

Kombo Peninsula 16 0 35'W to 16°45'W

Price per print of 9" x 9" (22.86 cm9 size for al! Aerial Photo

is D20 • 00

Purchase of some Photographs by certain users may be possible

on application to the Director of Lands and Surveys, Cotton

Street, Banjul The Gambia.

An additional 25% of cost of Publication is charged to cover

parking/postage by Air.
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GROUNDWATER RECORDS



i7.eè.:tl eJREHü~E üf!TA Page

Veode vnue District Divisiol: IiFcode 'I!/r. Use ~ap X T Cnst.date Firt T. D. li. T.~. "Pumps inst.date
---------------- --------- -------- --- --- ---- ---- --------- ------- ------ ----- ---------

1 BANJUL SOUTH 6REATER BAN WE ~ SUC II ' le 111 111 1.111.55 NHO? HtHH 44.44 t. ~1. 55
lBBb KOLOLI 6REATER BAN WED J'T" 1 Hl 24.1~. 8~ bi.0g Ib.45Iv

111119 LATR! KUNOA 6REATER BAN li E li Gue PNl Ig 316 466 17. ~:. ii 5b.14 lI,.82
HUE ABilKD KOMBO NORTH ~ E0 UN5û 1 l 10 96i 321 11.12.7B POLS 59.00 IB.3~

21Bl BAtIJULI.INDiNS KOHBO NORTH WEh" : :GOC " ,.ft&IB 15 321 479 27.B4.78 62.011 20.90
21113 BIJILû KD~SO NORTH WED Gue 1 ',:,..;"',

111 314: 4B4 '2.07.77 5~.5~ 15.76' UD~

2104 BR:.iFili ROKBO NORTH NE ~ SUC' , , ûH lB :;10 46E !2.e7.i; 63.5C 11. 47
mi. Eii5UHBALA KOMBJ NORTH Wt u iiue ''iiB4 15 322 474 U:6.7ï 69.5i! ii.sa
21E7 ÏJHRHNKA KOMaD NORTH ~ E li SSP 2/1 fi -.,. m 1.06.67 PRAK 54.B~ L~.3~ 1.06.67,).,
2114 i.:EKEliAN KO~tti NORTH WE li Gue OB5 111 32? 47E 26.116.77 7L50 ;.1e
2ii4 Œ1E~Mi KQM30 NORiH ~ E li R~S RU a 'l~'l' 484 21.12.6B 6~.0~ 1S. 35.........
"..--

MA~I~A 5Eï KU~DA KO"BO HORTH ~ Eu SUC EX4 1~ 318 4B2 li.~5.ï7 6ï.5~
ft" C'''

~lL~' 1";,J\J

2123 "ADINA SE! KUNliA KOMBO NORiH WE li Gue OB1 111 316 m 21.05.ïi 71.511 14.96
2126 "A~lilMA KU/IDA KOMBD NORïH WE D GUC 062 10 313 47B 31. 115. 77 ~3.5e 10.35
2129 OLu YütlDUM KOMED NORTH RE li SUC EX3 19 31B 477 22.0~.77 82.511 14.45
2129 CUi VUNilUIi KOHBO NoRiH il E li RiiS R19 10 320 476 1. 00.6~ tHnH

2132 SINCHil IiULA BALlA KOMBü NORTH WEu 55P 21'l. li 316 479 1.1l6.87 PRA;; U6.87
213~ SilY.UTIÎ KOMBü NORTH ~ E li Gue Al1 III 317 483 21.118.64 55.3t1 12.01
2134 SUKUTA KOMBû NORTH WE li SUC A12 lB 318 483 IB.07. 84- 53.0B 111.52

"2m 5UKUTA KOMBO NORTH WE li BUC EX2 10 315 481 7.1l4.77 59.51l 13.61
2134 SUKUTit KOMBO NORTH wE li Gue OBe lB 316 479 18.03.8B bi.lli! 15.17
2134 SUKUTA KOMBO NORTH NE li BUC PN7 U 315 463 11:10.77 36.15 4.75
2134 SUKUTA KOHSO NORTH WED SUC 5S1 III 315 481 31l.55.88 bll.ae i6.2B
2134 SUKUTA KOMBD NORTH WE li SUC 552 lB ~'l:' 48a 19.85.85 b5.Be lÇ.b5~'lo1

2134 SUKUTiI KDMBû NORiH WE li Gue 553 lB 315 478 2B.Gb.6B 7b.5B 21.46
2134 5üKUTA KO"BO NORTH ~ E li BUC S5~ 15 314 481 28.1l6.88 bB.lle l8.6i
2134 SUKUTA KDMBO NORTH N~ D Gue SS5 18 314 479 23.86.6B bB.IlB 1b.l4
213B WElLINGARil KOMBO NORTH WED SUC EX! lB 32E 481 21.113.77 BIl.5a 12.75
2136 WELLIN5ARA KO"BO NORTH WEli SUC EX5 111 319 482 23.87.77 b4.511 Ç.66
2136 WELLINGARA KOMBD NORTH NED GUC PN2 10 318 482 18.8b.77 64.24 15.19
2138 WElLIN8ARA KOMBO NORiH ~ E li suc PH3 18 319 481 13.87.77 57.29 12.61

. 2136 WElLINGARA KO"BO NORTH WED SUC PN4 lB 319 4Bl' 31.Bi.77 5i.Ba 13.B6
2138 iiELLIN6AfiA KO"B~ NORTH WED BUC PN5 lB 319 481 24.88.77 4B.Il~ 111.112
2138 1r/EL.LIN6ARA KOMBO NORTH w ED GUC PNb 10 318 481 12.89.77 53.511 9.01
2213 FARATO KO~BO SOUiH 5 ED SUC 2 18 19.1l.7ï 76.02 13.81l
2213 FiIRATO Kû~90 SOUTH WEli S5F 213 D 320 472 1.1l6.87 PRAK ~ .... .,~

1.lJj.bi

2218 BUNJUR KD"Bû SOUTH WEli RWS P2 lB 32B 4b9 31.8~.8b b3.8~

2221 JAMBUF. KO~BO SDUTH NED Gue, OB3 II' 315 474 B.06.77 84.58 11.25
2221 JAl'ŒUR KOMEJ SOUTH WEv SSF' 2/4 D 315 413 1. IIb.87 PRAK 1.B6.Bi
2233 NIM5AT KOMBO SOUTH NED SSP 2i7 li :m 4b8 1.0b.87 PRAK 1.1il6.87
2234 NJOFELLEH KO~BO SOUTH NED SSP 2/6 li 314 462 1. lib. 87 PRAt: 1.86.87
2246 SANYANS NliING KOMBO SOUTH NED RW5 RI 18 305 468 7.81.88 55.0a 5.78
224b SANYAN6 NliIN6 KOMBO SOUTH WED RWS . R2 lB 305 4b8 19.01.8B 29.8B b.88
224b SANVAN5 NDINB KDMBC SOUTH WED RWS R3 II' 305 468 28.91.8B 53.08 2.91
2253 TUJEREN6 KOM80 SOUTH • E li SSP 215 li 38b 473 1.0b.87 PRAK 1.1l6.87
2307 BRIKAMA KOM80 tENTR WE li SUC, R511 10 322 4b9)7. 05. 7B 8B.Ba 15.01l
23B7 BRIKAMA KO"80 CENTR • ED RWS Pl 10 32B 4b924.11l.85 59.28 17.34 --
2322 KEMBUJAE KO"BO tENTR WED RiS R5 lB 325 4b9 2.87.88 51.811 15.b4
2322 KEMBUJAE KOIlBO tENiR NED RNS R6 11 325 4b9 8.87.88 52.08 14.4B
2322 KE"BUJAE KOMBO tENTR WED SSP 2/9 D 324 469 1.8b.87 PRAK 1.Bb.87
2323 KITTI KOIlBO tENiR WED SSP 2/8 D 319 4b3 1.Bb."87 PRAK: . 1. Bb. 87
2338 PENJE" KOMBO tENTR WE li RWS R16 22 324 4b2 2b.04.89 70.BII 7.87
2494 BONTO KOM8D EAST NED RNS Rlll 11 331 47B b.12.88 b7.1l0 b.4B
2404 SONTO KO"80 EAST WED RNS R9 18 331 4711 29. 11.B8 77.B8 10.12
2415 JIBORO KUTA KOMBO EAST WED RUS R12 le 329 458 14.84.89 64.B8 13.20
2~25 OMORTOH KO"BO EAST NE li RW5 R17 22 335 457 28.B4.89 94.01 15.4b
242B SOHIl KOIlBO EAST WEli RNS R18 23 338 458 38.84.B9 94.0B 19.b0
2585 BREFET FDNI BREFET WED SSP 2/10 D 35B 4b4 1.Bb.87 PRAK 1 U6.B7
2b03 BAJAKARR JOlA FONI DIN. KWED SSf' 2/17 li 378 459 1.0b.87 PRAK 1 1. Bb. 87
2606 B~iENDINS KAJARA FONI BIN. K~ ED 5SP 2/11 li 357 466 1.8b.87 PRAl( 1 1.06.B7
2b89 BlliTAN6 FONI BIN. KWED SSF 2/14 li 3bB 4b5 1.06.87 PRAK 1 1.9b.87
26111 BUKAFNEH Fo~r BIN. KWE D SSP 2/12 D 36i! 458 1.lIb.B7 PRAK 1.06.B7
2b33 KAS5A6NE FONI BIN. KWED S5P 2/13 D 3b7 463 1. Bb.87 PRAK 1.Bb.87
2b36 KAVIl'lU BINTANS FDN! BIN. KWED UNSii 2 'l 24 372 457 16.12.78 POLS b6.0~ 5.3e

l
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21144 SIBANDR FDNI BIN. KWE0 liNsa 2 24 372 457 16.12.76 IIB.BB 5.3B
21145 SIKDN FONI BIN. KWE0 SSF' 2/15 0 371 4511 1.il6.Bi PRAK 1. SII.87
2MB TAllilA KUNOA FONI BIN. KWE fi SSP 2116 0 377 456 1.66.B7 PRAK 1.BII.B7
2711 BWIAK FONI KANSAL WE li BUC 7 OH 24 383 46322.83.7B GUe b8.B8 12.88
2737 PlONDIl FDNI KANSAL WE li UNSO :1 L 24 3B2 463 2.81.79 POLS 55.8e 21.54
27U SANAJORR JIRAHBA FDNI KANSAL WE0 SSP 2/18 fi 39~ 4115 1. Bb. 87 PRAK 1.86. Bi
29B4 JARROL FONI JARROL li ED SSP 2/2~ li 4ilB 464 1.Bb.Bi FRilK 1.B6.B7
2984 JARROL FONI JARRGL WE li 1IliSD 4 L 25 489 462 111.81.79 PGLS 5b.BB 25.60
2907 KABDIIBO FDNI JARRDL WED SSP 2/22 Il 412 464 l.B6.B7 -rRAK l.~E. Bi
2914 NEIIA KUNKU FONI JARRDL WE li GUC Ali 10 68.B8 14.B~

2914 NE/'lA KUNKU FONI JARRDL 5 ED RWS R4 lB 3~.01.BB 39.0~ 16.B~

2917 SANTANG KOTO IKEN FONI JARROL WE0 SSF 2/21 li 412 45i 1. Bb.Bi PilAK 1 1.86.67
2922 IiASSADUNB FONI JARRûL NEll ESP 2/19 0 406 4bl 1. 8ri. Bi PRAi: 1 1. il6:87
3885 BURDNE KIANG ïEST LRli 5SP 2125 li 372 473 1.86.67 PRAK 1 1.06.B7
38BII DUPlBUTU KIAN6 WESi LR li S5P 2133 li 4E9 4711 1.011.87 PRAK 1 1.Sé.8i
308i JAU KlAAS WEST LRli SSP 2/29 0 395 4ib 1. B6.87 F'RAK 1 1.B6.B7
me JANNEH KUNDA KIAN6 WEST LRD CARIi BH12 OG 377 479 17.116.87 PRAK 64.00 8.5i! 1 17.0il.B7
3B12 JiFFARDNG KiANG WEST L RD CARIi BHIS D6 4~6 4BB 14.811.B7 PRAi: 9B.0S 23.BB 1 15.e6.87
3~13 JlSSR\' KIANG WEST L il li SSP 2128 D 382 472 1.86.B7 PRAt: 1 1.S6. B7
3B14 JOLI KIAN!: WESi LRli SSP 2/27 li 381 481 1. 0b. 87 PRAt: 1 1.6b.87
3816 KANTON6 KUNOA KIANG WESi L fi û SSP 2I3~ li 3911 47~ 1. B6.87 PRAK 1 1.B6.87
3B17 KARANTABA KIRNG WE5T L fi 0 GUC . B OH 12 375 4711 30.04.78 HHS ' 55.88 15.3B 1
31117 KARANTABA KIANG WEST LRli HH5 12 375 476 38.84.7B 55.B8 15.311
3619 KENE8A KIAN6 WEST LR li ne 2 L 12 39B 4743B.11.84 98.88 21.88
3B19 KENEBA KIANB NEST LRD UNSO 6 L 12 418 4BB 38.Bl.79 POLS 45.55 111. liB
3021 KULLI KUNOA KIAN6 NEST LRD SSP . 2/31 D 46B 475 1.811.Bi PRAK 1 1.116.B7
3B23 tfANDINA KIAN6 NEST L fi li SSP 2i26 0 373 477 1.86.87 PRAK 1 1.06.B7
3824 PlANDOUR KIANG WESi LRD CARIi BHli 06 384 476 111.811.Bi PRAK B2.8B 2B.bB 1 16.B6.87
3B25 "ISSERA TENDA IKU KIANG WEST LRD SSP 2124 D 371 471 l.811.8i PRAY. 1 1.011.B7
302b NIORD JATTABA KIANG WEST LRD SSP 117 D 12 41B 4119 4.86.B5 PRAK 95.B6 Ib.68 1 4.211.B5
3628 SAMDEN6 KIANG WEST LRli SSP 2123 D 412 466 1.96.B7 PRAK 1 1. Bb. 87
3631 TABORANS KDTD KIANG WEST LR0 SSP 2132 0 r12 473 1.86.B7 PRAK 1 1.611.B7
3188 KNINALLA NYAKUNDA KIANG CENTR LR0 UNsa 5 L 13 418 48B 31.81.79 FOLS 45.5B Ib.60
31~9 KNINELLA SANSANKO KIANB CENTR LRD SSP 2134 li 413 481 1.86.87 PRAK 1.66.87
31B9 KWINELLA SANSANKO KIANS CENTR LR0 UNSO 5 L 13 41B 4BII 31.IH.79 POLS . 45.50 16.6B
m8 IIADINA KIANG CENTR LRD SSP 2/35 D 424 483 1. 86.8i PRAY. 1 1.8b.87
3284 JDI1ARR KIANG EAST LR0 SSP 21'37 D 427 485 1.86.B7 PRAK 1 1.1I6.B7
3287 KOLI OR SULAH KIAN6 EAST LRD SSP 2136 D 427 482 1.611.87 PRRY. 1 1.~6.87

3211 NJDLFEN KIANS EAST LRD SSP 2/3B D 429 477 1.86.87 PRAK 1 1. 06. 87
3382 DIBANTEH JARRA WEST LR0 SSP 2146 D 442 479 1.8b.87 PRAK 1 1.06.87
3364 JABISA JARRA WEST L RD SSP 2142 D 449 489 1.116.B7 PRAK 1 1.116.87
3365 JINOI JARRA WEST LRD SSP 2/39 0 439 491 1.B6.87 PRAK 1 1.811.B7
3386 JENOI AGRIC JARRA WEST LRD HHS 8 14 439 490 311.84.78 Bl.8B 13.80
338a KANI KUNDA JARRA WEST LRD UNSD 19 L 14 443 485 38.611.79 POLS 9B.BB 24.86
3311 IIANSA KONKO JARRA WEST LRD SUC 9 H SUC
3314 SANtanA JARRA WEST LR0 HHS 14 443 488 38.18.811 UUtU b.14
3314 SANKWIA JARRA WEST LRD SSP 2/61 D 443 48B 1.811.87 PRAK 1.B6.B7
331B SOM JARRA NEST LR0 SSP 1/6 D 14 442 4BII 31.83.85 PRAK 6b.88 12.7B 7.87.85
3319 SUIIBUNDU . JARRA WEST LRD SSP. 2/41 D 442 48B 1.811.B7 PRAK 1.S6.87
3413 JAPPINE TEIIBETO JARRA CENTR LRD SSP 2/43 D 454 484 1.B6.87 PRAl< 1.86.87
3584 BURENG JARRA EAST LRD SSP 2/44 D 471 484 1.S6.87 PRAK 1.86.B7
3587 DASILAPlI JARRA EAST LRD UNSO 17 L lb 474 491 38.85.79 POLS 72.8B 3.B0
41122 KANUtfA LONER NUI"I NBD GUC 13 1 338 493 19.87.78 72.81 16.B8
'4187 BAKALAR UPPER NUIPlI NBD UNSO 27 11 348 482 2b.11.79 71.5B 19.80
4114 FASS CHAHD IFASS UPPER NUI"I N8 D RIIS P18 11
4114 FRSS CHAHD IFASS UPPER NUIPlI N8 D RWS R15 11 356 4BB 24.B4.B9 87.88 22.5B
411B JUFUREH UPPER NUI"I NBD GUC 12 11 358 475 7.B7.78 74.80 111.3i
4135 PlEDINA BAFULDTO 1 UPPER NUI"I NBD RliS R13 11 355 4BB 17.84.B9 71.88 24.55
4141 PAKAU NJD6U UPPER NUI"I NBD L1NSD 27 L 11 348 482 211.11.79 PDLS 71.5B 19.88
4149 SARE IIAItA UPPER NUI"I NBD RWS R14 11 353 484 18.84.89 45.b5 24.Bl
42B3 BALLI PlANDINKA JOKADU NBD RWS R7 3 379 588 3.88.B8 4e.8il 9.40
4283 BRLLI MNDIHKA JOKADU NBD RWS RB 3 379 5B8 1.B8.88 42.80 18.21
421il DASILAPlI aOKADU NBD SSP 113 D 3 377 475 Ib.83.B5 PRAK 42.8B 13.98 5.BB.B5
4233 PlUNYAGEN JOKAOU N8 D UNSO 28 L 3 372 497 1.12.79 POLS n.8B 23.75
43Bi KEREIIAN LDWER BADDI NB0 GUC Il 12 382 492 27.07.78 98.89 15.80
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3881 BiiJAIiA 321 KIAN6 WEST L RD 55? 2 li 484 m IU2.B6 24.26 19.60 2
3i184 BAiTE~DIN8 293 KIANB iiEST L RD 55P 2 li 405 482 27.il5.B5 26.7~ 23.5B 2
3889 JAr.ARD 227 KIANB WEST LR li 55? 2 D 3B9 470 24.eS.B6 23.B8 18.58 2
381e JANNEH KUNDA 6~3 KIANG WEST L RD SSP ~ n 377 47~ 24.\12.86 14.50 8.67 .,

.. u L

3811 JiiTTABA 261 KIANE WEST 1.. R li 55P 2 D 41~ 4E7 U4.85 16.5B 18.5~ i.
3012 JIFFARDtiS 953 KlAN: WEST L fi li SSF Z fj 4\)6 4i0 :3.11. 85 2Z.6e 2~.3~

.,

[' 3815 JULA KUNDt! 253 KIANii WE5T L RD 55? 2 ~ ~~~ C 7.12.86 16.90 î.e9 2'on .. '"
!~24 t1ANü[iüR 553 KIArl8 WEST L Fi li 55? 2 li 3S4 4'0' 22.el. B:: 32.7e 27.39 2
3832 TANKULARR 649 KIANG wEBT i.. RD SSP 2 D ~c- 483 lUILBiI 11.3e 5.7b ") .

~~~ ..
3101 BAHBAKO 275 KIANS CENTRA L RD SSP 2 li 4~7 4""1 31.67.85 17.~~ il. Sii 2III

3162 BU"ARR 1114 KiAN6 CENTRA L RD SSF 2 D 416 481 16.07.85 :9.iS 14.35 2
3l~4 JIROFF 588 KIANB CENTRA L R fi 55? 2 fi

..,~
4B3 2~.~9.e5 20.05 16.62,!.:.) -

31~i KUNDDN NUHU KUNDA 14ï Ki~15 CENTRH L P. D SS? 2 D 422 4e~ 2~.eB.85 21.48 1ï.10 ".:.

31BB K~iNALlA NïAKUNDA 759 KIAN6 CENTRA L R fi SSP 2 D 4'~ 481 15.0B.B5 3~.6e 25.66 :::h'
7' "a "ADINA 471 K!ASG CENTRA L R fi SSP 2 0 417 4i6 26.12.85 27.60 22.ï2 "~.~ .ho' L

3112 NEHA 894 r.IA~S CENTRA L RD SSP 2 D 418 483 13.88.85 2~.8a 16.·~0
".:.

3113 NE/IA Ki/TA 3ili KIANG CENTRA L RD SSP 2 ti
..,.. 483 6.l1.85 20.50 1~.60 2~t..101

3î.14 NIORO AN6HLLEH 48 KiAN5 CENTRA L Hil SSP 2 D 412 461 7.E1.86 34.3~ 29.76 2
~116 SARE SAJO 128 KIAN6 CENTRA L RD SSP :2 D 425 476 13.a1. 86 31.90 ,,- 11:' .,

,l."oJ ..
·3119 TABANAN1 123 KIAN5 CENTRA L R li SSP 2 D 418 477 19.12.85 25.5e 2~.58 :::

3128 iENDABA CAMF 132 KiAN5 CENTRA ~ RD . SSP := n 412 48b 19.26.85 17.80 ï.45 2
3123 WUROi(AN6 381 KIAN6 CENTRA L nD SSP ::: D 412 478 11.07.85 19.ile 14.75 2
3201 6ENIERE 657 KiANB EAST L RD SSP <: 0 433 483 31.08.85 19.0e 13.58 2
3203 JASOBû 212 KIAN6 EAST L R fi SSP 2 G 4""' 48B 15.11. 85 9.6~ 4.50 2~}

mil KûLIOR NYA!'IALf! 717 KIANB EAST LRD SSP 2: D 427 484 1.B9.B5 14.75 7.28 2
::2~B ~AùINH 328 KIANG EAST L RD S"D 2 Ii 418 473 B.02.86 43.20 4~.iil:1. -
:;209 M5SENBEH 951 KIANG EAST L Rli SSP 2 fi 436 484 7.11.85 28.68 15.90 ".L

3214 SARE PATEH 83 KIANG EAST L RD SSP 2 D 428 482 14.11.85 21.80 18.28 "L
3Z1B SARE ALKALl KIANS EAST L RD SSP 2 D 435 478 13.11. 8S 45.8B 4~.83 2
33~7 JIFFIN 541 JARRA ft:ST L RD SSP 2 D 436 484 11.12.B5 13.8B 10.ell 2
3308 KANI KUNDA 991 JARRA NEST LRD SSP 2 D 443 ·487 25.10.85 14.88 10.25 .,

L

. 3309 KARA~TABA 1067 JARRA WEST L RD SSP 2 D 444 486 11.B9.85 19.40 14.53 .,..
:m0 KûHEL 48 JARRA WEST L RD SSP 2 D 439 482 211.11.85 26.69 21.75 2
3313 PAKALINDIN8 1816 JARRA WEST L RD SSP 2 D 448 48B 24.10. B5 16.75 3.60 2
3315 SARE SAIDY IDEMBA JE 91 JARRA WEST L R0 SSP 2 D 43B 47B 19.11.e5 31.40 26.41 2
3328 iDNIATABA 1542 JARRA WEST L RD SSP 2 D 437 4B5 5.B9.85 13.75 8.95 2
3451 BADUHE KDTD 276 JARRA CENiRA L RD SSP 2 0 459 462 20.18.85 16.5e 18.12 2
34e3 BUIBA JALLDW KUNDA S8 JARRA CENTRA L RD SSP 2 D 450 484 1.11.85 14.78 18.57 2
3484 BUIBA MNDINKA 548 JARRA CENTRA L RD SSP 2 D 451 485 24.18.85 14.28 9.60 2
3415 KANUM 198 JARRA CENTRA L RD SSP 2 D 456 484 22.1B.85 15.e8 18.97 2
3417 NANEKQ 202 JARRA CENTRA L RD SSP 2 D 46B 488 15.10.85 14.75 10.52 2
3428 SASITA 143 JARRA CENTRA L RD SSP 2 D 451 48e 19.81.B6 25.58 28.91 2
3581 BAtiTAN NYIIIA 131 JARRA EAST L.R D SSP 2 D 476 489 20.81.85 18.35 13.01 2
3502 BARD KUNDA 1846 JARRA EAST L RD SSP 2 D 471 491 2B.89.85 9.se 5.23 2
3583 BUiiAïEL 161 JARRA EAST L RD SSP 2 D 47B 479 6.1B.85 15.75 10.5B 2
35B9 DE"ATI 179 JARRA EAST L RD SSP 2 D 471 488 27.89.85 23.811 19.65 2
3511 DON6DRDBA 494 JARRA EAST L RD SSP 2 D 468 479 18.18.e5 18.45 14.8B 2.
3512 DDli6DRONDIN6 46 JARRf! EAST L RD SSP 2 D 476 488 25.81.8& 21.9B 16.15 2
3516 JASSON6 828 JARRA EAST L RD SSP 2 D 466 472 15.10.85 13.58 9.04 2
3517 "ADINA 297 JARRA EAST L RD SSP 2 D 473 492 19.89.85 18.2B 12.16 2
3521 PAKALIBA 1129 JARRA EAST L RD SSP 2 D 473 495 12.89.85 14.7B BU0 2
3522 SIBINDIN6 132 JARRA EAST L RD SSP 2 D 466 479 13.18.85 27.90 23.32 2
3525 SUTLIKUN6 1118 JARRA EAST L RD SSP 2 D 471 489 5.18.85 13.00 7.90 2
3526 WEliiN6ARA IJUTA KD 19 JARRA EAST L RD SSP 2 D 478 481 23.09.85 17.7B 13.30 2
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BUREN6 (PlI JARRA EAST LRD RW5 7.63

2 DGN60ROBA IPll JARRA EAST LRD Miilli ~ C' .")
L.... bol.

~ PAKALI BA IPII JARitA EA5T LRD RNS l':IO~

4 lilGANTEH (Pl) JARRi! IriEST LRD RII5 37.75 32.2il
5 JArPENI <F'l) JAiiRA WEST LRD MC 25.6e l7le?
6 JE/lOI W6el JARR?: ~~5T LRD i!ÎC B,23 7.11
7 JIFF'IN (Pli JAilRA WEST LRD AIC 13.71 Il.64
6 JIF'FIN iU55i JARRA WESi LRD TRAli ll.15
9 KANI KUNDA (U63J JARRA liEST LRli A/C 15.7B 12.24

10 KARANTABA (U641 JARRH wEST LRO RIIS 16.11 14.11
11 nANSAKONKO (U611 JARRA WEST LRD RliS 25.61 24.B6
12 NANAKû (Pl) JARRA WEST LRD ~/A!D 12.04 7.89
13 SANKWIA lU62i JARRA WEST LRD A/C 12.73 IB.B2
14 SOMA lU591 JARRA Ir/EST LRD TRAD 14.49 13.63
15 TDNIATABA !U56! JARRA NEST LRD TRAD B.93 7.98
16 BAMBAKD lU341 KI ANS CENTRAL LRD TRAD 11.86 IB.55
17 BUIIARI lU331 KIAN6 CENTRAL LRD TRAD 17.48 16.53
lB JIROFF (Pl) KIAN6 CENTRAL LRD AlAID 22.88 19.74
19 JIROFF lU391 KiAN6 CENTRAL LRD TRAD 2B.51 17.66
2e KWINELLA (Pl) KIAN6 CENTRAL LRD Rlr/S 27. il 17.73
21 HliNKUTALLA {U441 KIMi5 EASi LRD RWS 37.55 36.12
22 DUMBUTU (Pli KIAN5 wEST LRD RIiS 25.iB 24.31
23 tONKDI KUNDA {U451 KIAN5 iiESi LRD TRAD 24.58 22.87
24 FU LA KUN DA (U371 KIAN6 NEST LRD A/C 16.91 15.3B
25 SENIERI <U531 KIANS IiEST LRD TRAD 18.69 12.9il
26 KARANTABA {Pli KIAN5 Ir/EST LRD RWS 12.12 12.B9
27 KENEBA (Pli KIANS WEST LRD Rlr/S 26.3B 23.67
28 KûLIDR lU471 KIANS WEST LRD TRAD 11.B7 11.18
29 IIANSASANSANG {U361 KIANG IiEST LRD A/C 11.23 9.61
3~ "ASSEIIBE lU521 KIAN6 iiEST LRD TRAD 21.85 19.97
31 NUMU KUliDA {U3BI KiAN6 WEST LRD TRAD 18.43 16.32
~2 SALLEH IIANDA (PlI FULLADU Ir/EST KID RIiS 41.44
33 JALLUBEH IP11 FULLADU WEST 1110 A/C 4B.6~ .
34 KADLON6 {Pli FULLADU WEST 1110 RNS 24.73
35 IIAIIUT FANA (Pli FULLADü Ir/EST Il ID RWS 14.78
36 NJOBEN (Pli FULLADU WEST KID RWS 21.58
37 SANKULI KUNDA (PlI FULLADü WEST KID 61TH 5.61
38 SANTANTO BUBU {Pli FULLADU WEST 1110 TRAD 39.58 1

39 SARA KALANS (PlI FULLADU WEST KID AIC 27.3B
48 SARA M6AI (Pli FULLADU WEST 1110 6ITEC 24.21
41 SARA YORO 6DLOBI (PlI FULLADU NEST KID 6ITEt 26.65
42 SARE SDFI (Pli FULLADU WEST 1110 RWS 14.98
43 SARUJA (Pli FULLADU NEST 1110 6ITEC 11'-24
44 SDLDLO FULLA (PlI FULLADU WEST KID 61TEt 16.15
45 TABANANI (Pli FULLADU NEST KID 6ITEt 9.72
46 DANKUNKU (Pli NIAIIINA DANKUN. 1110 RNS 21'-71
47 JARRENB (Pli NIAKINA EAST 1110 RWS 6.92
48 KUDANS (Pli NIAIIINA EAST 1110 A/C 11'-30
49 KAI HAl (Pli NIANI 1110 RHS 12.16
5e KER JABEL (Pli NIANI 1110 BITEC 13.88
51 KE~ IIAKA NDLLDF (PlI NIANI IIID RNS 28.21
52 NIAKOI {Pli NIANI 1110 6ITEC 48.11
53 SANDA (PlI HIANI 1110 6IlEt 13.33
54 SliKUTA {Pli MIANI 1110 6ITEe 11.27
55 WASSU .{PlI NIANI 1110 RIiS 8.75
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56 CHAN6AI (Pli SAM1 PIID RNS 46.20

l'
57 JAMALI TA~SIR SECKA (Pl! SAlli /lID 6ITE!: 18.92
58 KrBERI (Pli SAIII HI& RWS 39. '27
59 KUNTIN6 !Pli SA!'!! tllD RIriS 6.65
60 SAl'1I PANCHDNKI (P l! SAIII MID RWS 31.64
61 TABiltlANI (Pli SA!'! l MID 6!TEC 33.35
62 PANCHAN6 (Pl! UPPER 5ALDlIIl HID SIEC 9.18
63 KER PATEH KDRE (ri! CENTRAL BAD&IBIi NBD SITEC 25.98
b4 NJABA KUNDh (Pl! CENTRAL BADDIBU NB& smc 25.3e
65 SALIKENE (Pl! CEIHRAL BADDiBl! N6û A/C 12.21
66 BALI HALl HAIriA (Pl! JDKADU NBD 6riEC 14.20
6; BANTANDIN5 iDRANKA (Pl! JDKADU NBD A/C 38.41
6B JURUNKU (Pl! JûKAiiU NBii 6IiEC 32.22
69 HUNVA6EN (Pl! JûKADU NBD 6ITEC 32.9~

70 BANI (Pli LDNER BADDIBU NBD 6ITEC 15.5t
71 FA5S NJASA CHOI (Pli LOWER tlUII11 NBD 6IiEC 34.58
72 FA55 OIlAR SAHûR (Pl! LD~Efi NUII11 IIBD 5ITEC 36.92 24.58
73 KANUIlA (Pl! LOWER NUll'iI NBD RWS 8.84 7.06
74 KER liALLY (Pl! LOWER NUIIlI NBD 6ITEC 35.07 21.18
75 BALAN6HAR (163! (Pli LDNER SALOUM NBD 6ITEC IB.76
76 BALAN6HAR (164! (Pl! LONER SALOUl'I HBD SITEC 15.46
77 GIIlBALA KER IlALICK (Pl! lOWER SALOUH NBO 6ITEC 2B.62
78 CHAil EN (Pl! NIANIJA NBD RNS 13.29
79 BALIN6HD (Pl! UPPER BADDIBU NBD 6IiEC 7.82
BB BAIlBALI (PU UPPER BADDIBU NBD RIIS 13.94
81 BASSU: (Pl! UPPER BADDIBU NBD 6ITEC B.44
B2 ILLIASSA (Pl! UPPER BADDIBU NBD 6ITEC 11.38
83 JAMAL IlBALLO (P1l UPPER BADDIBU NBD 6ITEC ·39.53
B4 KATCHAN6 (Pl! UPPER BADDIBU NBD 6ITEC 14.B9
85 KEUR AYIP (Pl) UPPER BADDIBU NBD 6ITEC 34.55
86 liEIIA (Pli UPPER BADDIBU NBD BH 42.99
87 N6AYEN SANJAL (Pl! UPPER BADDIBU NBD A/C 29.66
BB NO KUNDA (Pl) UPPER BADDIBU NBD RIIS 14.65
B9 SINCHU PALLEN (Pl) UPPER BADDIBU NBD 6ITEC 11.12
9B KILLA (Pl! UPPER NUIIlI NBD 6ITEC 17.47
91 LAIIIN (Pl! UPPER NUIIII NBD 6ITEC 17.B9
92 NDU6U KEBBEH (Pl) UPPER NUIIlI NBD 6ITEC 26.32
93 SARE IIAIlA (Pl! UPPER NUI/'II NBD 6ITEC 36.21
94 SIKA (Pl! UPPER NUIIII NBD 6ITEC 13.56
95 JA6LE (Pl! UPPER SALDUK NBD 6ITEC 34:85
96 BAKADA61 (Pl} FULLADU EAST URD A/C 12.76
97 6AIlBISSARA (PH FULLADU EAST URD RNS 23.83
98 KANUBE (Pl! FULLADU EAST URD TRAD 12.9B
99 KULARI (Pli FULLADU EAST URD A/C 14.38

m /'IANSAJAN6 (PU FULLADU EAST URD RIIS 16.85
181 NDI/'IBD (Pl! FULLADU EAST URD TRAD 27.88
182 SABI (PU FULLADU EAST URD TRAD 34.87
183 SANUNDIN6 <Pl! FULLADU EAST URD A/C
194 6AIlBISSARA LAIIDI (Pll KANTDRA URD TRAD 17.22
105 6ARAIIDL (PU KANTDRA URD RWS 13.99
106 6ARAillIL (FU KANTORA URD BH 19.95
1B7 KANTALE KUNDA (Pl) KANTlIRA URD A/C 18.58
IBB KOINA (PU KANTDRA URD RNS 14.31
189 NYAI'IANARRI (Pl) KANTlIRA URD RMS 44.20
119 DASILAIlI (Pl! SANDU LlRD RWS 16.5B
111 KURAU KUTD (PU SANDU URD RIIS 18.69



li.llb.9i Standard Report

Ne. viiiaQe Name ni~tr ~ ct fJivisiof' ïype Eievatiofi (masi) Le'/ei idate ~m Lel'elidate 6!9l
------------------------- --------------- -------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------

112 ~:SSIRA (Pli SHf\ErL~ URD R~5 ~4. 3e
~ " ':" Br.iF~ iFl; Wi!LI iiR~ HilS :::0.ee1 .. ~

lI! CHAi':O! BUNDA iPil li' 'r T Uf,i) RWS J' f'
U~.:. .di. J,!

:15 rADIA KUN~A (Pl) ~:!;'l URD RWS 47.2~

~ i t KMiAFE (Fli ~;;i.l URIi A'~ 24.13.Jl...

li? ~jE= ;~~f,O~ (~1 ) ~U:..: U?ii F;W5 48.1'9.....
PkSSH~hSi FULA (Hi K~tLI URu R'~S 1~ ,~5~.:~

m SU7UKOaER (Pl! "111 • URu nwS 26.96K;';L!

1'~ Sj;ïUKONüi~G (Pli Nil;.I iJRC RWS iB.l1L ..

121 YOROBiiitlQ!.. <Pli WULi üRD RWS 3~.3i

122 5IBANOf, {Pli FONI BINTAN8 ~EÏ! R~S 2E.ta '!"'I .-
!b.e,~

t~~ hLLA t:UHliA (Pli FûNi BOli~A!..I liED RWS :)j.33 21. 75._"
i24 5F.FET (PU FON! BREFET w~1i CARn 16.59 lue
125 t·ULGCK .~., . FON: Bi{EFE7 iiEù CAm 15.23 ue\. !:
126 K4NJilEINA (Pl j rONI BREFET \liED R\liS 33.12 2L3e
1'ï' ARANKûU KUNfiA (Pli FûNi JARROL WE~ RiiS 13.05 B.95-,

1'" KAMAl'IUDli (Pli FO!'iI .JARROL iriED RW5 14.84 9.45LI:!

129 6EBANiiHAR (Pl! 'FONi KAliSALii rlED RItIS 16.41 19.46
130 BRIKA~A fiETHODI5T f.IESION KOMeO CENTRA~ WED AlC 15.47 7.;'6
'7' JIBORûH KUTH (r'li KûlŒO CENTRAL liED RWS 24.64 ti.251"1

132 r·"'· MilSJA6û tUl KOPlBü CENTRilL liED RWS'.• 1!
:~-:: MA/iûINA BA W26i KO~BO CENTRAL WE~ RiiS 17.36 12.57."w
134 tlANJUAfi ~Ulq) KOiiBiJ CENTRAL HEli RiiS 21.44 L2.e~

r3~ l'lARAKISSf! lU1S: KOl'lBü CENTRAL WED RilS 17.7b 11. 75
,-. SiFaE lUi KOMBa CENTRAL WED AIC 11.13 B.B41~'O

m srm: Will KOKBa CEIITRAL iiED Rli5 12.~2 9.84
~3B KûLORO SCHDOL (U29, KDMBa EAST liED RNS 26.B7 17.91
i39 SûTOKGI {Pli KOl'Œa EAST WEu Ale 9.59 6.18
m TUtiJHiA (Pi) KOtŒG EA5ï WED RWS n.66 IB.48
141 BRilFUi (Pli j{D~E·ù NORTH HED RWS 9.a(~

142 6t1HJUR (Pii KOMBD SOUiH \VED RIiS 16.69
143 6UliJUR (U) KOMBû SOUTH WEI) AIC 14.77 B.37
W KARTUN6 (Pli KOKBD SOUTH NED AIC 6.39 4.45
145 KOLUKOCH lU) KDHBO SOUTH WED TRAD 16.45 12.62
146 TANJI (Pli KaMBO SOUTH WEu RIiS 13.BB 11.62

"



... 1 • llCo. i • ..... ,._.: .. __ .. 1"':.1 • . -~-

'.
Ytolie Vnale District Division WPtode Nr. Use Map X Y C!lst. date rire': T.D. O.T.W. FUIl~s iost. Date
------ ---------------- --------- -------- --- --- ---- ---- --------- ------- ------ ----- ---------

4429 NJABA KUNDA CENTRAL BAli NBD RWS P11 4-

4429 NJABA KUNDA CENTRAL BAD NB0 UNSO 26 L . 4 421 51l~ 31.1B.79 POLS 76.B0 32.BB
4525 DIPPA KUNDA N5DOR UPPER BADDI N& D' UNSn 2~ L 6 447 499 26.09.79 FOLS 82.B0 26.10
4529 FARAFENNI UPPER BADDl N~ li SUC 5 5 436 50e 22.B2.7B ge.BB 14.BB
4583 N5EYEN SANJAL UPPER BADDI NBD 55F' 114 D 6 ,<;~ 503 11.02.S5 PRAK 45.00 31. B0 lE.2i.B5'i...:,

4618 YALLAL UPPER BADDI NBli mlSD 25 L 5 4:24 499 26. le. 7~' POLS nee 32.60

l'
5~2t KAUR iiHAR::- TOIni LOWEii SALOU Hl D "Itr lB li CHINcaw

5028 KA UR IiHA~r iûilN LORER SALOU ~ l ~ RiŒ P4 6 4'<: 514 3S. :1.86 6i.~2 2.3:Ow

5159 NiDRD EBRIMA WURi UPPER SALDu MID UN5ü 21 ~ 7 49~ 525 3f. 06. i9 ~'GL5 7U;~ 14.16
~304 &ARAJALi TENDA NIAtn Il I D UNSO 23 L B 5~6 SEL 30,26.ï9 PÙ~S 74.e~ il.b7
532B KAS5 WOLLOF NiANi t! l D S5F 8 D fi 527 5:::3 26.e2.85 PRAK 92.0~ 37.65 ~. !I- ;j!:

Jo ... ïJ/ • .,IIJ

<:--~ Kü~TAUR WHARF TûW NIANI !'1 l li "'"l.!!'" ;)" B 5'? 511 31.12.85 82.2B 3.7~,,;J:'1 t("~ , 'J ,.
5359 ~mBEN TUKULORF; NIA/il MiD UNSiJ 'j' L 6 5~4 524 3ii.~6.79 PJLB 64.03 .. ~ ...

.1 :'l.:'O

5401 BANNi SAMi ~ 1 n c;::p • 'r: D 9 526 495 :26.E:2.E5 HIAK HH*",* 14.56 14.5i.B5w,,_ l/,J

54~B WELLIN6ARA OHAR J SAHi MID UtJSG 20 L 9 544 580 3e.B6.H r'ûL5 7B.e~ 34.66
65~3 BARD KUN DA NIAMINA DHN ~ l D UNSC 17 16 474 49t 38.05.79 72.BB 3.ee
65ii6 D~~NKUN!(U NIAMINA DAN r. r û UNSG lB L 6 465 501 30.05.79 POLS 86.BB IB.3e
6509 JAI(OTll NIAHINA DAN MID R~S P8 6 465 5iH 31. le.57 64.B0 13.75
"'jj PINIA FULA KUNOA f.iAHINA WES MID RWS Pi b 4n 496 30.09.87 63.011 35.04eo.,
6621 PINIA FULA KUNOA NiAHINA WES K1 D RW5 P9 6 469 496 38.11.87 69.48 14.81

- 6719 KUDANS NIAMINA EAS " l D 6UC 11 H CHIN
6724 HAHUn FANA NIAMINA EAS r. 1 D RW5 P5 457 5033U5.86 81.88 IB.16
6727 MEDINA NIAHINA fAS MiD lINSO 7
6n9 MI5SRA TOBEN ISAR NIAHINA EAS " 1 D UNSO 16 L 493 586 38. B5.79 POLS 8B.8e 14.15
b731 NJAI KUNDA NIAMINA EAS H1 0 CARIi BH6 DE 521 491 23.04.87 PRAK b6.20 19.20 2:;.04.87
é734 PATtH SA~ NIAMINA EAS ~ i D UNSO 16 493 506 30.85.79 80.B8 14.15
7227 JAR KUllDA NUL! URD UNSO 14 L 22 5B7 490 7.05.71 POLS BUI! 29.72
7241 HADINA NIANTANBA WUU URD UNSO 15 L 21 611 496 26.B5.i9 PO:"S ntUH 39.50
7256 SARE DE~BA IIULI U R 0 UNSG 13 19 572 486 6.04.79 96.ae 19.72
7261 SARE SU BU WULI U R D UNSO 12 19 565 487 12.86.79 ge.9B 33.BB
ï276 SUiUKOBA WUU UR0 SSP 111 0 20 60b 493 6.B3.85 PRAK 54.8e 14. ge 2.ei.65
7280 TAIBATU WULI UR D Gue 14 28 586 485 1.12.77 nnnt 26.7B

- 733b SARE GUBU BASIRU SANDU URD UNSO 12 L 19 565 487 -12.06.79 POLS 90.09 33.l!a
74BB BANSANG HOSPITAL FilLLADU WES MID SUC 15 17
7456 KONKO FULA ISANKU FU~LADU WES ~ 1 D CARiT BH9 D6 521 496 2.06.87 PRAK 67.BB IB.eg 2.e6.87
7477 MüRTABEH IJAKA6EN FULLADU NES " 1 D CARli BH5 D6 520 491 22.04.87 PilAK 34.60 15.82 22.~U7

7486 NJOBEN FULLADU liES " 1 D UNSO 21 8 5~4 524 38.96.79 M.0B 31.36
75B2 SARE BABDU iiAIFA FULLADU WES " 1 D CARn BH4 06 511 489 21.B4.57 PRAK 34.80 15.39 1 21.04.87
75BB SARE OEItBARU FULLADU liES " 1 D CARIT BH2 D6 56B 471 15.04.87 PRAK 76.e0 24.16 1 15.04.87
7589 SARE FALLY IKHAHt FULLADU liES ~ 1 D CARn BH7 DG 519 491 23.04.87 PRAK 47.0B 15.80 23.e4.87
7514 SARE JABEL FULLADU liES Il 1 D UNSO 10 L 533 480 39.B4.79 POLS 74.Be . 27.30
7527 SARE NSAI FULLADU liES " ! D CARIT BHl DG 518 489 13.B4.B7 PRAK 35.8e 17.9~ 13.B4.Bi
7539 SARE WURIN5 ICHEW FULLADU liES MiD CARIT BHB 05 519 493 24.M.87 PRAK 59.S0 8.3e 24.IH.B7
7542 SARE VORRO TAKKO FULLADU WES It l D CARn BH3 D6 515 487 Ib.04.87 PRAK M.Be 8.73 16.94.87
7544 SAPU A6RIC STATID FULLADU liES It i D SAPU 1 8
7544 SAPU A6RIC STATID FliLLADU WES It 1 D SA PU 2 8
7544 SAPU A6RIC STATIO FULLADU liES " 1 D SAPU 3 8
7574 SOLDLD KANDINKA FULLADU liES Il 1 D nc 3 17 537 485 28.B2.85 85.8B IB.7B
7596 Y.B.K A6RIC STATI FULLADU lIES Il 1 D UNSO 11 526 492 30.04.79 83.01i 16.53
7597 YDRD BERl KUN DA F FULLADU liES Il 1 D UNSO 11 L 526 492 31U4.79 POLS 83.BB 16.53
76B8 BANICO KEKORD FULLADU EAS U- RD SSP 2/54 D 593 466 1.06.87 PRAK 1.a6.87
7611 BASSE SANTD SU FULLADU EAS URD GUe. 4 28 4B5 471 4.02.78 85.BH 11.71
7617 DAItPHA KUNDA FULLADU EAS URD EDF D 20 30.10.90 DWR 84.10 8.55
7621 DEItBA KUNDA KU TA FULLADU EAS URD S5P 2148 D 579 465 1.06.87 PRAK 1 1.B6.87
7625 DIABU6U ALPHA ISA FULLADU EAS URD SSP 2/57 0 61B 471 1.06.87 PRAK 1 1.B6.87
7627 DIN6IRI FULLADU EAS URD 5SP 2/67 D 682 470 1. 86.87 PRAK 1 1.B6.87
7628 FAS~ BAJON FULLADU EAS LI RD SSP 2/53 D 593 463 1.06.87 PRAK 1 1.86.87
7632 SA"BISSARA FULLADU EAS URD RNS P6 19 475 463 38.11.86 76.00 16.62
7635 SIRDBA KUNDA FULLADU EAS URD SSF 2/49 D 588 470 1.Bb.87 PRAK 1 1.06.87
7645 KANUBE FULLADU EAS UR D, SSP 2/41 D 577 473 1.B6.87 PRAK 1 1.B6.87
7658 KIJLARI FULLAOU EAS UR0 SSP 2/55 D 599 4B2 1.B6.87 PRAl( 1 1.06.87
766B KULINTD YEL FULLADU EAS URD S5P 2/68 D 596 469 1.B6.87 PRIIK 1 1.06.87
7662 KUMBlJA FULLADU EliS URD SSf' 2I5~ D 589 466 1.06.87 PRAK 1 1.0b.e7
7671 "ADINA SAHAKO FULLADU EAS URD SSP 2/65 fi 6Bi 471 1.06.87 PRAK 1 1.B6.67
7676 ~ANKA"ANS KUNOA 1 FULLADU EAS URD SSP 2/45 D 460 473 1.06.87 PRAK 1.06.87



·1
.... ~ ..
V!:Dd~ Vnalle District Di vision WP:::ode Ik. iJse Kap 'i. ï Cnst. ~ilte Flrr. : .J. D. Lii. ?ür.ps I~st.dat~

---------------- --------- -------- --- ---- ---- --------- ------- ------ --.-- ---------
7658 NUMUYEL FULLAIiU EilS li R li EDF D 22 3.11.9û DWR Bb.le ~.1~

769B FERAI FULlADU EAS t! R li SSP 2/56 D 6~5 4i9 1. ~b. 57 fRAK U6.B7
7692 SilBI FULLAiili EAS U il 1) 5SF' 1/2 D 20 50 - 463 3.eus PRilt; ...... 14.97 S.Bl.ES... / .)l ...)l

7711 SARE DEMBA DARDDH FUlLADU EAS l! R li misa 13 l 19 572 486 6.B4.79 F'üLS 9b.e~ lÇ.7~

7727 SARE PIRASU FULLAliU EAS U R li ~~p 2/52 li 593 463 1.26.37 PRAK 1. ~6. 87:1:1.

7734 SARE TALATA FULLADU m ,. R i) 55? 2146 Û 570 471 1. ~6. 8i PRA~; ~.e6.S7

7762 iUBA TAF5IiiU FULLADU EA5 11 il li "'''U''', 2:'51 D r~.

46~ LiJ6.8: PRAl: Lab.BiO;jj ~'i..:.

i767 ItIELLINuHRA t;UBEH FU~LADU EAS li R D 55F U6!! li SEi ·~c 1. Hé. B7 PRAt-: 1.es.S?':1 ...

7Beô IiA~PHi\ KUNDA KANTDRA Un- D EDf ~I 2: r ., """':II ·m, 6il.il:: ~.65u ~.:.i..'1~

i8i:B FATGTû KANiORH :.J R li BUC T ~. ..,. 4S: ~ :1- ~ 7= "'7 ,,~ 15.5e" .!! j,,~ .1. 1 L _. 1 ...• I"..& .....~

lm SADA FARO KMITORf! U fi D S5F' 2:'63 D 620 ·) ...·f 1.56.a; ~'RAf; U~.g7..o.
-"'1 BARA~i]L KtiNTORA " F: D Efif li 2i B. : î. ge DiiF: 67.9i i5.84Hl! • ~

7m 6ARA\;iûL KANTGRA U ~ Ü HH5 2 11
.,,,

.~- • 1"\ ... ~ ,..

ht:HH ê.4~Ol~ q..,~ l~.ûl.ü~

7817 JAiiO KUND?: KANTORA I! R [< SS~ 2159 D fin 4E:4 l.ilci.B7 PRAf'; 1.86:8i
7îH7 JAiiJ KU1iOA KANTDRA U R D UNSi] B L ~1 624 45S 3.fE.79 palS se.ee ~ '0

} 1 ÛtJ.

7'....1): KEFBtM KU~DA KANïORA ~ R V UN50 ç L 21 613 486 :U:.7=i p~'; c 79.B~ 22.15, lj_.I. • U,.1oJ

7823 KGItiA KliNTûRA U R li EF D 21 l1.11.9~ &ilf. r" ..~ 15.84.,J,j..I..,
"~"'."" KGINA KANTDRH l: F: il S5P 2/64 li 6n 49f :. 06. E7 F-Rill': i. BI:,. B7/~ .. .}

7830 MADI/IA KiJTA iLilIE KANTüRil U FI D UNSû 15 2l 'H 496 26.e5.:; fHdU 39.55ou
7B33 'jYH~ANARI KANTORA i! fi D S5P 2/66 D 622 474 LeU7 rRA!: 1.06.67
7B42 SlJNS KUimH KilNiDRA Uil D S5F' 2/62 D 625 ~79 Leô.Bi PRAK U6.Bi
7844 SUDUNûL KAIEDRA U !"'. D SE~ 2/55 D 611 478 i. 06. 67 PRAt: 1.eé,.6?
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2 SOCIO ECONOMIe DATA

DIVISION

MTE

...f.:_.:.&..:..b...

..~/~/'iL._
ALTITUDE Mt-..:t.I':t.

.....
-

1

1

::

MlDUTIES
P.ospital FllO
Dispensary .)les/no
Sc}~ol (type) JJlo
OU.ers g.o

~

GnRDENIKG : ~~
OTHER ACT.: tJ-D

VILltlGE

. . : ~.": ·t~· ..,~.. .

P~RTICIPATIOH : ~~\ -v.f"

CULTURES (crops) Rice ~~.

Groundnuts ~r
r.illet ~
SorghUJ:I ~
Cotton ~

CRM.~ ., .Byke nechanic ~N.. ORGANISATlON :",UOr:le~ ~itt{'-(
,.". :,',< .":: 'Mor Recbanic ,..l~ Uater cOMittee ': l-

~·,."""fJllacks/Qith .\.\f-> Social COMittee \
Others ~ ~ Other cOMittee '"$'

. ~c.r p.e.~ ... 1
.\"

• •••~'?••••

••~Q._.

••.•."3l?-.. •.•

---Cf::-r;;:r?.. __
._..~-~_..-
.....~._ ..-

.. i.::.

Census 1983
Reuised 1991
EstiAate
Nr of CoApounds

CaUle
Sl!I311 1ivestor:k
Donkey
Horse

'..
ri LIVESTOCH

POPUlJlTIOti

''''', ". ,,"' ...

····~l:~·r
":.;...

SOURCE lSI.~

IRR!r/~T.Jcrl: _••_~. _•• __

IQUIPPED BOREHOLES ._.~.~
SPP.INGS _._~:

'-TRflDITIONAL IJELLS : 4-'
flREfl COUtiCIL UELLS : -

tlODEP.N IJEJ.LS : P.\JS .
SSP
CITEe
CflRITIiS

1iLoc j,;:.iI~ CA-erHC-1 ncnCN l'lID
Ni cl. »!f. ROTORY CWB

4. SANIl'Al'lON

HI' USE PUHP PUMP TYPE

W~~ _ _ __ ._ .
~~-_ _.._._-_._ .._••..•...•

~.~-..-.-_ "" .. -- -' .
~.._.~_ .._-_. __ _ _ .. _..

-~_._~- _._ .. --.- -- --- ..- -
_J ... ~t,*. _. L ..... ft1~~~~ fi._

"""11'1011111 l''''''t'Il Ilt'<'CU0I't'(' • O' ~/.._ I/_)t...14li.,. ~ 1'1llu .Il"~n 'lût) ,.,,~\,) 1 nllt'Cr YE.3{JfQ ...~... ... _

Il ~ 1. J~ k i4-...ruG.. .yes,.:.>,e-' - ~-cr- .c- .

ln;;;1l'l18flTW~: (;: of COr.POllli.i5) TYPE: V1P, PlT LHilNG J IJN~H:ED PIT
Nr : 10



GAMBIA: ·RAND DUG WELL CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMME

Village/WeIl Identification and Monitoring Record

Wel1 No.: (Gr Vil1age: (Je" ~. ttblféJ District:oI~ JQ./~

Village Layout

Village Area:

No of Compounds:

Planned No. of Handpumps:

Data of Existing Wells:

72 523
2

WeIl No. Type/Constr. Date Dia Head Constr. Shâft Constr. Performance

1

1Remarks:

-4e/ (((73 1.20 1_·--.8'u1l'J

-l'iJO /Vc>s 6>1tPtdlc~ 0 0el1S 1

47ew Cc>Gtuc,"R

~C? Ahs ~IjJh'va'P ~.('

Monitoring of Existing Wells (Heasured from Ground Level) ,,,-
Well No. : 1

,
WeIl No.: WeIl No.: 1

!

Date Depth GWL Column Date Depth GWL Column Date Depth GWL lColumn!

f22.?/ 2&..~ f'l9.J ~.b7 1

-



GAMBIA: HAND-DUG' .WELL' CONSTRUCTION PROGRl.MME

WeIl Construction and Acceptance Shaet

Well No .~' 1(09 Village.;. GENJ 1 WOLLOF u~str~ct: LoW. SALOUM

7
2F.€

f/> lr;o

WeIl ConstructionWell Log

15
masl

O,~z. magi

0iaJ S-fi
AllEA

New WeU /f;l.lc't'5

~
~ ';;-9 .

J.
10 \)

Commencemènt: of :Work: .. 1<6.04: -{g~

Height:

Reference Point of GWL Measurement

Description: :I:Q~. œ:=. We.lh.Ç~~.çR ...
......................................

Dry Digging Completed: ~.O~. .f.9SS

Wet .Digging . Complètèd: ..11.09. i9gs

WeIl Head: CompIèted; .. , l6.(!)1. Lqe~

Elevation:

Groundwater Level Records (mb.gI)

Date Time Depth GWL Column

11.9.?'S 2.4-.2.C2. 20.4-2- 3.C6~

14:~1.CfE 2.4-."31 20.~ 3.9<>
40

Handpump Installèd:' ·06.~2.. Iq.B~
1-------------------4-25

Yield: .~3 Id



G2 GITEC Data Base Output



GAtiBI A-GE~:ItAII IlAHD-DUG UELL PROGRAItHE

rr--- - ---- ------L 1 S T o F Il E L L S

~ UELL ~ISTRUCnOH DATA -
.. -----..-------DISTRICTa FU"A Pl"inlod ona 17.02.~1 P~g9: 2- ......--- ------

UATER PUItPS .' I-4ELLIlELL CODE VILLAGE HAltE STARrIHG COHPLETlOH TOTAL OEPTH IHSTALLATION DATE CVLIt-IOER CYLIHDEJt FEIIClt
DATE DArE DEPrH OIlL COLUHH CLetU (Righl> (Lan) (~:i9hl;' CO VER

C"=' c") c")
y

GITEC-O&2 JAHALL'r' 0'3.01.81 21.05.131 11."0 6.70 1.70 1 20.0&.91 · · A373 B.~5~ll IIin'
GITEC-0&3 HEDI:HA UHFALL" 0'3.0".81 31105.91 12.10 9.0€> 1.01 2 20.0&.91 21).06.81 A373 Pb 2.5 B,~5~ll IIin'
GITEC-O&1 BRII:AItA BA 0'3.01.81 16~0&.91 15.32 11.59 3.71 2 20.06.91 20.06.81 A373 A3i'3 B.uall IIi ....
GUEC-O&7 BRII:AHA H"DIHG 21.01.81 2910&.91 15.00 12.00 3.90 2 10.10.91 11).10.81 A373 A3T3 B.~5~ll IIi ......
GITEC-On SARUJA 21.01.81 26.09.91 13."0 9.01 1·.~9 2 11.10.91 11.10.81 A373 A3i'3 B.~sall IIi.....
GITEC-On H"JOBEH 22.05.81 2"~OEl.91 21.85 li'. 62 1.23 2 13.10.91 13.10.81 A373 A3i'3 B.~5all IIi ....
GITEC-079 DEHTOH BO"RAIt 01.06.81 20~0E1.91 20.50 16.59 3.91 2 11.10.91 11.10.81 A373 A3i'3 B,~5~ll IIi ....
GITEC-080 SIHCHU ItRDADO 113.06.81 05~09.91 18.05 1".30 3.75 1 16.10.El1 · · A373 B'UIlIl IIi.......
GITEC-082 KEREIlAH FULA 213.06.81 05.09.91 11.25 10.55 3.70 2 15.10.81 13.10.8"1 A373 A3i'3 L,~h"i le- . IIi ......
GITEC-083 TAIFA 01.07.81 03.09.91 13.50 9.2€> 1.21 2 15.10.91 13.10.8"1 A373 A3i'3 B,u~ll IIi ......
GITEC-096 SIHCHU DAItBEL 27.09.81 li' .1C1.91 13.08 i'.8El 5.20 1 21.12.91 A373 B,uall IIi.......
GITEC-097 SIHCHU ItAGAI 25.09.81 26~ lCl.91 17.00 10.&1 7.19 1 20.03.95 A373 L"h"i le- IIi ......
GITEC-098 DRAOAS 31.08.81 21, lCI.91 12."0 9.19 3.91 1 21.12.91 A373 B"5al.l IIi,· ...
GUEC-099 SABU SIRA" 10.09.81 19.11.91 11.18 8.81 5.~7 1 20.12.91 A373 L,~hr-i le- IIi,''''
GUEC-I03 JAItHELL CSIDAHOR) 13.09.81 06.01.95 21.35 li'.31 1.01 1 20.03.95 · · A373 L,~hri le- IIi ......
GUEC-I01 PACIlARR 11.09.8"1 16. U..91 12.95 9.07 3.E18 2 21.12.91 21.12.8"1 A373 A3i'3 L,~h"i le, IIi ......
GITEC-U7 FULA BAHTAHO 113.10.81 22~ 01.•95 18.22 i'.05 U.17 2 19.03.E15 1'3.03.85 A373 A3i'3 L,~hrile- IIi ......
GUEC-U8 SUKlIRR 2.... 10.81 2!J1 11.91 13.30 9.12 3.98 1 23.03.95 · · A373 B.~5~ll IIi ......
GITEC-IU DASILAtil 30.10.81 25.11.91 17.00 11.20 2.90 2 22.03.95 22.03.85 A373 A3i'3 B,~5all Ili. ......
GITEC-121 SI HCHU "')RO 20.11.81 09.02.9& 13.92 9.12 5.10 1 21.03.E15 A373 L,~h"i le' IIi ......
GITEC-125 SIHCHU BAHBA 22.11.81 09.0~.95 16.90 13.00 3.90 1 21.03.95 · · A373 L.~h,·i le· IIi ......
GITEC-128 SARE H'GAI 01.12.8"1 21,O:J.95 22."0 10.00 1.10 2 30.01.E15 30.01.85 A373 A3i'3 L,~h"i le- IIi ......
GITEC-129 SARE FUTA 0.... 12.81 20,0~.95 18.25 11.71 &.51 1 22.03.95 · . A373 L.~h,·i le- IIi ......

. GITEC-139 FASS A9DOU 0'3.01.85 22.0"1.95 17.58 13.60 3.98 2 25.01.95 25.0... 85 A373 A3i'3 L,~hr-i le' Ilit· ...
GITEC-115 TABA H'DIHG 23.01.85 20~0~.95 18.90 15.00 3.90 2 19.03.95 1'3.03.85 A373 A3i'3 L"hrile' IIi."'"
GITEC-150 HEDI HA H"DIIlG 11.02.85 D'tr0"1.95 13.37 9.10 3.97 1 26.01.95 A373 L"hr'i le' IIi."'"
GITEC-151 FARABA 1.... 02.85 0".01.95 11.18 9.82 1.96 1 26.01.95 A373 L,~hdlco IIi ......
GITEC-152 MEItA 23.0;'.85 lBLO"l.95 20.92 li'.60 3.32 1 27.01.E15 · · A373 B,~5~ll IIi.......
GITEC-153 TABAHAHI 21.02.85 0".0"1.95 13.65 9.5€> 1.09 2 21.01.97 21.01.8;' A373 A3i'3 L,~hr'i le- IIi ......
GITEC-271 I-4ELLIHGARA AOAtiA 01.0g.8€> 2.... 1,~.a6 26.12 21.9~ 1.19 1 17.05.El7 Pb 2.5 B.~5all IIi ......
GITEC-272 TAIFA RtiADOU M.Og.8€> 16r11..96 16.55 11.05 5.50 1 17.05.97 · · Pb 2.5 B.~5all IIi.......
GITEC-278 KEREIlAH HAHDI H!l'oR OS.10.8€> 20.01.97 16. j'O 12.79 3.91 2 17.05.97 11.05.8;' Pb 2.5 Pb 2.5 B,~5all IIi ....

TOTAL: 32 526.39 380.12 1'15.97 18
AVERAGEs 16."5 11.89 1.56



GAHBIA-GERHAN HANO-OUG NELL PROGRAHHE

HAINTENANCE HONITORING: PAYHENTS FOR HAINTENANCE

Tine Period: 22,05.1989 - 30.04.1991 Printed on: 17/06/91

1DIVISION: NBD 1
DISTRICT: UN

DATE NEll NO. VILLAGE NAME TRANSPORT TRANSPORT HAlIlT . NORK SPARES WORK D-SHOP SPARES INCOHE INCOHE AREA TOTAL FUNO
TO VILLAGE TO D-SHOP CASES HAIIlT.TEAM PROJECT AREA MECH D-SHOP PROJECT HECH./D-SHOP

27/07/89 GITEC-021 M'BANTA KEllING 25.00 15.00 1 0.00 0,00 40.00 BA 245.00 40.00 285,00 325,00 Y
13/11/89 GIlEC-021 M'BANTA KEllING 25,00 0.00 1 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25,00 0,00 25.00 N
22/11/89 GITEC-021 M'BANTA KEllING 25.00 0,00 . 1 0,00 455.00 20.00 0.00 480.00 20.00 500.00 Y
06/06/90 GITEC-021 H'BANTA KElllNG 0.00 0,00 1 0.00 0.00 55.00 BA 410.00 0.00 465.00 465.00 Y
25/08/90 GITEC-021 M'BANTA KEllIIlG 0.00 0.00 1 0,00 0.00 70,00 , BA 412.50 0,00 482.50 482,50 Y
28/07/89 GITEC-027 PAKAU N'JOKU 25.00 15.00 1 0,00 0.00 20,00 0.00 40,00 . 20,00 60,00 Il
08/08/89 GITEC-027 PAKAU N'JOKU 25.00 0.00 1 0.00 1042,00 15.00 0.00 1067,00 15.00 1082.00 '(

23/11/89 GITEC-027 PAKAU N'JOKU 25.00 0.00 1 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 25.00 0,00 25.00 Il
29/01/90 GITEC-027 PAKAU N'JOKU 25.00 15.00 2 0.00 314,00 55.00 BA 1927. 00 354.00 1982,00 2336,00 Y
11/12/90 GITEC-027 PAKAU N'JOKU 0.00 0,00 1 0.00 0.00 13.25 BA 109.75 0.00 123.00 123.00 Y

10/04/91 GITEC-027 PAKAU N'JOKU 0.00 0.00 1 0,00 0.00 50,00 BA 415.00 0.00 465.00 465,00 Y

08/06/89 GITEC-024 PAKAU SALOUM 25.00 0.00 1 0.00 253.00 20.00 0,00 278.00 20.00 298.00 Y
12/01/90 GITEC-024 PAKAU SALOUM 25.00 15,00 1 0.00 319.00 50.00 BA 492,00 359.00 542.00 901,00 Y

14/05/90 GITEC-032 SAMI KOlO 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 90,00 BA 1645.00 0,00 1735.00 1735.00 y

05/10/90 GITEC-022 SIKA 0.00 0.00 2 0.00 0.00 65.00 BA 1994,00 0,00 2059.00 2059,00 Y
21/11/89 GITEC-074 SITTA NUNKU 25,00 15.00 1 0.00 310.00 30,00 BA 174,00 350.00 204,00 554.00 Y

20/11/90 GITEC-074 SITTA NUNKU 0.00 0,00 1 0.00 0.00 25.00 BA 20.00 0,00 45,00 45.00 Y
23/04/91 GITEC-074 SITTA NUNKU 0,00 0.00 1 0,00 0.00 25.00 BA 217 ,50 0,00 242.50 242.50 Y
08/06/89 GITEC-013 TUBA KOlONG 25.00 0.00 1 0.00 269.00 25.00 0.00 294.00 25 :00 319.00 y

21/11/89 GITEC-013 TUBA KOlONG 25,00 15.00 1 0.00 569.00 40.00 BA 278,00 609.00 318.00 927. 00 Y
13/05/90 GITEC-013 TUBA KOlONG 0,00 0.00 1 0,00 0.00 60.00 BA 502.00 0.00 562,00 562.00 Y
16/10/90 GITEC-013 TUBA KOLONG 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0,00 15.00 0,00 0.00 15.00 15.00 N
26/12/90 GITEC-013 TUBA KOlONG 0,00 0.00 1 0,00 0.00 40.00 BA 67. 50 0.00 107. 50 107,50 Y
15/03/91 GITEC-013 TUBA KOLONG 0.00 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 40.00 BA 289.50 0,00 329.50 329,50 Y

DISTRICT TOTAL: 500.00 150.00 54 0.00 4807.00 1848.25 19881.25 25338.25



G3 UN Groundwater Resources Planning and DeveJopment Project Data Base Output
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